APPENDIX A: LEEDS CITY REGION
GROWTH FUND DEAL SHEET
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INTRODUCTION
We are pleased to provide this outline summary of the 2015-16 deliverable priority projects and programmes that we
have included in the Leeds City Region SEP for funding through the Local Growth Fund (LGF). We see the LGF being
the opportunity for Government to co-invest with us to deliver our economic and growth ambitions.
The identification of these projects is the culmination of at least 6-9 months appraisal processes (over 2 years in the
case of the West Yorkshire Plus Transport Fund) where we have applied significant rigour to reduce the range of
projects from very long ‘wish lists’ to a focussed number of specific and deliverable projects across transport,
innovation, skills, resource smart, housing and regeneration. This has included, for example, applying a Department
for Transport approved modelling process for Transport Projects, and the five cases Treasury Green Book compliant
approach to the appraisal of our housing and regeneration schemes.
We have provided more detailed business cases within the accompanying appendices as requested for each
deliverable project, which has included financial and economic appraisal output tables and risk assessments. Projects
have been assessed and subsequently re-assessed for deliverability, economic impact and strategic fit in partnership
with all City Region authorities and other project sponsors and co-investors. The resultant shortlist of projects and
programmes for 2015/16 set out in our SEP and summarised here therefore has both political endorsement across
the City Region partnership including the LEP Board.
The LEP Board is therefore confident that the projects and programmes it is submitting in this SEP submission are
both viable and deliverable, and offer value for money and will have a major strategic impact on city regional and UK
growth. Together they form a comprehensive and complementary package of projects and programmes that will
collectively deliver significant additional jobs and GVA growth, as well as supporting the growth of existing and new
industries and sectors and the development of new homes, innovation centres and critical growth infrastructure.
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PROJECT AND PROGRAMME FINANCIAL INFORMATION TABLE
Leeds City Region Enterprise Partnership
Summary ask of LGF (2015-16)
Total LGF 2015-16 (£m)

Area

Competitive

Non-competitive

Outputs

Calculated to 2021 (unless stated)

Transport

West Yorkshire Transport Fund*

10.1

18.3

Accelerated Growth Areas

73.23

0

Dft Legacy Majors
Sub-total - comp/non-comp
Transport total

0
83.33

0
18.3

Skills capital
Skills capital investment programme

Transport Fund
16,652 jobs by 2026
£5,697m GVA by 2026 (2009 prices)
Construction impact
1,858 jobs by 2026
£680m GVA by 2026 (2009 prices)
1,404 jobs by 2026
£604m GVA by 2026 (2009 prices)
N/a

101.63
30

0

443 net FTE jobs
£18.45m GVA per annum
42 apprenticeships

30

Skills capital total

Housing
Accelerating Housing Growth, Development
& Connectivity

24.772

0

Asset Reuse and Affordable Housing

17.888

0

3,414 new homes built
226 ha land remediated
1,968m sq ft floorpsace created
Up to maximum of 12,200 net jobs created annually (by 2026)
400 new homes built
3.27 ha land remediated
433,950 sq ft floorspace created
Up to maximum of 1,520 + net jobs created annually (by 2026)

42.66

Housing total

Other

Supporting growth businesses

35.8

0

Other skills

1.2

0

Resource Smart City Region interventions

13.5

0

1

0

Digital infrastructure
Green infrastructure
Other total

Total

5.11

17,000 enterprises supported
28,500 jobs created
1,940 enterprises co-operating with research institutions
2,588 enterprises supported to introduce new products to market
62,453 participants
41,439 unemployed
18,925 employed people supported
2,089 economically inactive supported
11,229 participants aged 15-24
505 direct jobs created
11,000 indirect jobs created
1,150 businesses supported
6,000 properties fitted with solid wall insultation
41 MW low carbon generation
71 MW heat network capacity
5.7 million tonnes C02 saved over lifetime of projects
2,600 enterprises supported
260 new enterprises supported
1,200 jobs created
4,000 enterprises using ICT

0
56.61

230.9

* Some 82% of the £1.6bn proposed WY Plus Transport Fund is from local contributions and payment by results. Without a payment by results deal (as
outlined in Appendix B) and the proposed competitive element of LGF, the Fund will be much smaller (circa £300m). The Fund exhibits increasing returns
to scale and so a diminished Fund of less than one fifth its proposed size would deliver a less than proportionate share of the forecast outputs and
threaten the political consensus which has been built on all districts accessing employment opportunities.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Leeds City Region Enterprise Partnership
Theme: business enterprise and innovation
LEP Priority 1: Supporting business growth
Programme

1.1 Business Growth Hub (operation)
The Growth Hub will act as a single access point for all new and
existing business support products and services across the City
Region, focussing on SMEs (new and existing) with the ambition and
ability to grow. It will aim to engage with, and support, 20,000
growth-oriented SMEs overt the next five to six years and facilitate
the creation of 50,000 new jobs.
Business Growth Programme
Capital grants for businesses, including investment in R&D.
Continuation of BGP will not only accelerate business investment and
unlock commercial lending and equity, but will also make a valuable
contribution to our work on supply chains, innovation and inward
investment, including the increased take-up of the Aire Valley Leeds
Enterprise Zone offer.
Business Innovation Programme
An innovation support package to improve rates of business
innovation across LCR, focusing on technological innovation through
the provision of advice, support and finance. The emphasis will be on
opening doors to existing innovation support, including national
support products delivered by organisations such as the TSB.

Funding stream

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

Local Growth Fund: capital
Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.3
0.3

0.0
1.5

0.0
1.5

0.0
1.5

0.0
1.5

0.0
1.5

0.3 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B:
7.8 Delivery Plan p. 5 to p. 18.

ESIF

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Private sector

0.3

0.5

1.0

1.3

1.5

1.5

6.0

Other public sector

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Sub-total
Local Growth Fund: capital
Local Growth Fund: revenue
ESIF
Private sector
Other public sector

Programme offering targeted start-up assistance and investment to
those fledgling businesses (up to three years old) with the ambition
and ability to grow and/or provide good social return (minimum of
£250,000 turnover by year three).

Supply chain
The element requested via LGF will be used to support SMEs with the
purchase of capital equipment that will put them in a much stronger
position to enter the supply chain of large business or commissioners focus on re-shoring and sectors such as on/offshore wind, biorenewables, automotive sectors.

2.8

3.0

3.0

14.0

10.0

8.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

68.0 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B:
Delivery Plan p.7.
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

80.0

80.0

60.0

50.0

40.0

30.0

340.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
408.0

96.0

72.0

60.0

48.0

36.0

2.0

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.0

Local Growth Fund: revenue

1.0

1.0

1.5

1.5

2.0

2.0

11.0 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B:
Delivery Plan, p. 10.
9.0

ESIF

3.0

4.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

3.5

20.5

Private sector
Other public sector

2.0
0.0

2.0
0.0

2.0
0.0

3.0
0.0

3.0
0.0

3.0
0.0

15.0
0.0
55.5

10.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.5

Local Growth Fund: capital

1.0

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

7.0 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B:
Delivery Plan, p. 12.
0.0

ESIF

1.0

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.8

8.0

ESIF (GrowthAccelerator opt-in)

0.4

0.5

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.6

3.8

Private sector

3.0

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

21.0

Other public sector

1.9

1.8

2.0

2.1

2.1

1.9

11.8

Sub-total

7.3

8.4

8.8

9.0

9.0

9.1

51.6

Local Growth Fund: capital

4.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.0 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B:
Delivery Plan, p. 14.
0.0

ESIF (MAS opt-in)
Private sector

0.8

1.0

1.3

1.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

16.0

16.0

12.0

12.0

8.0

8.0

72.0

0.8

1.0

1.3

1.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

21.5

22.0

17.6

17.0

12.0

12.0

102.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.3

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.8

0.0 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B:
Delivery Plan, p. 16.
9.0

0.5

1.0

2.0

2.0

1.5

1.5

8.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.8

2.8

3.8

3.8

3.3

3.3

17.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.4

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.6

1.3

10.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Other public sector

1.0

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.6

1.3

9.7

Sub-total

2.4

3.8

4.2

4.6

6.2

3.6

24.8

Local Growth Fund: capital

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B:
Delivery Plan, p.18.
0.0

ESIF

2.5

2.5

2.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

7.5

Private sector

2.5

2.5

2.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

7.5

Other public sector

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Other public sector
Local Growth Fund: capital

Sub-total
Export acceleration

Local Growth Fund: capital
The Export Accelerator will be a targeted programme of activity to
Local Growth Fund: revenue
stimulate additional growth by SMEs across LCR beyond that which is
ESIF (UKTI opt-in)
already supported by UKTI and the Chamber.
Private sector

This is a three-year programme with the aim of developing the
strategic leadership and management skills of people running small
businesses (up to 50 employees, but typically 10 to 30) with clear
potential for growth and the ambition to match. Underpinned by the
principle of peer learning and peer support via carefully constructed
networks of like-minded and proactive business managers and
leaders.
Business Growth Hub - overall summary

2.5
12.0

4.0

This is a business support programme to ensure that new and
Local Growth Fund: revenue
emerging technologies are used to optimum levels to improve SME
ESIF
productivity, including through access to, and improved utilisation of,
Private sector
superfast broadband.
Other public sector

Enterprise Leadership Programme

2.0
16.0

96.0

Sub-total
Broadband Business Support

0.8
16.0

Local Growth Fund: capital

Sub-total

Sub-total
Growth Start-up programme

Total to 2021

Further information on the
project (SEP page ref)

2015-16

Sub-total
Local Growth Fund: capital
Local Growth Fund: revenue
ESIF

0.0 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B:
Delivery Plan, p. 16.
5.0

Project output information

No

Not applicable

No

Not applicable

No

Not applicable

No

Not applicable

No

Not applicable

No

Not applicable

See Growth Hub output information below (N57)

See Growth Hub output information below (N57)

See Growth Hub output information below (N57)

5.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15.0

15.7

12.2

10.2

104.3

1.5

5.3

5.8

5.8

6.3

6.3

30.8

700 new enterprises supported

44.5

26,770 new jobs created

6.8

Not applicable

See Growth Hub output information below (N57)

17.7

5.8

No

See Growth Hub output information below (N57)

5.0

6.3

Not applicable

See Growth Hub output information below (N57)

23.2

9.8

No

See Growth Hub output information below (N57)

5.0

8.8

Lead delivery LEP

See Growth Hub output information below (N57)

25.3
7.0

Joint bid between 2 or
more LEPS

15, 473 enterprises supported

ESIF (opt-in)

2.9

3.6

3.6

4.4

2.9

19.9

104.6

81.1

69.9

56.1

46.1

461.5

3.7

4.2

4.9

4.9

5.7

4.2

27.5

143.7

149.0

122.8

106.1

90.5

76.3

688.4

Local Growth Fund: capital

7.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

ESIF

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

8.0

940 enterprises co-operating with research institutes

Private sector

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

12.0

500 enterprises supported to introduce new products

Other public sector

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Other public sector
Sub-total

1.2 Innovation Capital Investment
Activity under this programme will aim to better develop priority
sector innovation assets, as identified through the recent innovation
and sector research, and the resulting Innovation Strategy for LCR.
These are envisaged as flagship projects (similar to national Catapult
Centres), and will contribute significantly to LCR inward investment
propositions.

1.3 Sector support - visitor economy
Developing and promoting our tourism offer and maximising the
economic benefit of major tourism events & enhancing our tourism
and cultural assets.

20.0 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B:
Delivery Plan, p.19-21.
0.0

10.0

7.0

6.0

5.0

6.0

6.0

Local Growth Fund: capital

1.0

5.8

4.7

3.5

2.5

1.5

Local Growth Fund: revenue

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

ESIF

0.2

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.2

2.4

Private sector

1.0

16.2

13.4

10.5

7.5

4.5

53.1

Other public sector

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Sub-total

Sub-total

Priority 1 overall summary

1,000 enterprises co-operating with research institutes

2.6
103.8

Private sector

Local Growth Fund: capital

40.0
19.0 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B:
Delivery Plan, p.21-24.
6.0

3.2

23.5

19.5

15.5

11.5

7.2

80.4

33.3

33.0

25.4

21.2

16.7

13.7

143.2

2,088 enterprises supported to introduce new products to market
2,000 additional enterprises access ICT support products
940 enterprises supported
475 jobs created

600 direct jobs created/safeguarded
4,380 indirect jobs created/safeguarded
£12m value of PR/media
18 promotional campaigns delivered
17,013 enterprises supported

2.5

6.3

6.8

6.8

7.3

7.3

36.8

700 new enterprises supported

8.2

10.3

11.3

7.8

8.3

9.0

54.9

28,645 jobs created

Other public sector
Priority 1 - total

2.6

2.9

3.6

3.6

4.4

2.9

19.9

106.8

122.8

96.5

82.4

65.6

52.6

526.6

3.7

4.2

4.9

4.9

5.7

4.2

27.5

156.9

179.5

148.3

126.6

108.0

89.5

808.8

Not applicable

Not applicable

395 businesses supported to develop cultural/tourism product

ESIF
Private sector

Not applicable

205 businesses supported to develop cycling product

Local Growth Fund: revenue
ESIF (opt-in)

No

1,940 enterprises co-operating with research institutes
2,588 enterprises supported to introduce new products to market
4,380 indirect jobs created/safeguarded
2,000 additional enterprises access ICT support products

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Leeds City Region Enterprise Partnership
Theme: labour market and skills
Priority 2: Developing a skilled and flexible workforce
Programme

2.1 Skills Capital Investment Programme

Funding stream

Local Growth Fund: capital

Skills capital investment programme to support sectors and skills which Local Growth Fund: revenue
Private sector
are likely to generate the largest contribution to economic growth, as
well as ensuring we have a world-class learning environment for young Reserves/borrowing
people in all our centres.
Sub-total
2.2 Creating a Skills Fund & Hub (incl higher level skills)
The proposed Skills Fund and Skills Hub is a pioneering development
designed via the Employer Ownership Pilot to address the skills issues of
SMEs in sectors which present the greatest opportunities for economic
and employment growth. Operating in alignment with other LEP
Apprenticeship and business support programmes the Skills Hub will act
as a market-making R&D centre for the design of new provision;
support businesses to identify and articulate their skills needs and
translate them into packages of skills support.
2.3 Promoting Enterprise and & Innovation in Young People
Aims to deliver the City Region response to the challenges outlined by
Lord Young in his wide ranging review of enterprise education and
young people; and by the Deputy Prime Minister announcing the
intention to ensure that every young person gets good careers advice
and guidance.
2.4 Apprenticeship Hub Plus Programme
Our City Deal ambition is to create a NEET free City Region – by offering
a Guarantee to the young supported by a range of integrated
pathways. A core element of the delivery of this aim has been the
development of eight Apprenticeship Hubs across the City Region
supported by two Apprenticeship Training Agencies (ATAs). The
programme Includes support for implementation of a new
apprenticeship funding model and a travel cost pilot.

Local Growth Fund: capital
Local Growth Fund: revenue
ESIF
Private sector

Priority 2 overall summary

2016-17

30.0

50.0

0.0

0.0

2017-18
0.0

2018-19
0.0

2019-20
0.0

2020-21
0.0

0.9

Total to 2021

Further information on the
project (SEP page ref)

Project output information

80.0 Refer to Part A Chapter 5, Part B
0.0 Delivery Plan p. 26-34 and
Appendix H Business cases.
0.9

£18.45m GVA per annum

18.5

£2.9m net present value

443 net FTE jobs
42 apprentices during construction phase

17.7

0.8

48.6

50.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

8.0

4.0

6.0

13.0

15.0

17.0

18.8

73.8

14,360 employed people supported

5.0

8.0

4.5

3.5

4.0

4.0

29.0

2,228 individuals aged 15-24 supported

99.4

Joint bid between 2 or
more LEPS

No. However, three of the
nine proposed skills capital
projects are cross-LEP, with
further details provided on
page 28 of the PART B
Delivery Plan.

Lead delivery LEP

Not applicable

0.0 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part 14,870 participants
B Delivery Plan, p 34-36.
510 unemployed supported
No

Not applicable

No

Not applicable

No

Not applicable

No

Not applicable

Other (EOP)
Sub-total
Local Growth Fund: capital
Local Growth Fund: revenue
ESIF

5.0

8.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13.0

14.0

24.0

20.5

21.5

21.0

22.8

123.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.3

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

3.3

0.0

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

3.0

13.0
16.3

0.0 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part 4,702 participants
B Delivery Plan p 36-38.
1,535 unemployed participants

Sub-total
0.3

3.5

3.5

3.5

2.5

3.0

Local Growth Fund: capital

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.5

1.2

1.2

1.2

0.0

0.0

ESIF

1.0

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

7.0

Private sector

2.7

5.3

5.3

5.3

5.3

5.3

29.2

Local (Metro)

0.1

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.4

Other (City Deal)

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

Sub-total

4.8

8.0

7.7

7.7

6.5

6.5

41.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.4

2.2

2.9

1.6

1.1

0.7

8.9

Headstart (ESIF)

3.5

4.5

4.0

4.0

3.5

3.0

22.5

Back to Work Programme (ESIF – DWP Opt

1.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

4.5

22.5

Headstart Programme (18-24)

4.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.6

Devolved Youth Contract

5.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

5.6

Talent Match

3.2

1.6

1.6

1.6

0.0

0.0

8.0

Local Authority Programmes (approx)

4.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.5 Local Flexibility for Reducing Unemployment and Securing Better Jobs ( Local Growth Fund: capital
(9.7m outside SFA Opt-in)
Local Growth Fund: revenue
Through this action area we intend to extend the scope of the recently
awarded Cabinet Office Youth Contract 18-24 Head Start model and the
proven Devolved Youth Contract approach to deliver an ‘all age’ model
and offer a Head Start programme to individuals who are furthest from
the labour market regardless of their age. The offer will include locally
delivered support for individuals to overcome any barriers to
employment, for example financial planning or support with mental
health issues which is an increasing problem and an area of limited
provision in this City Region.

2015-16

Private Sector Match

1,589 inactive participants
1,578 employed participants & 3,183 participants
aged 15-24

0.0 Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part 3,300 participants
4.1 B Delivery Plan p 38-40.
2,800 unemployed supported
500 economically inactive supported
2,640 participants aged 15-24 supported

Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part
0.0 B Delivery Plan p. 40-42.
39,578 participants
36,591 unemployed supported
2,987 employed people supported

19.0
348.3

Benefit Savings

284.9

Sub-total

22.3

14.3

15.5

15.2

12.6

11.2

724.2

Local Growth Fund: capital

30.0

50.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

80.0

62,453 participants

Local Growth Fund: revenue

1.2

6.4

8.1

6.8

1.1

0.7

24.3

41,439 unemployed supported

ESIF total

9.5

17.2

24.7

27.7

29.2

30.5

138.8

2,089 economically inactive supported

Private sector

8.5

13.3

9.8

8.8

9.3

9.3

407.3

18,925 employed people supported

Other public sector

40.7

13.7

4.6

4.6

3.0

3.0

354.5

11,229 participants aged 15-24 supported

Priority 2 - total

90.0

100.5

47.2

47.9

42.6

43.5

1,004.8

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Leeds City Region Enterprise Partnership
Theme: resource efficiency, low carbon
Priority 3: Building a resource smart City Region
Programme

Funding stream

3.1

LCR Energy Hub

3.2

The Energy Hub will be a specialist vehicle responsible for
the development of new energy infrastructure (including Local Growth Fund: revenue
energy efficiency, energy generation, supply chain and
distribution and storage) across the LCR. It is designed to
ELENA
overcome the current gap in capacity to develop and
drive energy infrastructure projects, thereby allowing
commercially viable projects to leverage finance from
Private sector
public and private sources, including our £34m ERDF
funding programme.
Sub-total
Green Deal +
The LCR is continuing its trailblazing work on domestic
retrofit by procuring a £30m Green Deal programme,
which will utilise Green Deal Company Finance and the
Energy Company Obligation to deliver interventions to
over 18,000 homes. Through Green Deal + we will go
even further, targeting solid wall measures that cannot
currently be delivered through existing funding. Green
Deal + will deliver solid wall insulation to an additional
6,000 properties in the first 3 years of the programme.

3.3 BioVale
As a collaborative initiative with the York, North Yorkshire
and East Riding LEP, BioVale is an innovation cluster for
biotechnology, focusing on the development of high value
chemicals, natural products, next generation biofuels and
bio-waste valorisation. For 2015-16, phase 1 of BioVale
will include the development of the BioVale Open Access
Hub facility which will provide flexible laboratory business
incubation/grow on space, a dedicated area to house the
Bio-renewables Development Centre (BDC); and the Bioeconomy Support Centre for more general bio-economy
support organisations including Science City York, the
National Non-Food Crop Centre, the Chamber of
Commerce, UKTI and the YNYER LEP.

3.4 Resource- Smart Operations Programme
Provides tailored business support to SMEs looking to
reduce their resource costs, leading to increased
productivity, competitiveness and reputational gains. It
will help businesses tackle barriers to the implementation
of resource efficient technologies, including a lack of
understanding of the costs and benefits of resource
efficiency.

Priority 3 overall summary

Local Growth Fund: capital

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

Total to 2021

Further information on the
project (SEP page ref)

Project output information

0.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part
0.6 B Delivery Plan p. 44-46.

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

41 MW low carbon generation capacity

0.0

1.1

1.6

1.3

1.0

0.4

5.4

71 MW heat network capacity

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

1.1

1.6

1.3

1.0

0.4

Local Growth Fund: capital

8.6

8.6

8.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

6.0
Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part
25.9 B Delivery Plan p. 46-48.

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Private sector leverage: ECO
partnership/customer contribution

7.9

7.9

7.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

23.7

49.6

1,100 FTE jobs (estimate)

2,000 properties with room in roof
insultation

16.5

16.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Local Growth Fund: revenue

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

ESIF ERDF (LCR)

5.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

10.0

85,000 ft2 floorspace created

YNYER LEP Local Growth Fund

6.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

11.0

600 SME assists

YNYER LEP ERDF

7.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

12.0

50 new business start-ups

University of York Land

1.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.5

University of York (in-kind)

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

24.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

44.0

Local Growth Fund: capital

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.0

1.2

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

ESIF (ERDF)

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.0

1.2

Private sector

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.0

2.1

Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part
B Delivery Plan p. 50-51.

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.0

4.4

8.9

8.9

0.2

0.2

0.0

30.7

Local Growth Fund: revenue

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

11,000 indirect jobs created

ELENA

0.0

1.1

1.6

1.3

1.0

0.4

5.4

ESIF (LCR)

5.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.0

11.2

1,150 businesses supported
6,000 properties fitted with solid wall
insultation

YNYER LEP Local Growth Fund

6.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

11.0

YNYER LEP ERDF
Private sector
Other (public sector)

7.0
8.3
2.0

1.0
8.3
0.0

1.0
8.3
0.0

1.0
0.4
0.0

1.0
0.4
0.0

1.0
0.0
0.0

12.0
25.7
2.0

42.0

22.5

23.0

6.2

5.8

4.4

104.0

Priority 3 total

No

Not applicable

Yes

YNYER LEP

No

Not applicable

550 businesses supported

0.9

Local Growth Fund: capital

Not applicable

17 apprenticeships
Refer to Part A: Chapter 5, Part B
3.0 Delivery Plan p. 48-50 and Appendix 400 permanent direct jobs
H Business cases.
6.0
11,000 permanent indirect jobs

12.5

Sub-total

No

6,000 properties fitted with solid wall
insultation

16.5

Sub-total

Lead delivery LEP

105 permanent jobs created (195
safeguarded)

Local Growth Fund: capital

Sub total

Joint bid between 2 or more
LEPS

505 direct jobs created

2,000 properties with room in roof
insultation
5.7 million tonnes C02 saved over lifetime
of projects
41 MW Low carbon generation
71 MW heat network capacity

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Leeds City Region Enterprise Partnership
Themes: transport, housing and employment growth, digital and green infrastructure
Priority 4: Delivering the infrastructure for growth
Programme
4.1 West Yorkshire Plus Transport Fund*
As part of the ‘City Deal’ with government, authorities in West
Yorkshire and York are planning to create a new Transport Fund
initially of around £1.6bn. The Transport Fund is specifically
targeted at increasing employment opportunities and economic
growth, creating 20,000 jobs and increasing economic output
(GVA) by £2.4bn each year by 2035. The schemes have been
appraised in accordance with government guidance. The
package which includes 32 priority schemes produces a Benefit
Cost Ratio of 5:1 and for every £1 spent provides a £2.90 return
in GVA.

Funding stream

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

Total to 2021

Total - all years

Local Growth Fund: capital

10.1

10.1

10.1

10.1

10.1

10.1

60.6

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.3

18.3

18.3

18.3

18.3

18.3

109.8

183.0

5.8

6.2

6.7

4.4

10.7

8.4

42.2

88.6

Non-competitive devolved
CA Levy

Comment

Note: all transport totals under 4.1 are
101.0 to 2026, not 2021

Borrowing

32.0

72.6

85.9

128.4

142.3

156.6

617.8

1,023.5

Sub-total

66.2

107.2

121.0

161.2

181.4

193.4

830.4

1,396.1

Local Growth Fund: capital

12.9

5.6

3.8

3.2

0.4

0.3

26.1

26.1

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

3.0

3.0

LIF 1 and 2

6.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.0

18.0

38.3

40.0

38.8

47.8

40.2

42.0

247.1

247.1

3.6

14.5

1.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

20.0

20.0

Sub-total

61.2

66.6

50.9

51.5

41.1

42.8

314.2

Local Growth Fund: capital

10.9

7.8

1.1

4.7

3.9

0.8

29.1

29.1

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

3.0

3.0

12.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

12.4

12.4

ESIF and project ERDF

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.5

1.5

1.5

9.8

Devolved HCA recycled assets and GBB

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

24.0

4.2 Accelerating Housing Growth, Development and Connectivity

Private sector
Other public sector

4.2.3: Accelerating Growth Transport Schemes
The development of the SEP has identified the need for a package
of transport interventions typical of LTP Integrated Transport and
Highway Maintenance Block schemes that are complementary to
and supportive of the West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund and the
LEP's spatial priority areas. In addition to the LTPs, the
Accelerated Growth Transport Schemes support the strategic
growth areas and the wider journey to work connectivity across
the City Region, supporting the Growth Areas and Network
Connectivity Schemes. Activity will be supported by a programme
of revenue activities, which are to be funded through our
separate Local Sustainable Transport Fund bid.
4.2.4: LCR digital infrastructure expansion
Alongside the growth in new homes and bringing forward new
sites for development, the further development of our digital
infrastructure is crucial. Target activities will include: broadband
infrastructure roll-out programmes to complete superfast
broadband access coverage; wireless networking extended to all
towns and city centres and the remotest of rural areas
throughout LCR; and a demand stimulation campaign to
encourage significantly greater take-up of newly available
superfast broadband capacity to residents and businesses.
4.2.5 Green Infrastructure
A key intervention will be Fresh Aire, the flagship programme in
the City Region’s Green Infrastructure Strategy. It is a
programme of green infrastructure interventions along the Aire
and Calder corridor targeted in areas to maximise existing
transport investment, open up land for development, reduce
flood risk and create a setting for investment.

YNYER LEP Local Growth Fund

Growing Places Fund

3.5

10.5

0.0

0.0

26.1

50.1

41.8

38.2

27.6

226.6

1.8

0.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.5

2.5

Sub-total

60.3

66.0

61.7

62.9

48.2

34.3

333.5

364.7

Local Growth Fund: capital

73.2

74.2

113.0

130.9

138.6

103.4

633.2

633.2

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

LTP

61.4

34.0

34.0

34.0

34.0

34.0

231.4

231.4

Local Authority funding

52.1

45.0

45.0

45.0

45.0

45.0

277.1

277.1

Developer contributions

0.0

0.0

0.0

5.0

0.0

0.0

5.0

5.0

Network Rail

Refer to Part A: Chapter 5, Part B Delivery
Plan page 55-75 and Appendix H Business
cases.

£858.48m net additional GVA growth from housing and regeneration schemes
(annual figures) - to 2026
2,054 new homes built
135.61 ha land remediated
730,300 ft2 floorspace created

Refer to Part A: Chapter 5, Part B Delivery
Plan p. 55-75 and Appendix I Transport
Technical Annex.

550+ jobs (network connectivity schemes)
£250m GVA per annum (cumulative £m at 2009 prices) - network connectivity
schemes

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13.6

13.6

192.0

214.9

217.6

182.4

1,160.3

1,160.3

Local Growth Fund: capital

1.0

1.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.1

2.1

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

260 new enterprises supported

ESIF

4.5

4.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.0

9.0

1,200 jobs created

BDUK Extension programme

4.5

4.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.0

9.0

4,000 enterprises using ICT

10.0

10.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

20.1

20.1

5.1

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

21.0

21.0

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

ESIF/Private sector

2.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

18.0

18.0

Local Growth Fund: revenue
YNYER LEP Local Growth Fund
Devolved HCA recycled assets and GBB

7.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

39.0

39.0

103.1

91.8

120.9

141.9

146.1

107.6

711.5

711.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

6.0

12.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

12.4

12.4

4.0

4.0

4.0

LIF 1 and 2

6.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Growing Places Fund

3.8

4.0

8.3

4.0

3.5

4.0

10.5

Not applicable

No

Not applicable

Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B Delivery
2,600 enterprises supported
Plan p. 55-75.

Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B Delivery
Plan p. 55-75.

Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B Delivery
Plan p. 55-75.
1,404 Transport jobs

40.0 Post 2021 estimates

£604m GVA per annum (cumulative £m at 2009 prices) from transport
12,222 max net total new jobs created from housing and regeneration schemes
(annual figures)
£3,827m (to 2026) net additional GVA growth from housing and regeneration
schemes (annual figures)

18.0

18.0

3,414 new homes built

26.1

41,328.0

24.0

No

£355m GVA per annum (cumulative £m at 2009 prices) (growth areas)

0.0

Local Growth Fund: capital

Not applicable

850 jobs (growth areas)

153.2

Sub-total

No

Maximum 3,085 net total new jobs created from housing and regeneration schemes
(annual figures)

226.6

4.2 Accelerating Housing Growth, Development and Connectivity
overall summary

Not applicable

1.238m ft2 floorspace created

13.6

Sub-total

No. However, the
Olympia Park Selby
scheme is joint LGF
bid with YNYER LEP,
with LGF requested
via each LEP for
separate elements of
the scheme.

90.48 ha land remediated

200.3

Local Growth Fund: capital

Not applicable

Maximum 9,137 net total new jobs created from housing and regeneration schemes
(annual figures)
£2,969m net additional GVA growth from housing and regeneration schemes (annual
figures) - to 2026

41.3 Total repayments over all years to 2029

8.3
42.0

0.0

Sub-total

No

1,360 new homes built by 2021

9.8

3.8

Other public sector

16,652 jobs (cumulative - total WYTF funding) - to 2026

£5,697m GVA (cumulative £m at 2009 prices) - total WYTF to 2026

Total extends beyond 2021 (£13m GBB,
40.0 £27m economic assets)

27.0

Private sector

Joint bid between 2
or more LEPS
Lead delivery LEP

Note: £34m of transport funding
314.2 included under 4.1

4.2.2: Enabling Site Development

Either loan and/or grant funding will be used for the necessary
work to bring forward well located brownfield sites for
development. These sites will have stalled for a variety of
different reasons and funding / finance is required to bring them
to a developable standard. Funding would be used for a variety
of purposes, such as remediation work, decontamination, service
connection and other infrastructure and site access. Some site
assembly may also be necessary as well as site preparation work
to meet planning requirements and there is also a need for
preparatory work on sites to enable them to be bought forward
for development.

Project output information

1,205 Jobs (cumulative - total LGF funding @ 7.2%) - to 2026

Refer to Part A: Chapter 5. Part B Delivery
Plan p. 55-75 and Appendix H Business cases.

4.2.1: Accelerating Housing Growth
This programme has a focus on accelerating housing growth and
development in the City Region, targeting our four Strategic
Housing Growth Areas, the LCR Enterprise Zone and other
Strategic Employment Sites and growth areas, through
investment in targeted site specific infrastructure and transport
and digital connectivity. The Strategic Housing Growth Areas will
all deliver large scale housing growth (over 1,500 new homes) in
mixed use sustainable developments. Transport improvements
form a key part of the necessary infrastructure to enable their
development.

Further information on the project
(SEP page ref)
Refer to Part A: Chapter 5, Part B Delivery
Plan p. 53-55 and Appendix I Transport
Technical Annex.

226 ha land remediated

ESIF and project ERDF
LTP
BDUK Extension programme
Private sector
Other public sector
Sub-total

4.3 Asset Reuse and Affordable Housing
This programme aims to tackle two key issues important to
creating the right environment for growth. Firstly, the
programme will tackle the inefficient use of existing housing and
other buildings within the city region to maximise the
contribution of our existing built assets and in particular, support
the regeneration of our priority town and city centres in need of
public investment. Secondly, it will tackle the increasing
undersupply of affordable homes across the city region,
accelerating delivery and more closely integrating and aligning
affordable housing investment with the 4.2 Housing Growth,
Development Connectivity Programme.

Local Growth Fund: capital

DfT has committed funding for ‘legacy’ major schemes (those
existing major schemes where spend is likely to be required post
April 2015). These schemes therefore form part of our baseline
and all committed funding is assumed to be in place. Pending
confirmation, we are highlighting the following three legacy
schemes that require LGF investment post 2015 1) New
Generation Transport for Leeds, Leeds Inner Ring Road and Rail
Growth Package.

Priority 4 detailed summary

1.8

1.5

1.5

1.5

18.8

18.8

34.0

34.0

34.0

34.0

231.4

231.4

4.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.0

9.0

81.1

85.2

92.0

97.8

81.6

72.7

510.5

510.5

55.7

61.3

47.7

45.0

45.0

45.0

299.6

299.6

339.2

302.3

310.9

335.7

313.3

265.8

1,867.1

1,867.1

17.9

3.5

2.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

23.6

23.6

1.968m ft2 floorspace created
2,642 enterprises supported
325 new enterprises supported
1,200 jobs created from digital infrastructure expansion
4,000 enterprises using ICT
229 apprentices
Refer to Part A: Chapter 5 and Part B Delivery 1,530 maximum annual net total new jobs created
Plan p. 76-84.

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

400 new homes built

0.0

0.4

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.9

0.9

3.27 ha land developed

33.3

33.3

33.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

100.0

100.0

5.6

26.2

24.9

6.9

7.0

7.2

77.8

77.8

HCA Affordable Housing Programme (TBC)
Private sector
Other public sector

4.5

23.8

11.4

5.6

5.1

0.0

50.4

50.4

61.3

87.2

72.3

12.5

12.1

7.2

252.6

252.6

Local Growth Fund: capital

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Local Growth Fund: revenue

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

DfT Major Schemes Funding Passported

1.8

0.0

60.0

73.5

40.0

0.0

175.3

175.3

Public funding

2.8

1.9

0.0

40.0

11.2

0.0

55.9

55.9

433,950 ft2 floorspace created

4.6

1.9

60.0

113.5

51.2

0.0

231.2

231.2

105.4

133.2

152.0

156.2

117.7

795.6

836.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

6.0

18.3

18.3

18.3

18.3

18.3

18.3

109.8

183.0

5.8

6.2

6.7

4.4

10.7

8.4

42.2

88.6

Borrowing

32.0

72.6

85.9

128.4

142.3

156.6

617.8

1,023.5

YNYER LEP Local Growth Fund

12.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

12.4

12.4

2.4m ft2 floorspace created

Devolved HCA recycled assets and GBB

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

24.0

40.0

2,642 enterprises supported

Growing Places Fund

3.8

8.3

3.5

10.5

0.0

0.0

26.1

41.3

325 new enterprises supported

LIF 1 and 2

6.0

6.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.0

18.0

1,200 jobs created from digital infrastructure expansion

ESIF/project ERDF

6.3

6.7

2.2

1.5

1.5

1.5

19.6

19.6

4,000 enterprises using ICT

LTP

61.4

34.0

34.0

34.0

34.0

34.0

231.4

231.4

HCA Affordable Housing Programme (TBC)

33.3

33.3

33.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

100.0

100.0

Local Growth Fund: capital
Non-competitive devolved
CA Levy

DfT Major Schemes Funding Passported
Private sector
Other public sector

1.8

0.0

60.0

73.5

40.0

0.0

175.3

175.3

86.7

111.4

117.0

104.7

88.7

79.9

588.3

588.3

67.5

91.4

59.1

90.6

61.3

45.0

414.9

414.9

Priority total

471.3

498.6

564.2

622.8

558.0

466.4

3,181.4

3,778.3

Local Growth Fund: capital

131.1

105.4

133.2

152.0

156.2

117.7

795.6

836.0

Local Growth Fund: revenue
Non-competitive devolved

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

6.0

18.3

18.3

18.3

18.3

18.3

18.3

109.8

183.0

Private sector

86.7

111.4

117.0

104.7

88.7

79.9

588.3

588.3

Other funding

234.2

262.5

294.7

346.9

293.8

249.5

1,681.6

2,165.0

Total

471.3

498.6

564.2

622.8

558.0

466.4

3,181.4

3,778.3

* Some 82% of the £1.6bn proposed WY Plus Transport Fund is from local contributions and payment by results.
Without a payment by results deal (as outlined in Appendix B) and the proposed competitive element of LGF, the
Fund will be much smaller (circa £300m). The Fund exhibits increasing returns to scale and so a diminished Fund of
less than one fifth its proposed size would deliver a less than proportionate share of the forecast outputs and
threaten the political consensus which has been built on all districts accessing employment opportunities.

No

Not applicable

No

Not applicable

Refer to Part A: Chapter 5, Part B Delivery
Plan p. 84 and Appendix I Transport Technical
Annex.

131.1

Sub-total
Local Growth Fund: revenue

Priority 4 overall summary

6.3
34.0

4.5

Project ERDF

Sub-total

4.4 DfT Major Schemes - Legacy Investment

6.3
61.4

18,056 FTE jobs supported by transport schemes
£6,301m GVA per annum (cumulative £m at 2009 prices)
£680m GVA per annum from transport construction
3,814 new homes built by 2021
230 ha land remediated

229 apprentices
13,750 maximum annual figure of new FTE jobs created from housing and
regeneration (above baseline by 2026)
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1

Introduction
1.1 Background
The City Deal agreed in outline with Government in 2012 included plans for a
transformational programme of investment to drive growth in the West Yorkshire
economy. A key element of the deal was the establishment of The West Yorkshire Plus
Transport Fund (WY+TF).
The WY+TF was designed to remove transport constraints on the potential of the West
Yorkshire and York economies. It was to be a rolling fund, initially locally funded, and
then sustained through payment by results (PbR) revenues linked to the additional
national tax take generated by the locally funded growth.
The initial programme would be £1.6 billion (in outturn prices) of which it was assumed
£1.3bn (82%) would be locally funded. This programme would be delivered by the mid
2020s. If the additional growth forecast as a result of this investment was delivered
(20,000 net additional jobs at the WY+York level and some £2.4 billion additional GVA
per year by the mid 2030s) PbR revenues would prove sufficient to recycle the local
£1.3bn, allowing a second programme of equal size and impact to the first to be delivered
by the early 2030s, in time for the arrival of HS2. By improving connectivity (and
productivity) across the city region, the WY+TF would act as a powerful benefits
multiplier on HS2, as well as delivering some additional 40,000 jobs and up to £5bn of
additional annual GVA by the late 2030s in its own right.
Delivering the local investment necessary to establish the rolling fund required a levy on
the six partner authorities of West Yorkshire and York. This would be paid to the new
Combined Authority being established to deliver the WY+TF and built up over the initial
ten year investment period of the Fund to the level necessary to service and repay £1.3bn
of local borrowing. This represented a very significant local political and financial
commitment, matching the ambition of the programme.
It was acknowledged in the City Deal that the significant levy increases potentially
necessitated increases in Council Tax outside the scope of any relevant cap. As
Government has recognised, the Local Audit and Accountability Act (“LAAA”)
introduced since the deal was agreed makes this proposition undeliverable.
The proposition set out in this annex is thus a plan B. It preserves the original £1.6bn first
round of economically prioritised investment and uses a combination of LAAA consistent
levy increases and PBR revenues to address the balance of costs of this programme rather
than to fund a second round of investment. Although it means forgoing (for now) the
second round of investment in the run up to the arrival of HS2, it preserves the initial
20,000 jobs and £2.4bn pa GVA benefits. It preserves the spirit of the original deal and
still delivers a programme which would act as a multiplier on HS2, albeit a smaller one
than originally envisaged.
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In addition the programme:

■ is forecast to unlock delivery of 10,000 additional new homes;
■ will help manage the region’s CO2 emissions by reducing carbon intensity of
transport;

■ provides better than average improved employment opportunities to the most
vulnerable and high dependency cost communities;

■ delivers very high conventional transport appraisal benefits with an overall
conventional BCR in the 4:1 to 5:1 range; and

■ will be delivered according to the principles of responsible procurement. This will
result in a common region-wide process for encouraging apprenticeships,
engagement with schools and colleges and enhancing workplace skills and
employability. Again, the skills agenda is recognised as a priority by West
Yorkshire authorities.
The six authorities are satisfied that the PBR revenues required will be significantly
less than the incremental net national tax and dependency cost savings generated for
the Exchequer, and the 6 partners are willing to back this judgement by taking
substantial risk on the delivery of GVA growth (the key to delivering additional tax
and dependency cost savings) over an agreed benchmark.

1.2 Payment by results – a revised proposition
The revised proposition combines:

■ Up front local contributions through targeted – but LAAA compliant – levy
contributions from the six authorities. These have already been agreed in principle,
subject to the remainder of the deal delivering the original £1.6bn first round
programme on acceptable terms;

■ A committed Local Growth Fund contribution over the 10 year initial investment
period. For the purposes of the financial proposition set out in this annex this has
been assumed to be £284m, spread equally over the first 10 years;

■ Payment by results (“PbR”) formula which reflects the supply side enhancements
to the economy resulting from the improved transport infrastructure. West
Yorkshire and York would earn a share of the incremental GVA delivered by the
fund. This would be according to a formula agreed with Government,
acknowledging that these supply side benefits will take time to mature but that
once delivered will have a permanent impact on output and thus national tax
receipts. These PbR revenues will be capped at an agreed level and run for 30 years
after completion of the programme in the mid 2020s (the asset life of the schemes);
and

■ A formulaic “demand payment” based on OBR estimates of the short term one off
impact of the additional capital spend being delivered by the deal. These payments
would be a function of actual additional expenditure.
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■ The two formulaic payment streams would begin in 2020, five plus years after the
local investment begins.

■ After allowing for the up-front levy, assumed LGF and some of the demand
payments, the Combined Authority will require just over £1 billion of prudential
borrowing to deliver the programme.
The borrowing will be serviced and repaid by a combination of the PbR and demand
payment revenues outlined above, with the six authorities standing behind any shortfalls
in PbR revenues up to an agreed limit.
This limit is assumed to be delivered through an IUK guarantee or similar mechanism, on
which the six authorities will take the first loss. It is assumed that only 50% of the total
borrowing will be underpinned by Government. This compares to the 75% guarantee
provided for London in respect of the Battersea/Nine Elms scheme.

1.3 The need for investment
A recent report authored by the Passenger Transport Executive Group (PTEG) 1 found that
investments in transport and connectivity improvements in urban areas have a bigger
impact on economic growth than nearly any other type of public spending. The report
claimed that between 1990 and 2004, disparities in transport and communications
spending between the UK and Germany account for a 2% difference in GDP growth.
Furthermore, it identified transport spending, particularly in congested cities in the UK
regions, as an area where funding has been cut significantly since 2010.

1

PTEG (2014) Transport works for growth and jobs - Why urban transport drives
successful economies. Available at: http://www.pteg.net/resources/types/reports/transportworks-growth-and-jobs
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2

Deal components
2.1 Levy
Despite the limitations imposed by the LAAA, the West Yorkshire and York authorities
have made a long term commitment to providing an enhanced proportion of Levy
income to the fund. The agreement provides for the Levy income attributable to the fund
to increase from £5.4 million across the authorities in 2014/15 to £11.4 million by
2024/25 (a 7.9% p.a. increase). The annual increase in the total Levy over this period is
0.5%, which falls within the LAAA cap which is currently 2%. The allocation is rising as
a proportion of total spending; this reflects the financial and political importance of the
fund to the authorities. After 2025 the Levy is assumed to be stable in nominal terms.
The Levy income beyond 2025 (when the PbR formula commences) is assumed to be
retained as a risk mitigation buffer. This will allow the authorities a contingency if
needed, to manage debt service requirements if PbR revenues fall below the required
level. This buffer alone is not sufficient to cover the entirety of the first loss. The
authorities have recognised that additional funding would be required in these
circumstances and agreed in principle how it would be allocated between them, up to the
level required to cover the total proposed first loss amount.

2.2 Payment by results
There are two formulaic elements to the proposition. The first focuses on the long term
sustainable impact on growth as a result of the supply side benefits of the programme.
Delivering this means agreeing a basis by which the Combined Authority (CA) can
receive payments from Government to reflect the additional tax revenues and dependency
cost savings delivered to the Exchequer as a result of incremental long-term growth.
The objective is to agree a baseline position against which the performance of the West
Yorkshire and York economy can be benchmarked over time. This represents the GVA –
and by extension Treasury tax revenues – which would have been delivered in the
absence of the transport fund. The CA would be paid a share of the incremental GVA
above this benchmark, the “pence in the pound” rate (“PiP”), up to an agreed limit.
The current modelling assumes a PiP of 7%, which equates to 7p for every £1 of
additional GVA delivered by the fund, and an annual limit on payments of £75m,
nominal. This element of the formula would run from 2020 for 30 years– i.e. 2025 to
2055.
The principle of the “counterfactual” is illustrated below. This hypothetical example uses
the 2012 WY+Y GVA of £47 billion, and assumes that from 2018 the fund starts to
generate increased GVA growth. This illustrative example assumes that the region’s
growth is enhanced from 2% p.a. to 2.3% p.a. as a result of the fund:
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Growth and the counterfactual
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Demand payment
This is the second formulaic element of the proposal. Of the £1.56 billion of nominal
capital investment, £1.27 billion (82%) is expected to be sourced locally, after allowing
for the assumed level of LGF. Using the OBR multiplier of 1, and a tax to GDP ratio of
35%, the locally sourced investment delivers some £446m of additional one-off receipts
to the Exchequer. Subject to the planned locally sourced investment being delivered, the
proposal involves this £446m being paid to the CA to manage cash flows during the early
years of the programme while the supply side GVA impacts build up. To reflect the fact
that the formula does not start until 2020, but the demand Exchequer impacts would flow
earlier, total demand payments include a small interest allowance and total £467m.

2.4

Liability caps
In order to manage the risk exposure of the authorities in the light of the LAAA and in
recognition of the proposed cap on earnings, the proposal includes a cap on the losses the
CA would incur should GVA fall a long way below the levels necessary to cover the
CA’s debt service and repayment costs. It is expected that the most straightforward way
to achieve this would be through an Infrastructure UK or similar guarantee to that
provided for the Battersea Nine Elms / Northern Line Extension redevelopment project.
The details, including the cost of the guarantee, would be for negotiation, but the
authorities would expect to take the first loss, with the guarantee or similar only covering
50% of the total borrowings by the CA in respect of the fund programme. For reference,
the Battersea project has an Infrastructure UK guarantee covering 75% of the debt. As
noted above, the authorities have agreed in principle how losses would be divided
between them on the first 50%, with the agreed levy increase providing the first call.

2.5

GVA Benchmark
The fund programme has been prioritised on the basis of analysis of the impact of
different investment propositions against a baseline growth forecast. It is proposed that
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this baseline be used to form the benchmark for the PbR formula, but with adjustments to
reflect variations in the wider economy (economic cycles, pace of the recovery etc) which
would not have been reflected in the baseline forecast. The authorities expect the most
appropriate way to do this is with reference to actual performance in a comparator
geography and an adjustment factor which reflects how WY+York have performed
relative to that geography in the past.
The authorities are willing to discuss a formula that uses rateable values or Gross
Business Rates as a proxy for GVA. This would not remove the need for a benchmark.

2.6

Independent Reviews
It is proposed that the formula be reviewed by an independent panel once every five
years, principally to ensure that the agreed benchmark remains relevant and fair to both
the Exchequer and the authorities. It is also assumed that earnings at each 5-yearly review
would be banked and an appropriate uplift made to the baseline against which actual and
benchmark growth were measured.

2.7

Local Growth Fund allocation
As noted above, this is assumed to be the £284 million allocation previously agreed,
comprising £183 million of devolved major scheme funding and £101 million of
additional grants over the first ten years of the fund programme. The latter amount
replaces the LTP topslice previously allocated to the transport fund. This is a baseline
minimum assumption while the region finalises its comprehensive LGF bid. The current
financial model assumes that this is fixed in nominal terms, and is delivered in equal
instalments over ten years starting in FY2015/16 (i.e. £28.4 million per annum). The
details of the PbR formula, demand payment, guarantee etc would be adjusted
accordingly should the amount or phasing of the assumed LGF component differ from
this assumption. Any increase in the LGF assumption could allow additional investments,
or alternatively reduce proportion of funding derived from PbR. However, given the total
funding requirement, over the fund’s life this would not have a material impact on the
ratio of grant funding to PbR receipts.
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3

The fund
3.1 Structure
During construction (2014/15 to 2024/25), revenues from the Levy and LGF are used to
offset capital expenditure costs, and to a lesser extent to service debt. As the construction
programme continues, prudential borrowing supports the investment process. The
demand payment is applied to both debt service and capital investment. Total borrowings
peak in 2024/25 at £1.03 billion. This is fully repaid on an annuity basis over the 41 year
fund life (eleven years of construction and 30 years from the completion of the last
scheme). This reflects the asset life of the schemes.
A maximum five year interest roll up period has been assumed on the initial prudential
borrowing. Debt service therefore commences in 2019/20, with borrowing starting in
2014/15. Some schemes are completed within five years; others have significantly longer
construction periods.
The table below indicates the components of the fund in nominal terms on a whole life
basis (i.e. until all borrowings are repaid):
Sources

Uses

Component

Amount (£ million)

Component

Amount (£ million)

Levy (2014/14 – 2024/25)

£89

Capital expenditure

£1,556

LGF

£284

Debt service costs

£1,399

Demand payment

£467

PbR receipts

£2,115

Total

£2,955

Total

£2,955

3.2 The lifetime Pence in the Pound Rate
The “ask” from Government is for a PbR agreement with a pence in the pound rate of 7
pence, to be applied from 2020 on GVA growth over an agreed benchmark up to a
proposed cap of £75m nominal per annum to 2054.
This is sufficient to allow the authorities to service and repay the borrowings the CA
would take out on a cautious view of the forecast GVA benefits of the programme, with
the PbR payments reaching the cap by 2030.
On the same cautious GVA benefits view used for the cash flows, this means the average
pence in the pound rate over the life of the formula is 3 pence.
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Assuming a central (i.e. HMRC) tax to GVA ratio of 35%, this 3 pence average translates
into a net gain for the Exchequer if there are net national GVA gains/dependency cost
savings equal to or greater than 10% of the forecast GVA impacts.
Section 7 below provides the evidence that suggests that the actual additionality ratio is
some way above this minimum Exchequer breakeven rate.

3.3 Funding profile
The charts on the following pages illustrate (i.) the profile of the funding streams over the
fund life, and (ii.) the debt balance and service costs.
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Funding profile, 2014 – 2054 (£ nominal)
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Debt profile and service costs, 2014 – 2054 (£ nominal)
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4

Creating growth
4.1 Modelling overview
The forecast impact of the transport fund on the WY + York economy is the result of an
extensive modelling process conducted by independent transport consultants working
closely with the relevant authorities and WYPTE. This included use of the Urban
Dynamic Model (UDM) and the Regional Econometrics Model (REM) developed by
Yorkshire Forward and now managed by a team within Leeds City Council. The UDM is
a sophisticated tool for analysing interactions between transport and regional economies,
including employment, population changes and land use. The REM consists of over 40
datasets across the region and is used to model changes in employment, output and
sectoral activity, as well as emissions and other fields.

4.2 Productivity impact on GVA
The fund’s impact on labour connectivity was measured during the modelling. This
showed a 30% increase in the number of jobs accessible to people within WY+Y,
although this figure includes jobs made accessible to people moving to the region as a
result of land being released for development. The Spatial Economics Research Centre
(SERC) has derived a series of elasticities from its work on the Northern Way, measuring
the linkages between labour connectivity and wages (wages being a proxy for
productivity). In this case, the responsiveness measured was 5%. In other words, the
productivity uplift is 5% of the connectivity increase. Allowing for the fact that only a
portion (circa 60%) of GVA is created in wages, the central long term forecast GVA
uplift for WY+Y including both employment and productivity growth, is £3.6 billion.
Allowing for a prudent level of contingency / risk adjustment, the assumed long term
impact on GVA is taken to be £2.4 billion per annum. This includes both employment
and productivity effects. This is illustrated in the chart in Section 4.3 below.
This prudent assumption reflects the fact that the member authorities are on risk for the
delivery of GVA uplifts, and have therefore adopted a conservative approach similar to
the level of optimism bias applied to the construction estimates.
In addition to the employment impact of the fund, the economic modelling indicates
nominal business-to-business efficiency savings of £78 million per annum by 2036. This
results from reduced delivery times and enhanced business connectedness.

4.3 Financial and economic modelling
The requirements of the fund, the delivery of improvements to the local economy and
increases in employment are the product of the detailed process outlined above. This
assumes a phased introduction of completed transport interventions and a resulting
growth path of incremental GVA.
However, for the purposes of the financial modelling, a more conservative approach was
adopted which assumes a slower growth profile. This is based on a simple straight line
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incremental GVA profile for each scheme lasting ten years from the date of construction
completion. This allows a full ten years for the economic benefits of a scheme to be fully
realised. The financial modelling GVA profile on which the PbR “ask” is based is more
conservative than the output from the detailed economic model. The chart below
illustrates the comparison. It also highlights the risk adjustment discussed in Section 4.2
above:
Incremental nominal GVA
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5

The model
5.1 Key assumptions
A selection of the key assumptions included in the fund model are set out below.
Assumptions applied in the financial model
Assumption

Value

Comment

Model start and
end date

1 April 2014 – The model runs for 41 years which allows a minimum of 30 years
31 March 2055 debt service after each project is completed (construction delivery
programme currently 11 years)

General inflation

2.5%

RPI

Capital
expenditure
inflation

3.5%

RPI + 1%

Price base

1 April 2012

Price base provided by WY for capital expenditure and GVA
forecasts

Maximum
period of interest
‘roll-up’

5 years

We have assumed interest during construction must be expensed
(rather than ‘rolled-up’ into debt balance) after five years (on a
project by project basis)

Interest rate

6%

Each debt tranche (one per project) is calculated on an annuity
basis at 6% with a tenor until the end of the model (2055). 6%
interest is above current PWLB annuity rates, but the WY
programme is over an 11 year period.

Interest on
demand income

2.95%

10 year UK gilt rate (January 2014). This is earned on demand
income receivable by WY which has not been paid (as we profile
the drawdown after the 2020 Spending Review).

Tax to GVA
ratio

35%

Based on Central Government (HMRC) tax take to GVA

OBR multiplier

1.0x

The June 2010 OBR forecast included a table of fiscal multipliers
which shows that £1 of capital expenditure has a one-off
‘demand-side’ £1 incremental impact on the economy. Central
Government will earn 35% of this in tax revenues and WY is
asking for 100% of this to cover debt service and capital
expenditure before the PBR revenues are earned due to the longer
term supply-side effects delivered from the investments.

Gain share cap

£75m p.a.

This is a nominal number (i.e. is fixed over time) and is required
to service the debt

IUK debt
guarantee

50%

We have assumed a debt guarantee from IUK for 50% of the debt,
but have not yet quantified the costs of this in the financial model
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6

The investments
6.1 Selecting the schemes – the Single Assessment Framework
The West Yorkshire authorities, with the subsequent involvement of York, have agreed a
fully costed, and economically prioritised programme of investments designed to deliver
the maximum impact on the region’s GVA growth. This is the result of an extensive
analysis of the costs and benefits of competing schemes. Crucially, the prioritised list was
drawn up after each authority agreed in principle on a Single Assessment Framework
(SAF) for the assessment of schemes. Each proposed scheme was assessed as follows:
1. A robust economic and financial modelling process determined the GVA benefit per
pound of whole life cost of the scheme. This included both the UDM and REM
models among other tools.
2. The overall impact of the “package” on the region was reviewed. A reprioritisation
was conducted where necessary to ensure that no one area gained less than half the
average improvements in accessibility to employment and to ensure better than
average improvements in opportunity for the more disadvantaged and highest
dependency cost communities
This process was conducted with the support of independent modelling and analysis input
from specialist transport, economic and financial advisors. The investment programme
includes appropriate optimism bias and contingency plans.
The most important, and most innovative, part of this is the fact that each authority has
committed to supporting the fund strictly on the basis of a robustly applied, consistent and
economically focused prioritisation methodology. This represents a significant departure
from traditional means of selecting infrastructure investments. The package of schemes
has been selected as part of a cohesive regional plan which recognises that the benefits to
the whole area are greater than the sum of those accruing to each district.
The chart on the following page illustrates the capital investment programme in nominal
terms.
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6.2 Delivering the schemes
West Yorkshire is ready to start constructing the schemes. The capital investment
programme runs for eleven years from April 2014 to March 2025. A total of 30 schemes
have been selected from across the region from a longer list which was filtered in
accordance with modelling outputs and the fund’s GVA and balanced growth objectives.
Strong governance will be provided from the new West Yorkshire Combined Authority,
which will come into being on 1 April 2014. This body will assume responsibility for
managing the fund, overseeing the capex programme and delivering on the fund’s
objectives. This will be done in a manner consistent with the region’s SAF currently
being finalised. To date, the authorities involved have committed £2.7 million of scheme
design and preparation costs.
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7

Additionality
Additionality is achieved so long as financial gains to the Exchequer at least match PbR
payments under the formula.
Three critical questions determine the conditions under which this will be the case:

a) The proportion of extra GVA for which WY+York are being rewarded for under the
PbR formula that is net national;

b) The proportion of the above that feeds through into national tax – i.e. the tax/GVA
ratio; and

c) Any savings to the Exchequer delivered as a result of the additional GVA in
WY+York – e.g. through reductions in unemployment and related dependency
payments.

7.1 The Tax/GVA Ratio
In respect of (b) above, we have assumed an effective national tax to GVA ratio of 35%.
This is the HMRC tax to GVA ratio. In practice, retained taxes also include business rates
(2% of GVA) which fully return to the Exchequer after a lag. There will also be benefits
to the Exchequer as a result of the overlap of the tax credits and wider tax regime, which
means that although income tax to GVA ratios may be lower in WY and York than other
parts of the country, the net benefit to the Exchequer, after allowing for tax credits and
other income dependent parts of the benefits regime, are unlikely to be less than 35% of
GVA generated.
As noted elsewhere, the demand impact payments already reflect a net national impact
assessment by the OBR, whose public capital expenditure multiplier is by definition a net
national calculation. The analysis below therefore focuses solely on the longer term GVA
driven PbR element of the formula.

7.2 The Minimum Additionality Ratio
Looking solely at tax impacts, on a 35% Exchequer benefit to GVA ratio, additionality is
achieved if net national GVA is delivered at a rate 2.86 times the pence in the pound rate
(PiP) in the formula. At this rate every £1 paid under the formula translates into £2.86 of
net national GVA, of which the Exchequer receives £1 (35%) in tax, thereby balancing
the books.
At the effective (PiP) rate of 3.4 pence over the life of the formula, this translates into a
minimum net national to WY+Y GVA ratio of just under 10%. In other words, if at least
10% of the extra GVA for which WY and York are being paid is net national, then net tax
receipts to the Exchequer exceed payments to WY and York.
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The effective PiP, and thus the minimum additionality ratio, changes over the life of the
formula. At the very start of the formula, when the effective PiP rate is 7 pence,
additionality is achieved if 20% of the GVA generated is net national. Under the cautious
GVA scenario used to derive the formula, see Section 4.3 above, the effective PiP rate
drops below 7 pence in 2030, reaching 4 pence (minimum additionality of 12%) by 2035.
Under the central GVA forecasts, this reduction in the effective additionality rate happens
even more rapidly.
These figures are before allowing for the effect of the Exchequer savings through reduced
dependency costs discussed below. These savings significantly reduce the minimum level
of additionality required from tax effects alone. Overall, savings in benefits to the
unemployed, reduces the proportion of GVA that needs to be net national by 40%
(although it should be recognised that there will be a lag effect before these are fully
realised). This means the minimum additionality ratio is in practice just over 7% (down
from 12%) by the mid 2030s even on the cautious GVA growth scenario used for the
formula.

7.3 Expected Additionality
The national GVA to WY+York GVA ratio will reflect a number of factors, each of
which is considered below:
i.

Reduced Unemployment. GVA generated as a result of net reductions in
long term unemployment will be net national. One of the features of the
Urban Dynamic Model (UDM) which was used to address the net impacts of
investment on employment and output is that it forecasts the impact of land
use and business location decisions on long term unemployment rates. (These
are distinct from short term impacts – e.g. as a result of recovery from the
recession.)
Overall the UDM forecasts a 5% reduction in the long term unemployment
rate in WY as a result of the package’s increased demand for labour and
(critically) the improved employment opportunities provided for high
dependency communities. This translates into 11.2% of the forecast net
impact on employment from the package as a whole (just over 20,000 by the
mid 2030s) coming from reductions in unemployment.
Recent analysis by the Centre for Economic and Social Inclusion, based on
DWP data 2, suggests that entry level wages in the Leeds city region are some
62% of the median for the city region as a whole. Given that relative wages
are a good indicator of relative productivity levels, this suggests an 11.2%
share of total employment delivered through reduced unemployment
translates into 6.9% of total forecast GVA. This translates into 6.9% of
additionality from reduced unemployment.

2

The Centre for Economic and Social Inclusion (2014) “The costs and benefits of poverty to work
in Leeds”, presentation delivered by - Dave Simmonds OBE CEO, Inclusion and Paul Bivand;
Associate Director, Analysis & Statistics
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ii.

Productivity Gains to Businesses/Workers relocating into WY and York.
In the UDM business and workers respond to opportunities to enhance profits
and earn higher wages by relocating, changing jobs etc. This means that
relocation is a response to (and signal of) enhanced productivity and thus net
national GVA improvements. This means there will be net national GVA
improvements associated with businesses and workers relocating into WY
and York equal to the gain in productivity that persuaded them to move in the
first place.
The UDM does not forecast these gains directly. It does however forecast
changes in GVA per worker as a result of movements within WY and York,
and there is no reason to believe that a business or worker would be willing
to move into WY and York for less of a gain that to move within the
geography.
For movements within WY and York – i.e. businesses and employees
moving employment within the area covered by the GVA formula relocating individuals and businesses are forecasts to benefit from a 7.1%
average increase in GVA per employee.
On the extreme assumption that all the employment increases forecast as a
result of the package, save those forecast as a result of reduced
unemployment, result from relocation into the area rather than increases in
labour market participation (e.g. through delayed retirement, more full time
working etc), the above 7.1% per employee translates into 6.3% (7.1% less
11% for the unemployment effect already counted) of total GVA from this
source. Together with the contribution made through reduced unemployment,
this adds up to 13.2% of additionality from these two sources.

iii.

Productivity Gains to Existing Businesses and Workers. This is the single
most significant source of additionality. The two effects discussed above
relate to the 2% or so of additional WY and York employment that comes
from the businesses and people moving into the city region and reduced
unemployment. Productivity gains to existing businesses and workers focuses
on the GVA contribution of the other 98%. Here even small changes in
productivity add up to significant improvements in overall GVA.
As noted above, the central GVA forecasts, which are then risk adjusted to
derive the formula, are based on a combination of the UDM employment
forecasts and productivity analysis using relationships derived by SERC from
work undertaken for the Northern Way. The SERC work focused on the
impact of improved labour connectivity (access between workers and
employers) by rail on wages across the West Yorkshire and Greater
Manchester economies. Importantly, the work went to great lengths to control
for skills and other personal characteristics that might explain differences in
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wages in order to avoid an inflated view of the impact of connectivity. The
aim was to separate “people” and “place” based effects.
Although the work relates to improved accessibility by rail, we see no reason
why improvements delivered by car or alternative forms of public transport
should deliver lower productivity benefits. The UDM analyses connectivity
on the basis of the best (lowest time and money cost) method of travel for
each individual and journey, it therefore produces mode neutral estimates.
Although the package will also deliver productivity gains through improved
business to business connectivity (the conventional transport appraisal
forecast some £80m in annual business time savings by the mid 2030s alone),
there is a risk that the SERC elasticity picks up some of these effects already
as a result of correlations between labour and business to business
connectivity. In the interests of conservatism, therefore, our analysis has
focused solely on applying the SERC analysis to changes in labour
connectivity.
The SERC analysis generated a connectivity elasticity of 0.05. This translates
into a 1% increase in wages for a 20% increase in connectivity (businesses
that can be accessed at acceptable time and money costs). From a business,
perspective, this means employers can afford to pay their workers 1% more
if they are able to select them from a pool that is 20% larger, as a result of
improved matching of people to opportunities and increased scope for
individuals to specialise. Generating this level of improvement in
connectivity across a large geography, such as WY and York requires a
significant, targeted investment programme.
The WY+TF is just such a programme, generating on average a 36% increase
in connectivity between workers and businesses across WY and York; 30%
once the analysis widens to the whole of the WY and York journey to work
area, which extends beyond WY and York. On the SERC elasticity this
translates into a 1.5% increase in the average wages paid by WY and York
businesses to their employees as a result of the package. Although these wage
increases are likely to be indicative of at least a proportional increase in
productivity and thus GVA per worker, in the interests of conservatism, the
GVA forecasts only apply this increase to the proportion of GVA accounted
for by wages (60%). This means the 30% improvement in labour connectivity
translates into a 0.9% increase in GVA per worker.
After the risk adjustments made to the GVA forecasts for the purposes of
deriving the formula (which are applied universally to all elements of the
central GVA forecast) this improvement in productivity translates into some
£800m of nominal GVA per annum by the mid 2030s. This is 33.4% of the
risk adjusted nominal GVA forecast for the package as a whole. Broadly
similar ratios apply in earlier years, the fundamental point being that the
employment growth that is driving the other 2/3 of the GVA forecast is itself
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largely a product of the impact of productivity gains on business and
household location decisions.
Together with the previous two additionality factors, including productivity
gains to existing workers and businesses increases the additionality estimate
to 46% of the overall GVA forecast. This is more than four times the rate
that is required on average to balance the books for the Exchequer, and more
than twice the rate in the first five years. Dependency cost savings increase
these ratios still further.

7.4 Reduced Dependency Costs
These savings to the Exchequer do not raise the proportion of GVA that is net national,
rather they reduce the share of GVA that needs to be net national in order for the
Exchequer to break even.
These forecast savings are a function of the same reduced unemployment forecasts
referred to above. This means they increase in line with the overall impact of the
programme on employment and GVA.
These savings reflect benefit payments avoided as a result of people moving into work.
2014 Analysis by the Centre for Economic and Social Inclusion3 identified cost savings
of an average of £8,653 per person per year as a result of moving an unemployed person
in Leeds into employment. This figure reflected analysis that suggests that on average an
unemployed working age person in Leeds will claim £4,555 in job seekers allowance or
income support, £2,501 in housing benefit and £1,597 in tax credits (although many are
entitled to claim significantly more).
Uplifting this figure for CPI inflation points to an average saving of just under £14,000 by
the mid 2030s. Applying the forecast impact on unemployment from the UDM for the
same period translates this into just over £31m per annum in savings by the mid 2030s,
equivalent to 40% of the annual cap on PbR payments. In practice this means that the
additionality threshold in terms of the minimum proportion of GVA that has to be net
national for the Exchequer’s books to balance is also reduced by 40%. In other words, to
pass the additionality threshold additionality in the mid 2030s needs to be of the order of
7%, rather than the 12% estimated in the absence of dependency cost savings.
The impact in the early years is not as significant as this with dependency cost savings in
the first five years being equivalent to reducing the PiP by some 25% - i.e. lowering the
additionality threshold in the early years to some 15%. As noted above, actual
additionality is expected to be some three times this amount.
The table below summarises each of these elements:

3

Centre for Economic and Social Inclusion (2014). "The Costs and benefits of Poverty to Work in
Leeds"
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Total nominal fiscal benefits over the life of the fund
£ million
Demand side benefits

£447

Supply side:
Higher labour participation through reduced unemployment

6.9%

£1,836

Productivity gains to existing businesses / workers relocating into WY+Y

6.3%

£1,676

Productivity gains to existing businesses and workers

33.4%

£8,886

Reduced dependency costs

£1,169

Total

£14,013

The total nominal fiscal benefit over the life of the fund is estimated at approximately £14
billion, which compares to the total “ask” of £2.5 billion referenced in the table in section
3.1 above.

7.5 Maximise the benefits of HS2
High Speed Two is central to the long term development of the Yorkshire economy. One
of the key challenges to the proposed scheme is sharing the benefits across as wide an
area as possible. While the shortlisted schemes are not explicitly linked to HS2, by
generating a general improvement in the region’s connectivity, the transport fund will
help ensure that bringing HS2 to Leeds will provide a springboard for the entire region.
This will help to maximise the reach of high speed rail to businesses and people in
Yorkshire.
Providing significantly improved transport links across West Yorkshire and beyond will
ensure that the benefits of HS2 do not stop at Leeds.

7.6 Delivering on West Yorkshire’s wider growth objectives
As well as the clear economic benefits outlined above, the fund will also unlock and
enable significant wider benefits to the region. Transport is widely recognised by
employers, universities and the local electorate as an important issue. The case for
investment is clear. It has been articulated strongly by a range of business and other
interest groups for many years. However, by increasing connectivity and making the
region’s companies and labour markets more efficient, the transport fund will help deliver
benefits in several other policy areas.
Current modelling indicated that 10,000 additional homes will be delivered as a result of
the fund unlocking additional development opportunities. Housing is a key priority for
West Yorkshire. Delivering additional homes will help address this, as well as providing
significant upfront employment opportunities in the construction sector.
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Investing in the public transport infrastructure of the region will also help manage the
region’s CO2 emissions, the carbon intensity of transport and deliver on important
environmental goals. Carbon efficiency was explicitly adopted as a subsidiary objective
of the fund alongside the balanced growth target outlined above. This ensures that no
individual district will see GVA growth of less than 50% of the overall average.
The fund’s investments will be delivered according to the principles of responsible
procurement. This will result in a common region-wide process for encouraging
apprenticeships, engagement with schools and colleges and enhancing workplace skills
and employability. Again, the skills agenda is recognised as a priority by West Yorkshire
authorities.
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APPENDIX C - GOVERNANCE AND DELIVERY ARRANGEMENTS
Introduction
With a growing set of responsibilities and growth-related funding being devolved to LEPs since 2011,
our proposal is to put in place clear and effective arrangements for decision-making, resource
allocation and delivery.
The remainder of this Appendix sets out our governance and delivery arrangements, including the
principles and key stages for project development, appraisal, approval, delivery, monitoring and
evaluation.

Governance
A strong partnership
The Leeds City Region has a strong partnership which is founded on collaboration, evidence based
policy and implementation. Having worked together to promote growth and jobs since 2004,
partners across the Leeds City Region have been at the forefront of cross-boundary working for a
decade. This track record has delivered the following milestones:
■

LCR Concordat (2004);

■

LCR Business Case (2005);

■

City Region Development Programmes (2006-7);

■

Establishment of the LCR Leaders Board (2007), formally constituted as a Joint Committee;

■

LCR Multi Area Agreement (2008);

■

Forerunner City Region pilot status (2009);

■

Establishment of a business-led Local Enterprise Partnership for the City Region (2010);

■

LCR City Deal (2012) committing partners to the establishment of a Combined Authority in order
to manage devolved powers and transport and economic investment worth at least £1.5bn and to
develop a method for retaining a proportion of the tax raised as a result of local investments; and
■ West Yorkshire Combined Authority (CA) with partner membership of City of York and the LEP
established by April 2014.

Combined Authority
Our Combined Authority (CA) has been put in place to co-ordinate the ambition of Councils and the
LEP to strengthen the efficiency and effectiveness of public investment. This will be achieved to drive
growth across the functional economic area through collective and aligned decision-making between
relevant statutory authorities in the areas of economic development, regeneration and transport. In
line with the recommendations of the OECD Council on effective public investment across levels of
government (March 2014), our CA will:
■

provide the co-ordination necessary to identify investment opportunities and bottlenecks;

■

ensure the effective management of joint policy competencies;

■

minimise the potential for investments to work at cross-purposes;

■

ensure adequate resources and capacity to undertake investment; and

■

create trust among actors at different levels of government.
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And for similar reasons CAs are one of the governance models available to local authorities acting as
the accountable body for the LEP’s Local Growth Funds and the ESIF. To be effective, it is recognised
that the CA and the LEP for the area must act seamlessly.
It is therefore proposed that our governance arrangements will be built upon ‘hard wiring’ CA
decision-making structures for local authorities (which will be established in the first instance for the
area of West Yorkshire by April 2014 and expanded to include York by April 2015, subject to the
necessary legislative change and making of an appropriate order) with the Leeds City Region
Enterprise Partnership, in order to drive decision-making on spending, and underpinned by
supporting partnership arrangements with programme assurance provided by an overarching Single
Appraisal Framework. The diagram below shows how it is proposed that these arrangements will
operate from 2015.
Figure C.1 Leeds City Region Enterprise Partnership Governance Arrangements as of 2015 onwards

The above diagram provides the strongest possible basis for robust, transparent and accountable
decision making:
■

A high profile and high performing LEP Board which brings together prominent business figures
and local authority leaders to set the strategic direction for the City Region. The LEP has a private
sector chair, with Leader-level local authority and Chief Executive/Board Director-level business
membership.
■

The LEP will continue to be supported by thematic public-private panels for: employment and
skills; business, innovation and growth; and the green economy; as well as by the LCR Planning Panel.
The Business Communications Group provides a direct link to the City Region’s business
representative organisations, including the Chambers.
■

Subject to local agreement and the delivery of the 2012 Autumn Statement commitment that “in
recognition of the importance of partnership across a functional economic area the government will
support local authorities that wish to create a combined authority…including ensuring that the
existing legislation is fit for purpose”, a Combined Authority which extends beyond West Yorkshire
and into the wider City Region will be created.
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■

These arrangements would build on the current proposals to establish, by April 2014, a CA for the
area of West Yorkshire with a local authority leader Chair and politically balanced representation,
which also includes both the private sector led LEP and the City of York Council as partner members.
Challenge to the CA Board will be provided via a scrutiny and overview committee and an audit and
governance committee, with supporting governance capacity provided by investment and transport
committee arrangements.
■

The delivery capability of our Combined Authority will be substantial and created by the
streamlining of existing capacity, including via TUPE of officers from the Passenger Transport
Executive which will be dissolved upon the creation of the CA, and with direct and on-going support
from districts including at Chief Executive level.
■

Finally and crucially, the CA and LEP will be ‘hard wired’ through the following:

Interlocking membership between the CA Board and LEP Board to ensure strategic
alignment;
A Shared Strategic Economic Plan for the City Region;
A common Single Appraisal Framework to provide assurance on LGF programme value for
money; and
An integrated secretariat function, led by a joint Head of Economic Strategy/ LEP Director.

Delivery arrangements
The City Region has a track record of delivery of economic growth
The result of this holistic, collaborative approach is one of the most successful Local Enterprise
Partnerships in the country. As LEP areas have steadily taken on more responsibilities since 2011, we
can demonstrate successful delivery of new local initiatives and better outcomes on devolved
schemes than have been achieved nationally.
Already, the government has offered the LEPs the chance to manage two key growth funds (Regional
Growth Fund and Growing Places Fund), and we have negotiated a major City Deal with government
in 2012, using the freedoms and flexibilities conferred by the Deal to deliver projects and
programmes that will provide new employment and economic growth.
Key achievements to date include:

We deliver local and devolved schemes speedily and effectively,
generating positive economic outcomes for the City Region:
■

Regional Growth Fund – we have supported and endorsed projects in the City Region to
win over £80m of RGF funding, while the Business Growth Programme that we manage
ourselves has already invested £15m in grants to local companies with 1,900 jobs expected
to be created leveraging £9 of private sector funding for every £1 spent. The Business Growth
Programme has supported over 200 SMEs to date at a cost per job of £8,000. In 2012 the LEP
launched the Growing Places Fund which has allocated over £17.55m of loans to eight
property based projects. Outcomes from these will include
■
■
■
■
■

1,800 construction jobs
Potential of over 1,000 permanent jobs
Estimated GVA boost of £147m
Private sector leverage of £103m
1,700 new homes

We are already seeing LCR Growing Places Fund investments being paid back and
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available to be reinvested in further Leeds City Region businesses and infrastructure
schemes.
■

The Revolving Investment Fund was launched in July 2013 with £20m capital investment
committed by local authorities, with most City Region authorities also having agreed to pool
business rates and Enterprise Zone receipts.
■

£4.6m City Deal Apprenticeship programme contracted in partnership with local
authorities; eight Apprenticeship Hubs established and two ATAs launched. To date, we have
engaged over 500 SMEs who are now offering vacancies and over 200 young people have
accessed the new opportunities.
■

Through the City Deal Devolved Youth Contract (DYC) programme, the City Region has
developed a flexible approach that has been highly successful in engaging with NEET young
people, with 69% of participants to date moving from ‘NEET to EET’.
■

The five three one campaign is designed to help and our economy grow by encouraging
more companies to unlock the skills potential of their business. The campaign has over 300
business supporters and has generated c. £7m for the local economy.
■

We have delivered £3m of Green Deal Pilots in Bradford, Calderdale, Kirklees, Leeds,
Wakefield and York and are currently procuring a potential £100m+ LCR Green Deal wide
Scheme. In Leeds alone, the Pilot has resulted in 1,000 main insulation measures being
installed, including 450 external wall insulation jobs in over 700 properties, turning a £1m
DECC grant into £5-6m of installed measures, well above the outputs we committed to in the
pilot.
■

We have also contracted with BT for a £22m broadband fibre infrastructure programme
in West Yorkshire, to deliver superfast broadband coverage to 97% by September 2015. Not
only will this project provide superfast broadband to 65,000 additional premises, an
associated business support programme will maximise the economic impact of the
investment by working with up to 2,000 companies to exploit the benefits. A similar
programme is being delivered in North Yorkshire to achieve 90% coverage across their
programme area.
■

Leeds and Bradford Councils are currently working in partnership to significantly
improve broadband services within both districts. The Leeds Bradford Super connected
Cities programme is delivering the following digital investment programme:
- a £9m broadband voucher scheme to help businesses in both districts upgrade their
current broadband service;
- a £605,000 project to install general ducting for broadband and other services in the key
developments of Baildon Technology Park and the Leeds Enterprise Zone;
- an £800,000 scheme to put wifi services on strategic public transport between the cities;
- a £1.6m investment in wifi located within public buildings.
■

Additionally, nearly £5m has been secured for the York Super Connected Cities
Programme which is at a similar implementation stage.
■

Through the HCA we are also delivering over £100m of housing investment. In 2013-14,
the LCR HCA Board is overseeing the delivery of £14.5m Affordable Housing Programme
funding, with 587 homes forecast to start on site, and 842 homes being completed. A further
22 homes will be bought back into use through the Empty Homes Programme; 650
households will receive support through the Help to Buy programme and 218 will be helped
through Mortgage Rescue. Other funding streams provide for specialist housing and land and
growth programmes as well as taking action on existing HCA sites and assets.
■

We are successfully supporting the inward investment agenda through the We Are
International campaign, which aims to transform our current £1bn trade deficit into a £1.6bn
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growing surplus by 2018. The key element of the campaign is the Export Network, which aims
to connect would-be exporters with the professional support services available in the City
Region, and critically with a cohort of 30 experienced exporting ambassadors to date, to share
practical advice and contacts with aspiring exporters. 250 companies have engaged with the
Export Network to date, and several companies are taking serious steps towards exporting as
a direct result.
■

We have secured (and are delivering) over £30m of new funding this year from national
transport funding competitions, for example, Cycle City Ambition Grant, Local Pinch Point
Fund and Department of Health walking bid. The £12 million Local Pinch Point funding aims to
remove bottlenecks at 7 key locations across West Yorkshire and York. In each case, the
existing bottleneck is impeding growth. Improvements to journey time and access to
employment have been demonstrated. The £18m Cycle City Ambition Fund will include the
construction of a cycle superhighway from Bradford City Centre through to the east of Leeds.

Delivering value for money through effective appraisal and evaluation
Single Appraisal Framework
Proper appraisal to secure the efficient use of public money is vital. The purpose of the appraisal is
to provide a rigorous and thorough assessment of a project/programme. It provides a cost benefit
based assessment of whether a proposal is feasible and worthwhile in terms of:
■

a clearly identified market failure/equity objective, (better than the alternatives);

■

provides evidence that there is both a need for the intervention and demand to take it up;

■

confirming that the proposed intervention is likely to be worth the cost by ensuring there are
SMART objectives and the options considered for delivering them are reasonable; and
■

what its impact is likely to be and who will benefit as a result of the project.

The outcome of any project appraisal will be a decision whether or not to proceed with a proposal or
a particular option, or whether to amend a proposal in order to maximise potential sustainability
benefits and minimise risks1.
The LEP is therefore developing the Single Appraisal Framework (SAF) that was agreed in our City
Deal. The SAF, which is due to launch in the spring of 2014, will provide an evidence-based tool that
enables robust decision-making through a consistent, recognised, and HM Treasury Green-Book /
Five Cases compliant approach to appraisal.
The SAF will be our key mechanism for appraising all types of City Region projects and programmes,
including housing, regeneration, transport, low carbon, skills and innovation in the same manner,
enabling much more informed and robust decision making on investment priorities. Once in place, it
will become the mechanism for appraising not only the Local Growth Fund schemes but also Regional
Growth Fund, Growing Places and post-2013 European funding schemes, as well as projects funded
by receipts from the City Region’s Enterprise Zone and pooled business rates.
Also, importantly, the SAF will provide an understanding of whether projects and programmes are
viable and deliverable, thereby informing as to whether they could be funded by loan or equity
investment, which could be recycled and used again, or would require all or part grant funding to
make them viable. The SAF is therefore a critical part of the decision-making process and a key part
of the Leeds City Region Investment Fund.
1

See Government guidance in appraisal, delivery and evaluation (2008):
http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file45733.pdf
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In time it is envisaged that this appraisal framework will be common to all projects, and as
highlighted above will include those funded through the LGF, ESIF and other funding streams, which
in turn should ensure the process runs quickly and efficiently. It will mean that proposals coming
forward have to be properly worked up and investment ready, and will ensure that scarce resources
are used wisely and effectively. For example, work is taking place to consider how the proposed
Single Appraisal Framework can be adapted to also ensure ESIF eligibility is considered at the same
time.
Process for appraising 2015-16 schemes
The SAF is now moving into the testing phase in which we are applying the framework to select the
SEP projects. As illustrated in the diagram below, for schemes seeking public sector investment from
2015-16, we have adopted a robust assessment process to appraise investment proposals prior to
any investment approval decisions, or before expenditure is committed. This process, which has
assessed schemes against the criteria listed below, has been used to inform the LEP Board of the
schemes that should be put forward in our SEP.
■

Deliverability: screening out projects that are not sufficiently advanced or with major barriers,
such as those related to planning permission, land ownership and funding status, etc.
■

Strategic case: covering the case for change, including rationale, policy context and strategic fit in
terms of meeting LEP and national strategic priorities.
■

Economic impact assessment and value for money: our economic modelling systems have
calculated jobs and GVA impacts for each project, accounting for additionality factors, such as
leakage, displacement, deadweight, etc. This has enabled the net position of our proposed
interventions to be assessed against recognised value for money benchmarks
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Figure C.2 Process adopted for appraising 2015/16 projects

To facilitate (and test) the development of the SAF, business cases have been developed for key
interventions under our four investment priorities. These business cases are designed to reflect HM
Treasury Five Cases requirements2. For example:
■ Transport schemes: the schemes that fall under the West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund have
already undergone a rigorous economic impact appraisal through our DfT approved Urban Dynamic
Model3. The model has also been used to appraise schemes of over £5m investment (2015-16) and
£20m investment (2016-17) that are seeking LGF support.
■ Housing and regeneration: The 13 specific housing and regeneration projects identified for
funding under the Strategic Housing Growth Programme and the Asset Reuse and Affordable
Housing Programme are the culmination of a rigorous economic, financial and deliverability appraisal
process in accordance with ‘Treasury Green Book 5 Cases Tests’ which we have undertaken over the
past 6 months. These projects have been reduced from an initial LCR list of around 80 projects, and a
subsequent list of 34 via two rounds of assessment, which included peer review both within the
Leeds City Region Enterprise Partnership secretariat, and the wider partnership. Further details of
each of the 2015-16 shortlisted projects are provided in the SEP Delivery Plan and the separate
accompanying Appendix H. These are schemes that we have confidence can be delivered in 2015-16,
as a result of our robust appraisal process. These projects have been assessed for deliverability,
strategic fit and economic impact and have been selected on the basis that they will provide a
significant number of new homes, employment development and GVA growth and jobs – subject to
LGF funding being secured for their development.
■

Skills capital: the LEP’s Employment and Skills Panel agreed a timetabled process for seeking,
appraising and selecting project proposals for inclusion in our SEP, including using the REM for
assessing impacts and a Task & Finish Skills Capital Appraisal Group.

2

Recommended standard for the preparation of business cases and is used extensively within central government departments
The DfT approved Urban Dynamic Model (UDM) is used to explore the relationship between transport, employment, mode
shares and carbon emissions and to calculate employment and GVA impacts
3
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Full business cases are provided in Appendix H and for transport schemes in Appendix I.

Monitoring and evaluation
We recognise the importance of developing robust monitoring and evaluation procedures to monitor
performance and oversee progress. The Leeds City Region Enterprise Partnership is working with
partners to develop and implement robust performance management system(s). The system(s) will
be fully compliant with relevant national (and European where applicable) evaluation guidance and
will be used to inform, for example, the on-going delivery of investment activities, identify what and
how investment has contributed towards the LEP’s strategic objectives; assess delivery performance;
and measure impact and value for money.
All schemes will be subject to a bespoke monitoring and evaluation programme to enable a clear
demonstration that intended outcomes and impacts have been delivered effectively and scheme
objectives have been achieved. Outputs of our monitoring and evaluation programme will provide an
evidence base to inform the planning and development of future SEP proposals. We will also ensure
that effective reporting processes are put in place, in line with government requirements regarding
delivery of both our Strategic Economic Plan and LGF funded activity.
Once the funding agreement for an LGF funded project has been signed, an essential and an
important part of the LEPs responsibility is to actively manage it.
Effective management will be dependent on a number of factors, including:
■

identifying, assessing, reviewing and addressing risks and issues and mitigating actions;

■

maintaining on-going effective communications and engagement, formal and informal, with the
delivery body and other stakeholders;
■

recording learning points as they occur and sharing them with partners and colleagues;

■

recognising and acting on opportunities in a timely manner to increase the project’s impact.

The experience gained from managing RGF and GPF highlights that the LEP is developing robust
systems for managing the delivery of government funded schemes. However, we recognise that the
effective management systems that we currently have in place to provide assurances that projects
are on course to deliver their objectives, outputs and outcomes within the agreed budget and
delivery dates, will need to be scaled up given the potential level of LGF resources that the LEP will
be managing from 2015-16.
On-going project management and monitoring arrangements
We envisage a critical and essential role for LEPs (in ensuring the successful delivery of projects) is
that of project monitoring. This can be defined as the formal reporting and evidencing that outputs,
spend, outcomes and milestones are successfully delivered.
We will work with government over the coming months to ensure that we effectively build on our
existing project management and monitoring arrangements, so that we have systems of the right
scale to manage LGF effectively and efficiently.
We anticipate this will include the following activities:
■

Administration of the Funding Agreement, including compliance with any conditions and
European regulations, providing automatic reminders of the need to take action at key times, such as
key milestones, timing of claims and progress reports;
■

Financial control of projects with adequate and auditable arrangements for the management of
LGF expenditure (claims, invoices, orders, etc.). This is likely to require cost reports to be reviewed
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regularly to ensure expenditure is in line with the budget profile; where there is a significant
variation the reason should be sought and remedial action taken, if necessary;
■ Reporting against the project plan, recording progress against milestones and any variations,
noting any actions taken by the LEP;
■

Delivery of forecast outputs/outcomes – record and assess achieved outputs against forecasts,
identify variance and need for changes. Any significant change to what is contracted for should be
assessed for its continued value for money. The table below provides examples of output/outcome
categories that we could collect performance data on;
■

Risk review: to be reviewed regularly throughout the project life. This will be through regular
communication between the LEP and project manager;
■

Visits to the project for review progress on the ground, the frequency of which may be
determined by issues/risks identified from progress reports. Site visits may also be required to
release the next phase of funding;
■

Audit may be undertaken during the project life, either by the project’s own appointed auditors,
the, NAO or EU auditors, etc.

Theme
Business and enterprise

Output categories
■ Number of businesses assisted
■

Enterprises supported to bring
new products at the firm/market
level
■

Number of start-up businesses
supported
■

Number of enterprises copoperating with research
institutions
Employability / skills

■

Number of participants
assisted (% unemployed, inactive,
etc.)
■

Number of NVQ uplifts
completed
■

Infrastructure (nontransport)

Outcome categories
■ Turnover growth in supported
businesses
■

Inward investment secured

■

Export growth in supported
businesses
■

Jobs created in supported
businesses (FTEs)
■

Jobs safeguarded (FTEs)

■

Other investment levered

■

Number of individuals
successfully helped into
employment

Apprenticeships supported

■

Total housing units (including
number of affordable units

■

■

■

Area of land remediated (ha)

■

Increase in broadband
availability

Jobs associated with
commercial / industrial floorspace
Occupancy rate of commercial
floorspace
■

Investment levered

■

Increase in broadband take-up

Transport specific monitoring requirements
All SEP transport schemes with estimated outturn costs in excess of £5m will be subject to the
normal DfT guidance as specified in Monitoring and Evaluation Framework for Local Authority Major
Schemes (DfT, 2012), and the standard measures for:
■
■

Scheme build;
Delivered scheme;
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■
■
■
■
■
■

Costs;
Scheme objectives;
Travel demand;
Travel times and reliability of travel times;
Impacts on the economy; and
Carbon impacts.

For schemes with estimated outturn costs in excess of £50m, or that are anticipated to have a
significant impact on particular indicators, enhanced monitoring of measures will be reported in
respect of:
■
■
■

Noise;
Local air quality;
Accidents.

Baseline data requirements will be collected before and/or during the schemes. Data used to
monitor scheme delivery performance and processes should be collected during construction. Logic
maps will be provided to articulate the underpinning assumptions and identify the causal pathways
for how the scheme will deliver the intended outcomes and impacts. For all Major Schemes types the
standard measures will be reported in an initial report at ‘One year after’ and a ‘Final’ evaluation
report. Conclusions will be drawn in the reporting on the Value for Money of the scheme.
Schemes below £5m outturn cost will be managed in accordance with existing Local Transport Plan
Monitoring and Evaluation Plans with a proportionate approach based on DfT Major Scheme
guidance and a focus related to the nature of the scheme specific objectives – for example:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Travel times;
Journey time reliability;
Mode share;
Public transport patronage;
Increased walking and cycling;
Accidents;
User Satisfaction.

Evaluation
Careful research and evaluation have a crucial role to play in exploring the evidence base, and
increasing the effectiveness of policymaking. To support our overall evaluation activities we are keen
to work closely with national policy evaluation experts, including the What Works Centre for Local
Economic Growth to help inform us on which policies are most effective in supporting and increasing
local economic growth.
The overall aim of evaluation is to understand the effectiveness and impact of the LEP’s Strategic
Economic Plan in delivering the overarching vision for the area to unlock the potential of the City
Region, developing an economic powerhouse that will create jobs and prosperity.
The arrangements for evaluating the impact of Strategic Economic Plans and Local Growth Fund
investment are still to be agreed with government. We envisage that a component of the agreed
‘management fee’ (as referred to in Chapter 5 – Strategic Investment Framework) will be allocated to
evaluation. It is envisaged that the evaluations will be conducted independently and will be used to
inform the on-going delivery of current and future activities. Should the LEP be required to
undertake an evaluation of our SEP we envisage two key elements forming the crux of our evaluation
plan: 1) an interim/mid-term review (largely formative); and 2) a final formative and summative
evaluation.
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While the evaluation(s) will have a bespoke set of objectives, they will at a minimum address the
following:
Vision and objectives - achievement of the vision and original (and any added) objectives, including
addressing market failure/stated need;
Strategic contribution – clearly identify what and how the SEP/LGF has contributed towards the
strategic objectives of key stakeholders;
Delivery – assess how well the SEP has been delivered, e.g. effectiveness of appraisal, monitoring,
decision making and partner engagement processes;
Outputs - an evidenced assessment of gross and net outputs achieved featuring comprehensive
additionality calculation (deadweight, leakage, displacement, substitution and multiplier effects);
Impact – GVA contributions to longer term economic impact. To provide full explanation of
methodology employed, in particular of persistence calculations and including all statistical
assumptions and metrics;
Value for money and return on investment – assessment of expenditure and value for money of
SEP/LGF investment, considering how this compares to recognised value for money benchmarks. This
assessment could be tailored to the interventions delivered under each of our four investment
priorities;
Equality and diversity – an assessment on how the SEP has contributed towards current equality and
diversity policy;
Sustainability – an assessment of the future need for LGF and how it will be sustainable in the longer
term;
Strategic Added Value (SAV) – measurement of and practical results from the leadership, influence,
engagement and other added value delivered through the SEP/LGF;
Good practice – Identification of good and best practice captured in delivery, and in achieving
impact;
Conclusions and recommendations - which will include practical recommendations for project
management, delivery, resource allocation, partnership and strategic direction. One of the key
outputs of evaluation exercises will be to determine the key learning points – for example, what
worked well/not so well? what to do differently next time? It is, however, important that this is not
simply seen as an internal exercise and that the learning is shared both within the LEP and beyond
with government departments and well as in the wider market place.

Evaluating the impact of transport interventions on the economy
The primary objective of the transport interventions delivered through the SEP Transport Fund
package is to support growth in employment and GVA across West Yorkshire and York.
For all Transport Fund schemes, scheme-specific monitoring will take place to understand the scale
of new developments (in housing and employment sites) which have been unlocked by the
interventions at a local level. However, the prioritised Transport Fund package has been designed to
maximise area wide economic impacts, where the impact of the package is greater than the sum of
the component parts. Measuring the GVA impacts of the investments, above the counter factual (or
base case), is not straightforward. Discussions are taking place with government as part of the City
Deal negotiations to understand the wider GVA impacts compared to the counter-factual. The
proposed approach will build on the evaluation approach used in Greater Manchester, and agreed
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with government. It will look to establish a comparator baseline above which Office for National
Statistics GVA figures will be used to gauge the increase in GVA as a result of the transport fund
investments. This process would be subject to periodic independent review.

A single Leeds City Region Investment Fund - alignment of economic development spend
across the LEP area
The LEP brings together the best of the public and private sectors. Work has been on-going for the
last couple of years to develop an overarching Investment Framework for the Leeds City Region. The
investment model within the City Region will bring together the resources, influence and vision of
both sectors to generate jobs, growth, a better environment and commercial returns.
As shown in the diagram, four types of investment will need to be combined to deliver the change
we seek.
Figure C.3 Leeds City Region Investment model

The LEP and its partners are committed to ensuring that existing resources, new sources such as the
LGF and ESIF, together with other investment streams – public and private - help to deliver its
priorities. This requires awareness of and commitment to our priorities and the benefits that can be
achieved through them.
We are therefore pooling and aligning a range of funding sources into the LCR Investment Fund
including Growing Places Fund, European funding, local authority capital, Business Growth Funding,
and our £1 billion West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund (hereafter the Transport Fund) created as a
result of the Leeds City Region City Deal. The Local Growth Fund will complement these funding
sources enabling the LEP to better target and maximise available resources in the most efficient and
effective manner.
In some areas, this is already happening. A good example is how the Leeds City Region City Deal has
enabled Apprenticeship Hubs and Training Academies to be set up locally, meeting business skills
needs and getting young people into jobs and training. Based on the additional freedoms and
flexibilities agreed in the City Deal, other local funding mechanisms that provide capital streams with
far greater local flexibility and control will also be established. Where opportunities arise, these will
work alongside resources like the LGF and ESIF. The overall approach is illustrated in the diagram on
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the next page. Work is on-going to ensure the LEP’s long term ambition is realised by also considering
how other funding bodies such as the HCA and Green Investment Bank could also align their
investments where possible with the LGF and ESIF.
Combined together, the LEP’s business friendly approach, large scale opportunities and investment
framework will mean that commercial investors can be confident of securing a healthy return on
investment and see Leeds City Region as an area for real growth. The long term ambition is for the
City Region to become much more self-sufficient, thereby reducing our reliance on government
funding, with most of our investment being loan funding to be revolved and reused time and time
again. This will create a sustainable Investment Framework, and in the meantime, we will continue to
work with government through our City Deal to secure greater funding and flexibility in the use of
public money.
Importantly, we will apply the same rigour to the LGF funding as we will to the other funding sources
within the Investment Fund, adopting a ‘loan first’ principle for our investments. This will enable us
to obtain a ‘return on the investment’ where possible in order that we can recycle funding to
maximise the continuing value of public investment. Our Single Appraisal Framework will provide a
single approach to appraising and comparing all potential investment schemes (be they a transport,
housing, skills, innovation or business expansion scheme) in a consistent and robust manner.
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Embedding sustainable development within our SEP
Leeds City Region Enterprise Partnership aims to encourage economic growth while protecting the
environment and improving our quality of life - all without affecting the ability of future generations
to do the same. The LEP and its partners will aim to take into account sustainable development as a
part of how it develops its policies and how it buys its goods and services.
To underpin this vision, the partnership has agreed a long term plan which measures success by
increases in GVA and employment alongside continued decreases in carbon emissions. In particular,
our investment planning and delivery activity aims to:
■

spearhead the development of a low carbon built environment;

■

help all businesses flourish during the transition to a green economy; and

■

support the continued growth of the low carbon and environmental sector.

We have put in place strong governance structures to ensure delivery, including the establishment
of a private sector led Green Economy Panel which drives through change across every element of
the LEP agenda. We have also established an Energy Forum (who have been consulted on the SEP
and ESIF, and which will continue to assist throughout the implementation and monitoring of
programmes), bringing together the key local and national players in the energy sector to advise on
our low carbon energy policy.
These ‘experts’ will advise on how to manage and reduce impacts from climate risk and future proof
developments; pursue environmentally sustainable procurement and commissioning, while
advocating such messages to its partners; and create new green and blue infrastructure to protect
and enhance ecosystem services/ natural capital where it sees that this is a key blockage to
economic growth. In turn, any capital investments in building and infrastructure would work
towards achieving the nationally recognised standards for BREEAM.
Within the SEP it is expected that sustainable development will be a feature across all of our four
strategic investment priorities, and particularly those under Priorities 3 and 4. Investments in
programme activities covering innovation, business support, employment, social inclusion and
education, skills and lifelong learning will be predicated on minimising negative impacts in relation to
sustainable development.

Equality measures
Maximising the contribution that all citizens and businesses can make is central to a successful and
sustained economic recovery. There is a need to identify and tackle the barriers and challenges that
prevent people from achieving their economic potential or that hold them back in the workplace.
The LEP and its partners are committed to ensure this potential is realised. They can, through their
competences, and through co-operation with the whole range of local actors, undertake concrete
actions in favour of equality and combat discrimination. Moreover, the principle of subsidiarity is of
particular importance in relation to the practical implementation using their diverse range of
responsibilities. All partners can and must play a positive role in promoting equality in practical ways
that impact on the daily lives of their population. Implementing and promoting the right to equality
is therefore at the heart of this concept of local governance.
Wherever possible and applicable, awareness will be raised, information disseminated and
promoted on the debate about the key challenges and policy issues in relation to discrimination and
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the mainstreaming of anti-discrimination in all policies, including among the social partners, NGOs
and other stakeholders.
The LEP is therefore committed to promote equality and combat discrimination in line with domestic
legislation and European Regulations and has ensured key partners with a specialism of addressing
equality issues, through either specialist work undertaken with key target groups who are typically
marginalised, or through their position linked to developing policy, have been involved in policy
development (e.g. ESIF).
In order to support our responsibilities relating to the Equality Act and the Public Sector Equality
Duty the following actions will take place:
■

carry out Equality Impact Analysis on major projects/programme and all proposals for major
changes in structures and service delivery in order to avoid negative impact on any groups;
■

consult and engage widely to make sure that all our residents and stakeholders have a say in
how activities proposed are developed and delivered;
■

undertake monitoring of outcomes to make sure that we identify where policies/decisions/
activities proposed may be making inequality worse and taking action to correct them;
■

make our information accessible so that no one is placed at a disadvantage in terms of access to
information due to a language barrier or a disability;
■

carry out an annual business planning process, through which our equality objectives will be
implemented and monitored;
■

implement fair employment policies; and

■

use procurement to promote equality and diversity.

Equality and anti-discrimination will be promoted across the partnership and embedded into all
areas of activity to be supported. Any project appraisal will also include elements to address that
equality and diversity and sustainable social inclusion actions have been taken in to account as part
of any project design, and where allowable, use relevant criteria and relevant targets which will be
included in all stages of the project continuum from design to implementation.
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APPENDIX D: RISK MANAGEMENT

1

2

APPENDIX D: STRATEGIC ECONOMIC PLAN - RISK MANAGEMENT
In order to establish a risk register to help identify and manage the risks to the LEPs Strategic Economic Plan (SEP), it
was agreed that Leeds City Council’s Risk Management Unit (RMU) would facilitate a risk workshop. The 3 hour
workshop was held on afternoon of 13th March 2014 and facilitated by the RMU.
The scope of the workshop was around risks to the delivery of the Strategic Economic Plan.
The objectives of the workshop were to:
 Identify and agree the risks facing the delivery of the SEP.
 Undertake an initial evaluation of the risks to determine their individual ratings for further review.
 Identify mitigating controls and actions for the risks.
 Agree ‘next steps’ for updating, reporting and monitoring the risks in the future.
Preparation work was undertaken prior to the workshop by the RMU who reviewed the draft SEP and identified
likely risks, individual Leeds City Region Enterprise Partnership Officers also identified risks they considered
significant. This resulted in a draft list of 40 risks which were then reviewed at the workshop. The following pages
provides the final list of 19 identified risks, the risk level at this time, planned mitigation and the risk level following
mitigation.
The Risk Management process is identified through the six stage cyclical process as follows:

Now that the risks have been identified the next steps, once the SEP has been submitted, will commence. These are:




risk owner and key contacts will be identified for each risk;
risk owners and key contacts will carry out a full risk analysis and evaluation and develop detailed action plans.
This may need to involve further workshops involving partner organisations, particularly where risk lies with
direct delivery by partners (RMU will act as a critical friend on this process); and
monitoring and reporting processes will need to be agreed by the LEP. However it is likely that this will include
reporting of ‘showstopper’ risks to the new West Yorkshire Combined Authority Investment Committee, once its
governance arrangements have been established.
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No.

Risk title and description

Risk
type1

Current
risk rating

Target
risk rating

1

Transport Fund
This fund has been developed, as part of
the City Deal proposals, based on £1.6bn
outturn cost. 82% of this amount is
proposed from local contributions and
payment by results. Without a payment
by results deal the fund will be much
smaller (£400m). A diminished fund
would deliver a less than proportionate
share of forecast outputs and threaten
the political consensus which has been
built on all districts accessing
employment opportunities (see also
Appendix B for further details).
Investment Fund
Failure to build up the overall Leeds City
Region Investment Fund due to a lack of
initial resources and the need to provide
non-recyclable grant funding for projects.

S/O

Very High

Medium

2

Planned mitigating controls and actions




S/O

Very High

High





1

Ongoing discussion with Ministers and
government.
Agree an alternative deal with a long term
commitment, to rebalance the fund.
Re-prioritise current and future project
development to deliver over a much longer
period.

Secure LGF funding for development and
growth related projects with loan repayment
potential.
Adopting a loan first approach to project
investment with grant funding being a last
resort.
Provide a robust project appraisal framework
(Single Appraisal Framework - SAF) to fully test
projects for loan capability.

Risk type: Strategic, operational, financial and/or implementation (S, O, F, I).
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No.

Risk title and description

3

Staff capacity
Due to a lack of revenue funding there
will be a lack of staff capacity to deliver
the programmes the LEP is bidding for via
the SEP. This will inhibit the delivery of
the SEP and also result in reputational
damage to the LEP.

Risk
type1

Current
risk rating

Target
risk rating

O

Very High

Medium

Planned mitigating controls and actions









Anticipate and proactively seek future
funding sources.
Review and revise LEP staffing structure
during 2014-15 in-line with delivery needs
of the SEP.
Once funding is identified commence early
recruitment of required staff resources.
Commence procurement processes for
recruitment of delivery organisations and
partners.
Establish partner relationships for project /
programme delivery.
Establish governance structure to manage
LEP and partner delivery.
Prioritise schemes using the SAF.
Work with partners to develop an on-going
pipeline of projects.
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No.

Risk title and description

4

Partnership management and delivery
Failure to work effectively with our
partner organisations leading to problems
delivering schemes.

Risk
type1

Current
risk rating

Target
risk rating

O/I

Very High

Medium

Planned mitigating controls and actions







5

Political change
As a result of political changes from the
results of general and/or local elections in
2015, previously agreed decisions could
be reversed or challenged.

S

Medium

Low








Processes put in place to ensure on-going,
structured communications activity with
partners.
Implementation of the Single Appraisal
Framework for appraisal of projects to ensure
deliverability, strategic fit and economic
outcomes.
Ongoing development of pipeline of projects
and associated communications processes with
partners.
Establish and agree robust contract terms and
conditions with delivery partners.
Practical mentoring support from stronger
partners to weaker or inexperienced partners
to ensure delivery.
Establish good governance and monitoring
processes.
Horizon scanning – ongoing monitoring of
political changes.
Governance arrangements – ensure these are
clear and are strongly communicated.
Establish a pipeline of projects to deliver.
Obtain political and stakeholder buy-in /
engagement - through active communications.
Establish strong communication lines.
Networking.
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No.

Risk title and description

6

Single Appraisal Framework challenge
The results of the SAF are challenged by
partners and/or politicians if schemes are
rejected or revised plans do not meet
their expectations.

7

Cost over-run (high level).
Cost over-run due to funding received
being below the amount required to meet
the priorities in the SEP.

8

Cost over-run (project specific)
Cost over-run for projects as well as cash
flow issues that may arise from the
conditions of flexibility for devolved
funding.

Risk
type1

Current
risk rating

Target
risk rating

O/I

Medium

Low







F

Very High

High






F

Medium

Low

Planned mitigating controls and actions












Clear governance arrangements.
Maintain strong lines of communication.
Leadership.
Obtain partnership buy-in of SAF.
Effective management of expectations re: the
LGF allocations.
Prioritise schemes using the SAF.
Develop a pipeline of projects.
Anticipate future funding sources.
Effective application of the SAF to manage
partner expectations.
Adjust projects to fit the funding available.
Adoption of robust project management
procedures, including risk management
Identification of appropriate levels of
contingency.
Sufficient flexibility associated with the
devolution of DfT grant funding to allow
effective management expenditure profiles
Effective programme management at both the
LEP level and within partner organisations.
Scalability of projects.
Sharing resources.
Identify/obtain funding from other sources.
Establish project risk registers.
Robust contract terms and conditions.
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No.

Risk title and description

9

Partner/project drop-out
Partner organisations/projects drop-out
due to the funding source being specified
as a loan instead of a grant as originally
anticipated.

Risk
type1
I

Current
risk rating

Target
risk rating

High

Medium

Planned mitigating controls and actions







10

11

State Aid fines and penalties
Failure to comply with State Aid terms
and conditions (e.g. delays in scheme
completion or funds incorrectly used)
resulting in fines, penalties, repayment of
funds and reputational damage.
Payment by results income streams
Payment by results income streams are
not realised/sufficient leading to an
inability to fund projects or funding
having to be obtained from other sources.

O

Medium

Low

O/F

Medium

Low












Prioritisation of deliverable projects utilising
the SAF.
Effective communication with partners.
Networking.
Updating of project status and partner
circumstances.
Investigate other financial options.
On-going development of the pipeline of
projects.
Consideration of loan terms.
Use of existing knowledge and experience.
Buying in knowledge and experience.
State Aid declaration included in project
submissions.

Prioritising high GVA growth projects and
recognising the linkages between transport
investment activity and strategic housing and
employment sites.
Close management of money ‘at the other end’
(careful management of returns).
Implementation of robust monitoring
arrangements.
Management of project pipeline.
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No.
12

13

14

Risk title and description

Risk
type1

Ineffective contract monitoring
I
Failure to establish robust management
and monitoring processes leading to
problems with delivering schemes to
time, cost and quality. Sources: Lack of
consistent management arrangements
across partners. Staff resourcing and
capacity problems.
Scheme delivery failure
O/I
Unable to deliver 2015-16 schemes due to
short timescales and/or the length of time
required to undertake the due diligence
process.
Joint project failure
S/O
Joint projects with other LEPs fail due to
inability to join up funding sources (ESIF
and LGF).

Current
risk rating

Target
risk rating

Medium

Low

Planned mitigating controls and actions




Medium

Low






Good processes in place / forward planning.
Prioritise delivery.
Early identification of projects.
Early commencement of due diligence.

Medium

Low



Early discussions with other LEPs on joint
delivery.
Early discussions with government on projects
that cross boundaries.
Matching up ‘the asks’.
Early notification to government on projects
where we need the match for ESIF.
Re-prioritisation.
Partner organisations supporting each other.
Succession planning arrangements.
Clear and effective management processes in
place.
Early notification of project risks.
Individual project risk registers.
Overarching SEP risk register and appropriate
associated monitoring and management
activity.
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Loss of partner skills and expertise
Loss of skills and expertise in partner
organisations (e.g. due to Early Leavers
Initiative, staffing cuts and natural
wastage) resulting in an adverse impact
on the delivery of projects.

I

Robust contract terms and conditions in place
and understood by all parties.
Management processes for delivering the SEP
within the LEP.
Approved project activity will have gone
through the SAF process.

Medium

Low









9

No.
16

17

Risk title and description

Risk
type1

Communication and engagement
Ineffective communication and
engagement with stakeholders resulting
in delays in agreeing/delivering projects.

O

Project management
Confusion/delays in project management
and delivery due to partners using
different project management techniques
e.g. Prince, Delivering Successful Change.

I

Current
risk rating

Target
risk rating

Medium

Low

Planned mitigating controls and actions






Medium

Low






Clear and effective communication links and
information sharing protocols in place with
partner organisations.
Further development of the website.
Improved internal/external communication.
Increased capacity of communications.
Support from other funding opportunities e.g.
Local Sustainable Transport Fund.
Early identification of the project delivery
techniques used by different partner
organisations as part of the project proforma
required information.
Project risk registers included as part of the
project proforma required information
Advanced identification and analysis of:
o
The project stages where problems
could arise from the different
techniques.
o
The nature of the potential problems
(e.g. timing of decisions).
o
Possible solutions to the problems.
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No.

Risk title and description

Risk
type1

Current
risk rating

Target
risk rating

18

Transition to Combined Authority
The transition to the Combined Authority
is not a smooth transition.
Consequence: Changes in governance
arrangements.

S/O

Medium

Low

Planned mitigating controls and actions








19

Geographical differences due to CA
Disparity due to Combined Authority
(LCR/ West Yorkshire).
Source: Geographical differences

S/O

Medium

Low









WYCA plans to adopt SEP at earliest possible
meeting.
LEP Director / Head of Economic Strategy post
is already in place (seconded to WYCA).
Effective communication in place. On-going
weekly meetings and initial staff secondments.
Implement changes so that there is a smooth
transition.
Forward planning.
Strong management process and
implementation.
Clear and effective governance arrangements
in place.
Investment Committee for Combined Authority
in place from April – Legislative Reform Order
(LRO) will allow other LAs to join the CA (or a
new Joint Committee will be established if LRO
stalled).
Effective communication in place.
Implement changes so that there is a smooth
transition.
Forward planning.
Strong management process and
implementation.
Clear and effective governance arrangements
in place.
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APPENDIX E: LEEDS CITY REGION
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APPENDIX E: DETAILED EVIDENCE BASE - THE LEEDS CITY REGION
ECONOMY
Purpose of this section
This section provides a summary of the evidence about the state of the City Region
economy, including our strengths, assets and weaknesses and key drivers and
opportunities. The projects and programmes that form part of our SEP flow directly from
the analysis presented here. The analysis itself is based on a range of sources: official data,
government research and policy, the latest academic research, existing Leeds City Region
policy and evidence, as well as new research commissioned specifically for our SEP. Our
own policy and research reports are listed in Appendix F, and are available online (or will be
soon in the case of new research).

The City Region economy – overview
The City Region’s strength lies in its diversity of wealth creating activities, an excellent
strategic location at the heart of England, and a proven history of substantive economic
performance and growth. The diversity of the City Region’s employment, business and
knowledge bases makes the LCR one of the most resilient economies in the North of
England1. This diversity of economy is complemented by the diversity of place that the City
Region uniquely offers as one of the most polycentric of its kind in the UK, with a
distinctive mix of urban and rural areas in close proximity, as well as a range of market
towns and service centres.

1

Index of Economic Resilience, Yorkshire Cities, 2011.

2

The text box below summarises our many strengths and assets.

LCR has many strengths and assets providing significant opportunities for
wealth generation and economic growth
■

Leeds City Region is the largest City Region in the country outside London with a
population of 3 million.

■

We are an economic powerhouse of the North producing 5% of national GVA
annually (at ££55 billion in 2012) and over half the Yorkshire and Humber’s output
and employment.

■

The City Region has one of the largest concentrations of higher education
institutions in Europe (120,000 HE students in 8 institutions, where 36% of the
research is world class, and 10% is world-leading).

■

We have distinctive clusters of businesses and research expertise which are
fostering enterprise, employment growth and innovation. For example:
-

Life sciences and related industries (particularly biosciences and
healthcare/medical technologies);

-

Low carbon industries (particularly energy technologies);

-

Digital technologies (particularly in telehealth and IT);

-

Financial and businesses services that complement the global financial services
hub of London;

-

Innovative manufacturing across a diverse range of sub-sectors;

-

a large and diverse food & drink sector, ranging from two of the UK’s biggest
supermarkets being headquartered in the City Region, to a wide range of
manufacturers and cutting edge research in biosciences;

-

a network of strong local clusters of activity in the creative and cultural
industries;

-

a strong tourism/leisure industry that will receive a massive boost in 2014 from
the arrival of the Tour de France;

-

owing to the LCR’s location at the heart of national railway and motorway
networks, an attractive location for the logistics industry.

■

A beautiful natural environment and numerous cultural assets that forms a key
strategic asset for the area underpinning the economy, attracting businesses,
investment and tourism and providing recreation space for healthy and productive
communities.

■

We are at the heart of east-west and north-south connectivity.

Yet despite our undoubted strengths and assets, the City Region is failing to realise its full
potential – our economic output and efficiency are below average, and there are too few of
our residents in work. We face a number of challenges on skills, enterprise, exporting,
inward investment, the size of the private sector and the quality of our infrastructure.
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The text box below highlights some of the key challenges that the City Region currently
faces. These challenges suggest that the City Region will struggle at its current performance
levels to reach the international competitiveness to which it aspires, but also highlight the
ability to make substantial and beneficial changes.

The City Region is not achieving its full potential
■

Decades of underinvestment in strategic infrastructure in transport and housing
have left our levels of connectivity – both within the City Region and to other parts of
the UK and the rest of the world – lagging behind that in London and the South East.

■

The City Region is also struggling to secure the public and private investment
needed to improve the quality of some of our cities and towns, with major
redevelopment and regeneration schemes stalled as investors have become much
more risk averse. Recent LCR research indicates that there could be up to 20,000
stalled projects in the City Region, with financial support being a critical factor.

■

Whilst skill levels and employment rates are well above the national average in some
parts of the City Region, there remain areas where the attainment of qualifications is
below average, leading to a lack of upward mobility for some City Region
communities. There are also areas within the City Region with high rates of
worklessness.

■

Although some firms and universities in the City Region have significant links with
international trading partners, the City Region economy lacks the international
connectivity which is commensurate with its assets. We have not effectively
managed to attract new investment to the region and our businesses do not have
good enough trade links with the rest of the world.

■

The City Region does not have the national or international profile that it should
have and that a number of competitor cities or city regions already possess.

■

Productivity is below par in most parts of the City Region, and we also face a number
of challenges to improve our levels of R&D and business innovation,.

■

There are too few high-growth companies in the City Region, and we also have low
start-up rates across much of the City Region.

■

As a result of these challenges, the City Region has a GVA gap of £3,350 per person –
the economy would be one-sixth bigger if we closed that gap.

The remainder of this chapter sets out the key pieces of evidence underpinning our
Strategic Economic Plan.

City Region output and the output gap
The Leeds City Region economy was worth £55 billion in 2012. Between 2000 and 2012 the
LCR economy grew by 57% compared to expansion of 59% in England2. The City Region’s
share of national GVA has remained broadly unchanged, standing at 4.8% in 2000 and 4.7%
in 2012.

2

Please note that that these growth rates are based on current prices, including the effects of inflation. They
do not therefore show the ‘real’ growth of the economy in volume terms.
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Although the City Region’s growth rate of 3.3% in 2011 outstripped the England average
(2.4%) of that year, growth locally was slower than the England average in 2009-2010 and
2012.

Within LCR, Leeds accounts for a third of total output, with another 37% coming from
Bradford, Kirklees and Wakefield combined. The best performers in 2012 were York,
Kirklees, Wakefield and Bradford – all four achieved growth above 2% and well above both
the England and City Region averages.
Looking at GVA per person (a widely used measure of prosperity), the LCR figure
was£18,650 in 2012, compared to £21,900 across the whole of England. The gap on this
measure has grown a little wider since 2000, since the City Region total grew by 45% from
2000-2012, with most of this before 2008, against national growth of 47%. As with total
GVA, local increases in GVA per head fell behind the national average most markedly during
the years of downturn and recession – the growth of 1.2% in GVA per head in the city
region between 2007 and 2012 was only a quarter of that in England (4.9%).
GVA in Leeds City Region, 2000-2012

Total GVA,
2012 (£m)

% change
2000-2012

£GVA/head,
2012

% change
2000-2012

Barnsley

2,700

48%

11,500

38%

Bradford

8,200

47%

15,700

30%

Calderdale

3,600

66%

17,700

55%

Craven

1,100

60%

20,100

53%

Harrogate

3,100

77%

19,800

67%

Kirklees

6,300

52%

14,700

38%

Leeds

18,800

58%

24,800

49%

Selby

1,300

72%

15,400

55%

Wakefield

6,000

65%

18,300

58%

York

4,300

51%

21,500

35%

LCR

55,400

57%

18,600

45%

England

1,173,500

59%

21,900

47%

In 2012, the GVA gap between the City Region and English averages stood at £3,300 per
head.
If GVA per person matched the English average, we would have total GVA of £65.2bn – in
other words, the local economy would be £10bn bigger. However, this gap cannot be
closed overnight. If the City Region were to grow at, say, 10% faster than the national
average (for example, 3.3% a year compared to 3%), it would take 56 years to close this
output gap. Catching up would still take 17 years if we grew at 4% against a 3% average.
The output gap results from a mixture of two main factors:
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■

businesses being less productive than their counterparts in other parts of the country- that
is, productivity is below average;

■

we have fewer people in work than elsewhere – that is, our employment rate is below
average
GVA per head in England and LCR, 2000-12

GVA per head - England and LCR, 2000-2012
24,000

GVA per head (£)

22,000
20,000
18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000

England

Leeds City Region

10,000

The evidence presented in the remainder of this chapter seeks to explain the relative
significance of these factors and why the City Region’s outcomes are worse than some
other parts of the country.
It is worth noting, though, that output measures within the UK are highly skewed by the
size and greater wealth of London and the South East. If we compare LCR to a ‘benchmark
GVA’ based on England, Scotland and Wales minus London , the South East and LCR, then
the City Region’s output per head is actually almost 3% higher than the ‘benchmark’
average. Against the other core city regions, we are on a par with Manchester and
Birmingham, and ahead of Nottingham, Liverpool, Sheffield and Newcastle. The Bristol City
Region outperforms all the others by a wide margin.
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GVA per head - core cities and LCR benchmark area, 2012
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Source: Office for National Statistics

Using this benchmark to look at total GVA, between 2000 and 2012, LCR actually outgrew
the benchmark area. LCR’s output grew by 57% over that period, whilst the benchmark
grew by just over 55%. Despite this encouraging overall performance, the benchmark area
grew faster than the City Region in 7 of the last 13 years, demonstrating the scale of the
challenge if we are to achieve above trend growth year on year.
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GVA forecast growth - core city LEPs, 2007-21
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Source: Regional Econometric Model

Current forecasts of performance suggest that on existing policies, the City Region is not
expected to significantly close the gap with national output. The Regional Econometric
Model3 forecasts that the LCR economy will grow by 17.5% between 2014-21, a rate 1.5%
below UK average. Growth is modest up to 2016 but then rises above 2% a year to 2021.

3

Data from the REM is provided by the Regional Economic Intelligence Unit of Leeds City Council.
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In other words, on this forecast, there would be a slight widening of the output gap
between the City Region and the national average by 2021. Leeds City Region is not alone
in this regard. Of the core city LEP areas, only Bristol (West of England LEP) is forecast to
see output growth faster than the English average from 2014-21. Although LCR’s growth
rate is forecast to be 1.5% lower than England’s, it is still forecast to be the third fastest
core city region LEP.
Within the City Region, Leeds is expected to see the highest growth, with Calderdale and
Wakefield not far behind and at or above the UK average. Forecasts are notably lower for
York and areas of North Yorkshire.
Change in output – LCR authorities (£m)

Change 2007-13

York

Wakefield

Selby

Leeds

Kirklees

Harrogate

Craven

Calderdale

Bradford

Barnsley

LCR

UK

Change in GVA

18%
15%
12%
9%
6%
3%
0%
-3%
-6%
-9%
-12%
-15%

Change in output - LCR authorities, 2007-13 and
2014-21

Change 2014-21

Source: Regional Econometric Model

Productivity
Productivity – the efficiency with which areas produce goods and services, perhaps best
measured by output per hour worked – is at the heart of economic success. There is not a
single official measure of productivity for LCR as a whole, but we can look at constituent
areas. Clearly, the City Region faces a substantial productivity challenge, since all parts of
LCR are below the national average. Taking the City Region as a whole, it appears that
overall productivity may be around 90% of the average. Relatively low levels of capital
investment and of skills among both workforce and management are all likely to play a part
in this situation.
Within the City Region, Bradford had the best proportionate increase in GVA per hour
worked in the City Region (+29% between 2004-11) – faster than in England and London.
Productivity is highest in Leeds, and lowest in North Yorkshire.
Since 2004, York in particular has moved from above to below national average. This is not
thought to be the result of any general deterioration in the efficiency of businesses in the
city. Rather, a relatively small number of plant closures in York alongside rapid changes in
the structure of the city’s economy may be contributing factors. It is also worth noting that
revisions to the data on economic output that accompanied the publication of the 2012
GVA data reported above have suggested that York’s performance in recent years may have
been more positive than previously thought. This may be reflected in revisions to future
data on productivity.
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Productivity in the Leeds City Region and England, 2004-2011

GVA per hour worked (£)
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It is not possible from the available official information to work out precisely the
‘productivity gap’ for the City Region. However, we can say that if productivity grew from
its present low level across most of the City Region to 100% of the national average, many
billions would be added to LCR economic output. In short, low productivity, rather than a
low employment rate (see 2.5.4 below) is the major reason for the ‘output gap’ in the City
Region economy.

Leeds City Region – rebalancing the UK economy
As the country begins to recover from the financial crisis of 2008-09, the UK economy is
widely seen still to be unbalanced in a number of respects:






Spatially – while there is no straightforward north-south divide in spatial terms across
the UK, there are clear and longstanding differences in prosperity – for example, the
map of UK looks much the same today as it did in the 1930s in terms of a ‘league table’
of the old standard regions;
Sectorally – there is also wide agreement that the UK’s growth in the run-up to the
recession was too heavily dependent on the financial sector, and in particular on the
more complex financial products developed on the back of new technology.
Government wishes to change this balance, and especially to promote manufacturing –
which it has done through its industrial strategy and via support schemes such as the
Regional Growth Fund;
the nature of growth – for many decades, UK growth has been led by consumer
spending rather than by long term investment and growth in exports.

A recent major report from the OECD4 found that investing in ‘below-average’ regions
makes good economic sense in view of their growth potential – in fact, the majority of the
UK’s growth in the decade before the recession came from those parts of the country with
4

Promoting growth in all regions, OECD, 2012.
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below-average income. They concluded that a pro-growth approach (as opposed to a
subsidy-based policy stance) is most beneficial and sustainable over the long term.
A large-scale study of the relationship between capitals, ‘second tier cities’ and growth
across Europe has found that spatial imbalances worsened in countries in which the capital
city was dominant5. It concluded that greater investment in second tier cities would benefit
the national economy as a whole when three conditions were met: the gap between the
capital and the rest of the national economy is large and growing; the infrastructure of
second tier cities is weak because of national underinvestment; and there is clear evidence
of the negative externalities of capital city growth. The research found that these
conditions are met in the UK.
At present, the eight core city regions in England are home to 24% of the UK’s population,
but a slightly smaller share (20%) of total economic output6. By contrast, London produces
a somewhat higher share of output (22%), despite being home to just 13% of the total
population – though the capital’s working population is boosted by the daily in-commuting
of many more workers from outside the city, so this comparison is not like-for-like.
Unlocking the growth potential of city regions in particular offers the possibility of huge
benefits for the UK economy and its Exchequer. With a more favourable investment and
economic climate, it has been estimated that the core city regions could add 750,000 jobs
and around £60bn in economic output to the UK economy by 2030. This scenario would
generate benefits of £42bn for the Exchequer7.
Leeds City Region is the biggest of the core city region economies. In other words, the
potential benefits to the UK economy as a whole from a Leeds City Region that grows faster
and realises its full potential are enormous, and will help to address the nation’s spatial
rebalancing. Moreover, the strategy we set out in this Plan will help to tackle the other
imbalances identified above:



As the biggest manufacturing region in the UK, Leeds City Region is well-placed to help
lead the way to a sectoral rebalancing of the UK as a whole, and revitalising this sector
is at the heart of our Plan;
We set out in this Plan our determination to support innovation and exports to drive
up growth, jobs and incomes. It thereby builds on our City Deal ambition to move from
a City Region economy running a trade deficit to one with a healthy and growing
surplus.

More jobs, better jobs
We also want to make sure that the faster growth we aim to achieve will benefit all our
residents. As we describe in “unemployment, economic inactivity and deprivation”, there
are parts of the City Region that experience high levels of unemployment, deprivation and
low incomes. We also describe the ‘hollowing-out’ of the labour market, meaning that it is
becoming harder for people to progress from lower-skilled to better-paid employment. As
recent government figures demonstrated, the number of people in employment yet still
receiving state benefits now exceeds the number in receipt of out-of-work benefits.

5

Second tier cities in Europe, Prof M Parkinson, et al, European Institute for Urban Affairs, Liverpool John
Moores University, 2012.
6
Core Cities and LEPs – updated economic outlook, Oxford Economics, August 2013.
7
reference as above.
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There are significant economic costs to worklessness, as well as the more obvious social
and personal ones. There are also substantial costs to low pay and the lack of potential
progression through the job market. Our vision of unlocking our potential to become an
economic powerhouse is for a purpose – to provide good jobs and quality of life for all in
the City Region.
This approach can itself become a driver of growth. The more people we have in work and
the higher their wage levels, the more spend and higher productivity there will be in the
local economy. There are clear local economic benefits, and also financial benefits in terms
of reduced benefits and increased taxes. Furthermore, higher prosperity reduces demand
for public services, providing the opportunity for savings to be reinvested in growth
enhancing initiatives.
In short, more inclusive growth and shared prosperity provides the basis for a more
sustainable, resilient and successful local economy. The City Region agenda for improved
skills and higher productivity through exports, innovation and growth will help us to achieve
a growth path towards higher quality jobs. And we will be working closely with the Joseph
Rowntree Foundation over the next three years on their More jobs, better jobs research
programme to identify policies and programmes that will help us to achieve growth that
benefits the whole community.

Our spatial growth and regeneration priorities
The geography that comprises the City Region is a clear and strong functional economic
area: 95% of residents both live and work within the region.
Leeds is the biggest single driver of economic growth in the City Region, and an
employment centre that draws in residents of many surrounding cities and towns.
However, economic and labour market relationships within the City Region are much more
complex than being based around one central economic driver that attracts in workers
from elsewhere – it is a complex and polycentric economic area8:







8

Bradford’s job market increasingly overlaps with that of Leeds, with large commuting
flows in both directions;
while the districts of Harrogate, Kirklees and Wakefield have strong economies of their
own, the sizeable commuting flows are largely of local residents going into Leeds;
York is a strong economic centre in its own right, relatively independent from Leeds and
drawing in labour from its eastern hinterland (outside our own city region)
Calderdale district has stronger labour market links with Bradford and Kirklees than
with Leeds
there are also clear differences across the region in the type of economic activity that
takes place within the same industry – for example, the retail sector caters for different
customers in, for example, Harrogate and Leeds
there are growing economic complementarities between areas within the City Region,
suggesting that the area is moving towards making the most of its distinctive economic
assets

City Relationships: economic linkages in Northern city regions, The Northern Way, 2009.
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The City Relationships study concluded that different policy priorities should apply to
different areas within the City Region if we are to maximise growth potential. However,
improving both transport links and residents’ skill levels were felt to be priorities that
apply to most parts of the City Region in order to enable the greatest number of people to
get access to the widest possible range of job opportunities.
On the basis of this research and other evidence built up over a decade of partnership
working, the LEP agreed the LCR Investment Plan in 2013, which set out our key spatial
priorities for investment in connectivity, housing and regeneration to support economic
growth. They reflect the geographical variations in prosperity, opportunity, market failure
and need – and hence in the role for policy intervention – across the City Region. These
priority locations for investment are summarised in the map below, and fall into three
broad categories:




strategic growth centres;
strategic housing growth areas; and
strategic employment and mixed use sites.

Strategic growth centres
There are numerous planned improvements and development opportunities across the City
Region’s towns and cities. Many of these will proceed without need for additional public
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sector intervention, especially in more prosperous areas that most readily attract private
investment.
In other places, market conditions are tougher and the confidence of private investors is
lower. That creates greater need for the public sector to invest alongside the private sector,
reducing the risk that investors perceive, and kick-starting development. The Strategic
Economic Plan will help to close the gap between the cost of development and market
returns. It will invest most money in the places where resources are most needed to correct
market failures and unlock opportunities.
Priorities currently include those listed below, but do not rule out investment in other
centres, such as Halifax, Dewsbury and Skipton should specific opportunities arise of city
regional significance.

Growth centres of City Regional significance
Barnsley – has a long term vision to change the role of the town and upgrade its economic
performance. Its ambitions are to build on high quality developments over the last decade
with further physical regeneration in its town centre focused on its markets and retail
centre.
Bradford – opportunities include the city centre growth zone initiative that will transform
the city’s retail offer and create a new central business district.
Halifax - Building on the existing strong links with the financial and professional services
sector, the renaissance of Halifax town centre is a key priority to create the environment
for growth. Priorities include the redevelopment of the Northgate site, the transformation
of the historic Piece Hall and the provision of a new library building, as well as regeneration
oF some key sites in and near the town centre to provide new homes and employment
space.
Huddersfield – priorities include working with Kirklees College and other partners to
develop the opportunities of the Huddersfield Waterfront site and the existing college site
at New North Road, Huddersfield.
Leeds City Centre - Leeds City Centre is an economic driver for the City Region, and has
significant growth and regeneration potential. It is a main hub of the city region’s financial
and business services sector, retail, cultural and tourism offer, creative and digital sector,
and its transport network. The potential for the regeneration of the South Bank area is for
the largest such redevelopment in Europe as a result of the impetus from the arrival of HS2.
Whilst Leeds city centre has enjoyed substantial success in recent years, there is evidence
of market failure, particularly in relation to major areas of brownfield land where significant
investment is needed to bring forward development, which is preventing it from fulfilling its
potential to support economic growth of the city region.
Wakefield – has raised its profile and attractiveness with developments including the
Hepworth Gallery, Trinity Walk shopping centre and Merchant Gate close to Wakefield
Westgate station. Further priorities include the creation of more commercial space and
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regeneration of the Kirkgate and waterfront area connecting the Hepworth Gallery to the
core of the city centre.
York - As the third fastest growing city in the country, York has the ambition to be a top-10
English city economy that delivers for business, people and the environment, and becomes
internationally recognised as an 'innovation capital' - a key centre for science, R&D and
knowledge-based business. Priorities include developing both the BioVale innovation
cluster with the universities and York Central, the major housing, employment and mixed
use development in the heart of the city adjacent to the East Coast main line railway.
Leeds City Region Enterprise Zone – provides major development opportunities on a 142ha
site with the potential to create 9,500 jobs. A £8.6m government funding package in 201415 will facilitate the delivery of major new infrastructure to the Zone, which is the ideal
location for modern manufacturing and supply chain companies looking to invest in the City
Region from overseas and to expand or relocate their operations.

Strategic Housing Growth Areas
If the City Region is to meet its long-term economic ambitions, there will need to be a
significant increase in the availability of high quality homes for families, entrepreneurs, and
other individuals. Forecasts suggest that there will be an additional 115,000 households in
the City Region by 2021, compared to 2011.9.
As with other development opportunities, housing development will take place in centres
right across Leeds City Region. Here we have prioritised only the largest proposed housing
developments, which can make a significant contribution towards meeting the forecast
demand for new homes. These sites are contained within our Strategic Housing Growth
Programme, are close to delivery and present the greatest investment opportunities. These
four strategic housing priorities have been prioritised because of:





Their deliverability within realistic timescales;
Their scale, and the significant contribution they can make to meeting overall housing
targets for the City Region;
Their proximity to employment growth areas and transport links, so that housing
development in these locations will enable people to access employment
opportunities;
the ability of housing growth in these areas to act as a catalyst to further economic and
employment growth.

Bradford-Shipley Canal Road Corridor Area
The Bradford-Shipley Canal Road Corridor Area (CRC) covers an area of approximately 236
hectares alongside the Bradford to Shipley railway line. The area is a major transport
corridor, and a significant employment area containing 7% of the District’s businesses and
10% of all jobs. The Council envisions the CRC scheme delivering the comprehensive
regeneration of the target area to contribute to meeting the key objectives of providing
45,000 new homes by 2025 and stimulating business and economic growth. Joint venture

9

DCLG 2011-based interim household projections, published April 2013
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partnerships have been established or are in the process of being established for the first
wave of development sites.
East Leeds Extension
The East Leeds Extension (ELE) consists of 280ha of housing development land. The
component parts of the development are at various stages and have potential to deliver
around 6,000 new homes in an urban extension of city-regional, if not national significance.
Leeds City Council has significant landholdings and is currently establishing options for the
full route of a new 7.5km East Leeds Orbital Road (ELOR), which will provide both access to
the housing development sites and a new strategic highway route connecting north Leeds
with Thorpe Park and the M1. Persimmon Homes are lead partner on the first part of the
ELE to be brought forward for development, the 'Northern Quadrant', which will deliver
2,000 homes, local retail, a health centre, community centre and primary school.
City Fields, Wakefield
This 152ha site is a mixed use development for up to 2,720 homes and around 10,000
square metres of floorspace for industrial and business use. The site has outline planning
permission and an approved Masterplan. The project is being delivered by a consortium of
developers: Stretton Wakefield Ltd, Grantly Developments Ltd and Keyland Developments
Ltd, working alongside Wakefield Council. Together the developers own or control the
majority of the land. The vision for the area is to create a sustainable eastern expansion of
Wakefield that will deliver social, environmental and economic benefits.
York Central and British Sugar – 2,300 homes
This development will regenerate around 70 hectares of brownfield land stretching out
from the edge of the city centre. It is comprised of two main sites. The British Sugar Site will
provide a large scale and sustainable neighbourhood with a new school and community
facilities, whilst York Central will be redeveloped from its current rail uses to combine
commercial space and sustainable urban living.
York Central is a 35 hectare brownfield site that is home to York Rail Station and the
National Railway museum. The flagship regeneration site, which is 90% owned by Network
Rail, will accommodate a range of uses within a 1m sq ft urban extension. Uses will include
office, retail, leisure, including the development of a new central business district, and in
the region of 1,000 homes to accommodate the significant demand for modern office,
retail, leisure and residential premises.

Strategic employment sites
Additionally, we have identified a number of other major development proposals that are
progressing and will combine easy motorway access with proximity to towns and labour
markets. These include:
■

Cooper Bridge – a strategic employment site in Kirklees between Brighouse and
Mirfield, close to the M62 (J25) and with potential focus on manufacturing and
engineering

■

Newmarket – a major logistics opportunity between Leeds and Wakefield near the
M62 (J30)
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■

Glasshoughton, Castleford – logistics potential close to Europort freight interchange
(M62 J32)

■

Barugh Green, Barnsley – a strategic employment opportunity close to the M1 (J37)

■

Chidswell, Dewsbury – a strategic employment site accessible from the M1 (J40) and
M62 (J28)

We now go on to examine the performance of the Leeds City Region against our four
strategic priorities:





supporting growing businesses
developing a skilled and flexible workforce
building a resource smart City Region
delivering the infrastructure for growth

Priority 1: Supporting growing businesses
Current position within the City Region and key challenges

Where are we now?
■

The City Region is a £55 billion economy that is growing after recession.

■

LCR has 106,000 businesses of which 85,000 VAT registered businesses. The vast
majority are small or micro, although there are proportionately more medium and
large businesses than in England.

■

Sectors with local concentrations include manufacturing (notably textiles, machinery
& equipment, and drinks), and financial services.

■

Business start rates are about 80% of national average, although closure rates are
lower too. Self-employment is around average overall but much higher in rural areas.

■

Around 11% of firms (and rising) are exporting, while foreign investment is growing
again globally.

■

The City Region has numerous innovation assets, including one of the largest
concentrations of higher education institutions in Europe (120,000 HE students in 8
institutions, where 36% of the research is world class, and 10% is world-leading).

■

There are six key sectors that we believe offer real opportunities for high returns on
investment and significant growth for the City Region: financial & professional
services, innovative manufacturing, health & life sciences, low carbon &
environmental industries, digital & creative industries and the food & drink sector.

Challenges and potential barriers to growth
■

While high-growth companies come from all sectors of the economy, the City Region
has too few, holding back our job creation potential

■

We have too few companies that export, while those that already do so sell fewer
goods than their counterparts in other parts of the country
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■

Despite the quality and breadth of our innovation assets, levels of innovative activity
in businesses also appear to be lagging behind

■

If we can encourage both exporting and innovation, this will have a positive impact on
our below-par productivity levels

■

A further boost to productivity would come if we succeeded in attracting a higher
share of the inward investment that comes into the UK.

■

Some SMEs across the City Region are not fulfilling their growth potential because of
barriers relating to access to finance.

The structure of the City Region economy
In order to understand a local economy, it is necessary to determine the relative
importance of different sectors. The Leeds City Region is a diverse economy, with
employment spread across a wide range of sectors and sub-sectors. Five broad sectors
each employ over 100,000 people – financial, professional and business services; wholesale
and retail; human health and social work activities; manufacturing; and education.
City Region employment by broad sector

300,000

LCR employment by Broad Sector
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Source: BRES,

The diversity of the economy means that, at the broad sector level, the economy looks
quite similar to the England average. The sub-sector with the highest location quotient 10is
electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning, although it employs just 6,500 people.
Manufacturing employment stood at 139,000 in 2012. This is 11% of all jobs in the City
Region, and almost 30% more than the national average.
10

Location quotients measure the proportion of an area’s employment in a given industry compared to the
concentration of employment in a benchmark area (in this case England). A location quotient of 2 would an
industry for twice as much of an area’s total employment than in the benchmark area.
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City Region sector Location Quotients

Location Quotient, England = 1.0
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Source: BRES, 2012

When we drill down into a more detailed breakdown of employment by industry, it
becomes evident that most of the sub-sectors in which there is a concentration of
employment locally are in fact within manufacturing. As the table shows, eight of the 10
sectors with the highest concentrations and which have over 1,000 employees are within
manufacturing.
The strongest concentration comes in textiles, where the City Region has almost four times
more jobs than the national average share. Other significant concentrations include two
aspects of equipment manufacture (electrical and other machinery), as well as drinks.
Outside manufacturing, printing and the smaller water sector also make the list.
Leeds City Region Employment Specialisms
Leeds City Region Employment Specialisms (Ranked by Location Quotient)
Top 10 Sub Sectors (of those with over 1,000 employees)
2-Digit SIC Sectors
Manufacture of textiles
Manufacture of beverages
Water collection, treatment and supply
Manufacture of furniture
Printing and reproduction of recorded media
Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c.
Manufacture of wearing apparel
Manufacture of paper and paper products
Manufacture of electrical equipment
Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products

Employment

Location
Quotient

8,300
2,700
2,800
7,700
10,200
15,200
2,100
4,000
6,000
5,400

3.7
2.2
2.1
2.1
1.9
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.6

Source: Business Register and Employment Survey

The Enterprise Research Centre has recently published an analysis of the degree of
employment specialisation in each LEP area at the most detailed possible level of
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disaggregation (the ‘5-digit’ level)11. This analysis concurs with that shown above - in terms
of specialisation, the highest concentrations are found in manufacturing: textiles and
related products, publishing, the manufacture of metal forming machinery; fabricated
metal products and fasteners; fluid power equipment; sugar confectionary and kitchen
furniture. Looking at the biggest employing industries at this level of disaggregation, the
City Region has 60% more people working in warehousing than the national average
(15,000), 50% more people working in banks (29,000), 40% more than average in head
offices (12,000) and almost 30% more in HEIs (24,000).
It is also worth noting that the structure of the City Region economy has changed
substantially over the last 15 years. From 1998 to 2011, three broad areas of the economy
saw substantial job growth: the public sector (+66,000), business, property &
administrative services (+61,000) and distribution, hotels & catering (+52,000). In contrast,
the sector experiencing the biggest decline was manufacturing, where 90,000 jobs were
lost. These changes reflect the difficulties faced by many of the former industrial
heartlands of the UK, as well as the success of the City Region in developing sectors such as
professional services and logistics.
But notably, City Region employment in manufacturing has remained steady since 2009,
despite the national and international economic difficulties, and even showed a little
growth in 2012. We do not know the reasons for this welcome resilience across local
industry, but potential factors include: the repatriation of jobs previously outsourced
overseas (‘re-shoring’); the depreciation of sterling which may have helped to support
exporting companies; the fall in real wages which has made hiring labour more attractive
relative to investment in capital; or simply the success of local businesses in a difficult
overall market.

Sectors offering significant growth potential for the City Region
The Leeds City Region has a great diversity of successful businesses, and we want to
promote growth in all sectors and all locations.
Research by McKinsey Global Institute12 argues that, since the factors that drive
competitiveness vary considerably from sector to sector, so, therefore, do the most
appropriate policies and interventions to support growth. A sector-based approach also
aligns with government policy. The UK Government has identified a number of priority
sectors in its Industrial Strategy, and research from BIS13 highlights seven reasons why a
sector approach is a necessary part of economic policy.

11
12
13

Localisation of Industrial Activity across England’s LEPs: 2008 & 2012, Enterprise Research Centre, 2013.
How to compete and grow: a sector guide to policy, McKinsey Global Institute, 2010.
Industrial Strategy: UK Sector Analysis, BIS Economics Paper no.18, 2012.
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Why sectors matter
1. Economic conditions vary across sectors. Recognising this allows policy-makers
to design and deliver more appropriate policy responses.
2. Taking insufficient account of the differences between sectors can lead to
unintended consequences arising from well-intended interventions in the market.
A sector-based approach reduces this risk.
3. Achievement of government policy may depend on specific activities being
undertaken within particular sectors, e.g. more energy efficient construction
processes will be needed to achieve carbon reduction targets.
4. Businesses often organise themselves in sector-based groups, and sectors
therefore play an important role in interaction between businesses in the state.
5. Demonstrating engagement with sectors, and alignment of policy with sector
needs, can help to encourage investment in the UK.
6. A sector-based approach cuts across government departments and can respond
to the fact that many government actions have particular implications for specific
sectors. Sector-specific knowledge can help to target cross-cutting policy more
effectively.
7. A sector-based approach can support other policy goals, such as creating a more
diverse economy and supporting growth in specific locations.

A sector-based approach need not mean that opportunities for growth outside the priority
sectors are ignored, nor that a sector-specific approach is the only way to tackle the
barriers facing businesses, some of which may be cross-cutting and best tackled through
generic interventions. But it does allow policy-makers to prioritise those sectors which
offer the greatest potential for growth, and ensure that support is tailored to the specific
needs of sectors with growth potential.
In determining which sectors to prioritise within the City Region, we have considered both
the differing roles played by each sector in the overall growth of the City Region, as well as
the prospects of each industry for the future and how they could help the City Region to
develop competitive advantage in the face of the key global trends that we are aware of
and the opportunities that will arise from the development of new technologies.
For example, industries such as health and life sciences are at the cutting edge of new
technology and innovation, and could represent major future opportunities for the City
Region if we come to be seen as a market leader. Others, such as the manufacture of high
tech goods and information/communication technologies, are sectors with strong exporting
potential.
Sectors with high productivity levels help generate the high levels of wealth and income
needed to support a thriving economy. In LCR, the manufacture of chemicals and
pharmaceuticals are highly productive industries, with output above £95,000 per full-time
equivalent (FTE). The supply of electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning has the highest
output per FTE (£300,000), whilst scientific research & development, at £71,000 per FTE,
has the highest productivity relative to the UK, with productivity almost twice the national
average.
Other sectors have significant growth potential - financial services is forecast to be the
fastest growing industry over the next decade in absolute terms, with its GVA in LCR
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expected to grow by 42%, or £1.5bn. Financial services also has significant export potential.
Real estate, retail and wholesale are also expected to grow by over £1bn each, whilst civil
engineering is expected to be the fastest growth industry in percentage terms (44%).
Other sectors may not have high levels of productivity or wages, but provide large numbers
of entry-level jobs and where continued success is essential to provide the diversity of
employment opportunities needed.
New research, backed up by consultations with the private sector, has confirmed both that
it will be helpful to focus our resources on certain key sectors – though not to the exclusion
of significant growth opportunities elsewhere – and that the six industries previously
identified through research and evidence over several years as industries in which the City
Region has a particularly distinctive strength or expertise do still stand as the ones that
offer real opportunities and the potential for investment to yield the best long term
returns. They are:
■

Advanced manufacturing (including innovative manufacturing);

■

Financial and professional services;

■

Health & life sciences;

■

Low carbon and environmental industries;

■

Digital and creative industries; and

■

Food & drink.

Businesses within these sectors and suppliers to them, whether already based here or new
investors, are therefore at the forefront of our economic ambitions, but are not the only
ones that will receive support.
Advanced Manufacturing
Key assets
Business concentrations span high-tech areas such as precision engineering, electrical
equipment and chemicals, as well as strengths in textiles, furniture and printing
■

Local assets that can help to support growth and attract investment include Science
City York, FabLab Airedale, Aire Valley Leeds Enterprise Zone, Calderdale and Kirklees
Manufacturing Alliance and Bradford and Airedale Manufacturing Alliance, Textiles
Centre of Excellence in Huddersfield;

■

Opportunity to exploit cross sector linkages: the manufacture and finishing of highvalue textiles, in which the City Region has an employment specialism is now being
applied across a number of sectors, such as healthcare and transport.

■

Most of our manufacturing businesses are involved in R&D or product development.
Businesses are spread across the City Region but are mostly concentrated in the
urban areas of West Yorkshire (especially Kirklees, Calderdale and Bradford) and in
Barnsley.
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Sector Overview
Advanced Manufacturing employs
nearly 50,000 people in the City Region
and is central to the economic
prosperity of the City Region as it
features high levels of productivity,
innovation and exports and is at the
heart of local supply chains.
Sector Drivers
There are several key drivers that will
encourage growth in the sector
including:
■
Technological development: The
rapid pace of technological
development globally in the sector will
drive research and development of new
products and processes including those
linked to the development of satellites,
robots and other autonomous systems.

Employees

49,500

Workplaces

2,300

Small/Medium
(1-199
employees)

2,200

Large
(200+employees)

50

GVA

£2,600m

GVA per FTE

£56,000

Highly skilled
occupations

34%

Exporting
potential

High

■

New and advanced materials:
Advanced materials have been identified as one of the eight great technologies that will
drive future growth and be targeted for significant investment.
■

Concerns over dwindling natural resources and the need for energy efficiency:
Demand for sustainable and environmentally friendly products is growing and is expected
to drive a number of sub-sectors.
■
Potential re-shoring or manufacturing activity: A recent shift in advanced
manufacturing has seen firms expanding production in home countries or repatriating
production over international outsourcing.

Other key drivers include inward investment, growing global markets and changing
consumer demand which is altering the supply chain and providing opportunities for
linkages with the service sector.
Business base
The advanced manufacturing sector in Leeds City Region is very diverse, supplying to a
range of Tier 1 manufacturers across a number of markets, including components for the
automotive, energy and low carbon markets. This means the sector is not overlydependent on any one market and increases its resilience. Whilst there are very few prime
manufacturers in the City Region, it is home to a number of household names, such as
Mitsubishi Power Systems and Fujitsu, as well as a large number of less well-known but
world-leading companies.
There are a number of important advanced manufacturing niches in Leeds City Region,
including:


Turbo technology and manufacture: Many of the world’s leading turbo companies
are located in Leeds City Region, and Cummins Turbo Technologies have their global
research and development headquarters in Huddersfield, employing some 500
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people including the world’s best turbo scientists. Other local companies include
Borg Warner, VTL and Turbo Precision, and their cutting edge technology is
supported by research expertise within the local universities, including the University
of Huddersfield’s new £8m Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in Advanced
Metrology and engineering facilities at the Universities of Leeds and Bradford.
Turbochargers produced in the City Region are used in light and heavy commercial
vehicles across the world to improve engine performance and maximise fuel
efficiency.


Gearing, pumps and valves: The M62 Corridor is home to a large number of
advanced manufacturing businesses which produce gears, pumps and valves, again
as components for the automotive, defence and energy sectors. David Brown Gear
Systems, which employs over 400 people in Huddersfield, is a world-leading gearing
company, with its systems used in products ranging from nuclear submarines to
offshore wind turbines. Other important local companies include The 600 Group,
Weir Valves, Richard Alan Group, Severn Unival and Hindle Group.



Advanced textile manufacturing: Leeds City Region has long been associated with
the manufacture of textiles. This tradition continues, with companies including
Camira Fabrics, WT Johnsons and Hainsworths using innovative technologies to
produce high quality composite textiles which are used in industries including
aerospace and defence technology.



Chemicals and pharmaceuticals: The City Region is also home to a number of
companies manufacturing chemicals and pharmaceuticals (also covered by the health
and bioscience sector). Thornton and Ross, based in Huddersfield, Dales
Pharmaceuticals in Skipton, and Rosemont Pharmaceuticals in Leeds all employ over
200 people.

Financial and Professional Services
Key assets

Financial services are concentrated in Leeds, with major centres also in
Halifax and Skipton
■

The City Region is home to three of the five largest building societies in the UK and 30
national/international banks. Five of the UK’s largest law firms, 150 accountancy
firms, and leading private equity houses are also based locally. 18,000 people are
employed in legal services, and 13,000 in accountancy.

■

Local assets that can help to support growth and attract investment include data
centres, headquartered mutuals, the Credit Risk Management Research Centre, the
Financial Services Intelligence Hub and a number of professional networks operating
across the City Region.

■

Financial services are concentrated in Leeds, with major centres also in Halifax and
Skipton. Other bases include Harrogate, which performs a niche role in hosting a
number of firms that provide key IT infrastructure for the sector, and the cluster of
insurance firms headquartered in York.

■

Financial, professional and business services are cross cutting in nature providing
technical and support services to other sectors.
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Sector overview
Over 250,000 people work in financial, professional & business services locally, the largest
concentration in the UK outside London. 60,000 of these work in financial services alone.
The sector enjoyed exceptional
growth in the City Region in the
decade prior to the recession.
Economic forecasts predict that it
will be among the fastest growing
sectors in the local economy over
future years and our ambition is to
support this growth and cement
the City Region’s place as the main
centre for the sector outside
London. Our credentials are
buoyed by good train links to
London and a skilled labour pool
that combines high numbers of new
graduates with skilled employees
already working in the sector.

Employees

256,100

Workplaces

25,600

Small/Medium (1-199
employees)

25,400

Large (200+employees)

GVA

200

£14,900m

GVA per FTE

£66,700

Highly skilled occupations
Exporting potential

53%
Medium

Sector Drivers
There are six key drivers that will encourage growth and create opportunities in the sector:
■

Advancing Technology: Impacting upon working models; increasing business efficiency
and productivity; and opening up new markets and communication channels.

■

Big Data: With a focus on the next generation of innovation being data driven.

■

Consumer Demand: With increasing demand for a range of products and services
leading to horizontal integration with other businesses.

■

Ageing Population: Increasing demand for financial and professional services,
particularly retirement products such as pensions and life insurance.

■

Entrepreneurial talent: Building upon existing clusters of companies and particularly
the dominant micro business base within the sector.

■

Growing global markets: Increasing purchasing power of the developing economies is
opening up new markets in areas such as digital applications.

Health and Life Sciences
Key assets

A significant strength for the City Region with centres of medical research
at universities in Leeds, York, Huddersfield and Bradford
■

Local assets that can help to support growth and attract investment include: Medipex,
Medilink, Medical Technologies IKC, Regener8, Aire Valley Leeds Enterprise Zone and
Bio Incubator Space.

■

A major concentration of hospitals and healthcare organisations includes NHS England
(the new NHS Commissioning Board), the Department of Health’s northern base and
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one of the largest teaching hospitals in Europe.
■

LCR hosts leading edge clusters of businesses in areas including biotechnology,
advanced surgical instrumentation, pharmaceuticals, regenerative medicine and telehealth, whilst the medi-tech industry concentrations extend across the north and
west of the City Region and biosciences expertise is focused in and around York.

■

Witty also maps the locations of individual businesses, which suggests Yorkshire has a
particular strength in orthopaedic services and wound care. The area also has a small
concentration of pharmaceutical companies either within or just to the east of the
City Region.

Sector overview
The Leeds City Region has:

Employees

■

Workplaces

■

■

The sector has a workforce of
over 36,000, of which over
50% are highly skilled
occupations.

36, 400
1,100

Small/Medium (1-199 employees)

1,100

Large (200+employees)

<50

Highly skilled occupations
52%
Significant clusters of activity
Exporting potential
Medium
in the medical tech industries
across the north and west of the City Region, a centre of excellence in regenerative
medicine centred in Leeds but extending across the wider City Region and significant
biosciences expertise centred in York.
A number of areas have above average numbers of enterprises engaged in the life
sciences sector. Leeds and Calderdale have the highest concentrations, while Bradford,
Kirklees, Harrogate York, Barnsley and Wakefield also have above average numbers of
enterprises.

Sector drivers
There are six key drivers that will encourage growth and create opportunities in the health
and bioscience:
■

Investment in regenerative medicine: Regenerative medicine is one of the ‘eight great
technologies’ with significant investment to be channelled into this sub-sector;

■

Technological advances: In addition to investment in regenerative medicine, the
increasing importance of Big Data and the development of robots and autonomous
systems, synthetic biology and new advanced materials, also announced as part of the
eight great technologies, will have implications for the health and bioscience sector
and drive demand for technical skills and support;

■

Ageing population: Projected increases of the population over 60 will drive demand
for healthcare, including pharmaceuticals and medical devices;

■

Increasing prevalence of health conditions: Global population growth and the rise in
the number of people with serious health conditions will place greater demand on
health services;

■

Higher interest in personal health and rising incomes: Global increases in concerns
over health combined with rising incomes and increasing consumerism will also
increase demand for healthcare services and products; and
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■

The personalisation agenda and independent living: Policy changes are underway to
enable adults to have more control over the support that the need, with impacts on
how healthcare is delivered.

Business base
The City Region is home to a growing cluster of health and bioscience businesses, as well as
non-commercial organisations that operate in this sector including specialist healthcare
providers. Several of the businesses operate across a number of sub sectors including
orthopaedics, regenerative medicine, surgical instrumentation, wound management, bio
technology and pharmaceuticals, and assistive technologies. Key organisations include:


Equipment manufacturing: Brandon Medical (manufacture of lighting systems and
video equipment for use in the medical sector) and Sidhill (manufacture of beds for
hospitals and residential care);



Medical devices: Smith and Nephew (providing wound management and surgical
devices), Surgical Innovations (providing devices for use in minimally invasive surgery)
and DePuy International (medical devices in orthopaedics, spinal care and
neuroscience);



Tissue repair: Tissue Regenix (a company which makes replacement body parts from
biological materials) and Neotherix (a regenerative medicine company specialising in
the development of novel bioresorbable scaffolds for tissue regeneration);



Healthcare regulation: NHS England (the national body overseeing the commissioning
of NHS services);



Analytical services: Unilabs (specialist provider of bioanalytical, metabolism and
biomarker services) and Covance (provider of clinical trial central laboratory services);



Pharmaceuticals: also covered by the advanced manufacturing sector definition, Leeds
City Region is home to a number of major pharmaceuticals companies, including
Thornton and Ross and Galpharm, and the M62 corridor is one of the key locations in
the UK for pharmaceuticals.

Low Carbon and Environmental Industries
Defining the sector
We use the BIS definition of Low Carbon Goods and Services (LCEGS), which includes:
■

Environmental Services: including waste and recycling, water supply and treatment
etc.

■

Renewable Energy: including generation and related professional services;

■

Low Carbon: including energy management (energy efficiency), carbon capture and
storage, building technologies.
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Key assets

A centre of nationally significant energy generation
■

LCR is home to very significant energy assets. These include 7,630 MW of coal-fired
generating capacity, 100 MW of CCGT generating capacity, 120 MW of commercial
wind generating capacity14. We recognise the need to update our coal infrastructure
in line with declining carbon budgets and are working to decarbonise our capacity. For
example, the installed biomass capacity at Drax is already 650MW, while under the
Feed-In Tariff, 70MW of solar pv generating capacity has been installed in the City
Region15. The Ferrybridge Power Station is also home to the largest CCS pilot in the
UK and a wider pipeline of projects, including the White Rose CCS project, are in
development. Stemming from this, the National Grid’s planned investment into the
network, the Yorkshire & Humber CCS Cross Country Pipeline, sets the LCR up as a
hub for clean coal development – offering potential for competitive low carbon
industrial development.

■

High capacity grid network with significant potential to link to renewable energy
assets. Due to the well-established energy sector, the local grid infrastructure has
capacity for new plants. National Grid’s planned investment into the network, the
Yorkshire & Humber CCS Cross Country Pipeline, will increase this capacity further.
The wider logistics sector that has developed around the coal-fired power industry
also acts as a magnet for new energy investments in the City Region. Building on this
existing infrastructure, a £13bn pipeline of investment opportunities in decentralised
energy, including, energy efficiency, micro generation and capacity for widespread
deployment of district heat and bio-renewables.

■

A large manufacturing base supporting the energy generation industry, with particular
strengths in energy equipment supply chain and in electric motors, domestic
appliances, engines & turbines and cooling & ventilation. Innovation in energy
technology will be critically important to delivering a competitive industry base
(especially the need to respond to the competitiveness challenges faced by access to
cheap energy in the US). Building on our heritage in innovative manufacturing the LCR
will grow the companies that can deliver this.

■

The City Region’s academic and research expertise in the low carbon field will be of
great value in highlighting new opportunities. We are home to 8 higher education
institutions and to 8 internationally recognised centres of academic low carbon
expertise including, the Centre for Climate Change Economics and Policy (CCEP); the
Stockholm Environment Institute; Science City York; Centre for Low Carbon Futures;
Centre for Integrated Energy Research; Green Chemistry Centre for Excellence;
Sustainability Research Institute; and the Centre for Sustainability Accounting.

14

Yorkshire and Humber Renewable Energy Capacity Study, AECOM, 2011
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/sub-regional-feed-in-tariffs-confirmed-on-the-cfrstatistics
15
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Sector overview
■

The sector performs extremely well
nationally, with a larger workforce and
more companies than any LEP area
outside the South East.

Employees

39,300

Companies

2,200

Sales
£5,400m
2011 research into ‘green jobs’ in the City
Region estimated that there are 21,000 ‘primary’ green jobs in the area, plus a further
27,000 ‘secondary’ green jobs in companies partially involved in the green economy. The
key green economy sectors were expected to double in size by 2020, with LCR particularly
strong in energy management/efficiency, environmental consultancy and water supply &
treatment.
The table below shows the size of the low carbon and environmental goods and services
sector in the core city LEP areas. Leeds City Region has the highest level of employment in
the sector outside London and the south-east, ahead of all other core city regions. We also
have the largest number of active businesses in this sector, as well as sales on a par with
Greater Manchester.
Low carbon and environmental goods and services sector, core city LEPs, 2011/12
LEP

Em ploym ent Sales £m

Com panies

Leeds City Region

39,335

5,395

2,169

Greater Manchester

37,053

5,446

1,941

North Eastern

29,096

3,794

1,530

Greater Birmingham and Solihull

28,899

3,833

1,580

D2N2

28,716

3,925

1,556

Liverpool City Region

22,307

2,651

1,228

Sheffield City Region

19,887

2,737

1,091

West of England

19,822

2,609

1,088

Source: BIS (2012)

Figure 2.8 shows that LEP growth rates in 2011-12 varied between 4.2% and 5.3%, based
upon the different mix of LCEGS activities (note that London is removed from the chart).
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LEPs (minus London) compared by Growth, Employment and Sales

The global LCEGS market totalled £3.3 trillion in 2011, and is thought to have grown at 4%
each year since then. This expansion is set to continue. The existing scale of the sector in
the City Region offers our businesses great opportunities for growth in both domestic and
overseas markets.
Sector Drivers

There are a number of key drivers that will encourage growth and create opportunities,
particularly in the renewable energy and low carbon industries:

16
17

■

Rising resource costs: Energy bills are forecast to increase by 18% in real terms
between 2010 and 2020, but this could be cut to 2% through feasible energy
efficiency interventions16. The rising costs of wider resources, such as minerals and
water, are more difficult to cost due to higher consumption, but are increasingly
becoming part of business strategy (see, for example, the CBI’s Made to Last
report17).

■

Energy security: An ageing energy infrastructure alongside depletion of the North
Sea oil and gas resource is driving UK-wide investment in energy to ensure a secure
resource for coming decades. Renewables and low carbon energy forms a critical
element of the mix. The UK is committed to delivering 15% of its energy demand
from renewable sources by 2020. Whilst there has been good progress, the scale of
the challenge has become clear and interim targets for deployment have been
missed.

■

Technological advances: Innovation in both products and services is at the heart of
moving to a resource-smart economy. As a relatively latent technology low carbon
energy and energy efficiency technologies are evolving rapidly, in turn creating
increased demand. Equally, re-use manufacturing is starting to gain ground in
sectors where resource costs are rising more steeply.

Household energy bills – impacts of meeting carbon budgets, Committee on Climate Change, December 2011
Made to Last: Creating a Resource-Efficient Economy, CBI, 2011
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■

Global Markets and Competiveness: Resource efficiency is fast becoming a key
element of inward investment decisions, with businesses choosing to invest in
countries that can provide the most attractive returns at the least risk. Whilst the UK
has a strong Low Carbon and Environmental Industries base, research18 indicates that
the UK is losing market share in this industry to our global competitors. If left
unchecked, resource efficiency will have a detrimental effect on our ability to attract
investment.

■

Climate Change: Acceleration of decarbonisation will need to take place over the
coming years if the UK’s obligations on reducing carbon emissions are to be met. The
UK has performed well in its first and second carbon budgets, but projections from
the Climate Change Committee suggest that we are not currently on track to meet
the third and fourth budgets.

Digital and Creative Industries
Key assets

The sector has outperformed the rest of the economy in recent years
■

Building on the City Region’s great historical strengths in printing and engineering, we
have become the most important creative and digital centre in the North. We have
strengths in digital technologies (particularly in tele-health, digital marketing and IT),
extending from the cluster in the Airedale Corridor and the wider industrial base in
digital and media technologies in the west of the City Region, through to the hubs of
digital expertise and enterprise in Leeds, Huddersfield and York.

■

In digital manufacturing, we have companies such as Radio Design, an award-winning
market leader in the provision of wireless infrastructure with a global footprint
spanning Finland, India and China

■

Our reputation for software development extends well beyond our borders, with
companies like Rockstar Leeds working on some of the world’s best-selling video
games including LA Noire and Grand Theft Auto. The world’s leading independent
gaming company, ActivisionBlizzard, is recently arrived to the City Region. In fact, we
are home to more big creative companies than any other northern centre

■

We are also home to major creative design agencies like Golden, with clients in Paris
and Dubai. Hallmark Cards and UK Greetings also head-quartered in the City Region.

■

Communisis, one of the UK’s largest and most successful printing groups, has evolved
into a £270m business as a multi-channel marketing communications company. This is
representative of the strength of the traditional printing sector backed up by national
and international companies such as Polestar, Bezier, Adare and Scientific Games.

■

The sector is supported by research centres such as the Advanced Digital Institute in
Bradford.

Sector overview
The City Region’s digital and creative sector is the largest in the UK outside of London. It is
spread across the west of the City Region, with hubs of digital expertise and enterprise in
18

E.g. Greening the Economy: A Strategy for Growth, Jobs and Success, Aldersgate Group, 2011
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Leeds, Huddersfield, York and Airedale. The sector has consistently outperformed the rest
of the economy in recent years. The City Region’s strengths in digital technology, linked to
its advanced manufacturing prowess, present substantial future opportunities that we are
determined to exploit.
The British Printing Industries Federation’s unique incubator initiative, Creative and Digital
Industries PrintYorkshire (CDi PrintYorkshire), is located in the City Region. This reflects the
national importance and emerging strength of integrating clusters of traditional printing
companies with the developing integrated and digital marketing companies, both of which
are predominately SME industries.
Sector drivers
There are a number of key drivers
that will encourage growth in the
sector including:
■
Big data: the next
generation of innovation is
likely to be data driven and
big data will make it
possible to provide more
sophisticated modelling of
an economy.

Employees

64,000

Workplaces

7,400

Small/Medium (1-199 employees)

7,400

Large (200+employees)

<50

GVA

£3,200m

GVA per FTE

£49,200

Highly skilled occupations

44%

Exporting potential

High

■

Increasing use of IT and data services: the increasing use of IT and data, will drive
growth and create demand for services such as cyber security.

■

The development of other great technologies: the development of satellite
technology, robots and autonomous systems will have implications for
communication providers and generate demand for technical skills and services.

■

Printable Electronics: a consortium of local printers worked with the Centre for
Process Innovation and the National Centre for Printable Electronics on R&D projects
in printable electronic. From this, has stemmed a national project paving the way for
printing companies to access the global market estimated by BIS to be worth $20bn.
in 2020.

■

New technology and changing business practices: opens up access to new markets,
increasing levels of e-commerce and productivity driven by efficiency gains.

■

Stronger networks: Technological developments, such as high performance
computing, will enable the development of virtual networks between businesses
nationally and internationally, as evidenced by the work of CDi PrintYorkshire which
is bridging the whole supply chain.

■

Digital Hubs: The digital hubs in Leeds at the Round Foundry, Green Sand Foundry
and Munro House are soon to be supplemented by ‘The Engine’, a public/private
sector initiative, which forms part of the revised New Dock development. The Engine
is intended to collaborate with Media City in Salford and the Sheffield hub to create a
northern investment proposition and resource of critical mass.

Other key drivers include rising incomes and consumption patterns, increasing demand for
communication and leisure services, inward investment with software highlighted as one of
the top sectors for FDI, and growing global markets. The spread of knowledge that is caused
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by the creative and digital sector influences innovation, supporting new product
development and innovative methods of distribution.
Providing better infrastructure and delivering support, leadership and promotion to firms
will strengthen the regional sector’s ability to compete and grow in the region. It will
anchor and attract firms in the region and prevent skills and talents in sub-sectors such as
television and digital video production migrating to national centres of excellence such as
Media City in Salford; and in turn support the businesses that are located in the Leeds City
Region but working with Media City, national and international firms.
Within this sector, LCR has particular strengths in employment terms in printing and
publishing, where employment is almost twice the national average, as well as in
advertising and satellite communication activities.
Business base
The City Region is home to a significant cluster of market leading digital and electronic
firms, and global players within the gaming industry as well as clusters of TV, film and radio
businesses centred around ITV Yorkshire’s studios in Leeds.
 Key companies include Pace, Filtronic, Echostar Europe, Radio Design, Teledyne Defence
and Bradford Technology as well as Team 17, Rockstar, Dubit and Four Door Lemon
which have developed well-known computer games.
 The cluster of digital agencies in LCR is the greatest concentration outside of London and
includes market leaders such as: Bloom, Home, Stickeyes and Epiphany who together
employ close to 800 people. Numiko is one of the leading digital technology companies
providing ‘Second Screen’ integrated services for traditional broadcasters.
 Global brands including Arla, Europe’s largest dairy group, depend on the services of
companies like Sun Branding Solutions to manage their identities throughout the world.
 On the creative and cultural side, Leeds City Region has a number of iconic and award









winning assets, including the Yorkshire Sculpture Park and The Hepworth Museum at
Wakefield.
St. Peter’s Square is the home of BBC North, Northern Ballet, The Yorkshire Dance
Centre and Munro House which accommodates around 40 micro businesses in digital
design and production. Close by is ScreenYorkshire which has recently secured a £7.5m.
investment fund for film production – this is another regional initiative which is unique in
the UK.
The creative and digital industries work in tandem with the Yorkshire Universities, both
in student recruitment and retention of skills in the City Region, and also with the
exceptional research in Leeds University’s Centre for Industrial Collaboration (CIC). This
centre of excellence in printing technology has been pivotal in the development of
conductive inks for printed electronics. Kathy Barnes,
Leeds Metropolitan University brings together academic and applied research in
partnership with the digital agencies and printing companies who service the retail
supply chain’s communications. They are currently engaged in ‘Re-visioning the High
Street’
The creative and digital sector is dominated by large numbers of micro businesses
employing up to ten people. When compared with other sectors, creative and digital
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micro businesses also account for a higher proportion of employment (23% compared to
14% in the overall economy).
Food and Drink
Key assets

Large and diverse food and drink sector
■

There are strong local connections between food and bio-energy. Relevant expertise
includes that in York and Leeds universities.

■

The food and drink sector is well placed to grow on the back of rising global demand
for food. There are opportunities to enhance competitiveness through greater
resource efficiency and links to emerging sectors such as bio-renewables.

■

The City Region has particular strengths in many areas of food processing and
production. Employment in the manufacture of chocolate and confectionary is three
times the national average, as is the production of soft drinks and mineral waters.
Employment is around twice the national average in the production of meat, poultry,
dairy and bakery products.

■

This strength in food manufacturing provides an important link to the local
agricultural economy which is of particular importance to the rural areas of LCR and
neighbouring LEP areas.

■

These local assets that can help to support growth and attract investment: FERA, and
the expertise of Leeds and York universities.

Sector overview
The City Region has one of the largest food and drink manufacturing sectors anywhere in
the UK, employing over 37,000 people and including major corporates such as Coca Cola.
We host the headquarters of Asda and Morrisons, two of the ‘big four’ supermarket chains.
We also have existing R&D strengths in food and bio-renewables around York.
Employees

37,000

Workplaces

450

Small/Medium (1-199 employees)
Large (200+employees)

400
50

GVA

£1,200m

GVA per FTE

£55,000

Highly skilled occupations

31%

Average wages

£22,200

Exporting potential

Medium
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Sector drivers
There are seven key drivers that will encourage growth in the sector, including:
■

Technological advances: Technological advances will continue to influence the
research and development and innovation activity across the food and drink sector.
Agricultural technologies have been announced as one of the eight great technologies.

■

Rising incomes: Demand for food and drink products are increasing as income and
expenditure on leisure, luxury and non-essential items increases.

■

Demand for British food overseas: Britain has a reputation for high quality food which
is generating demand overseas, including from emerging counties.

■

Demand for healthier food: Demand for healthier food will continue to rise as people
live longer and become more health conscious.

■

Demand for finished products: Linked to the above, demand is also increasing for preprepared food and healthy meal options to respond to busy lifestyles.

Other drivers include pressures from society for food to be produced in a more
environmentally friendly manner and growing concerns over the availability of resources.
Business base
The food and drink business base in Leeds City Region comprises home-grown businesses
and global brands that have invested in the area. The City Region is home to well-known
businesses operating in the drink sector and food manufacturing:
 Drink: Betty’s & Taylors – producers of Yorkshire Tea, Harrogate Spring Water,

Theakstons and Samuel Smiths are home-grown beverage producers, whilst Coca-Cola
has its largest plant in Europe in Wakefield
 Food manufacturing: Some of the country’s best known food producers are based here,

including Fox's Biscuits, Warburtons bread, Seabrook Crisps, Longley Farm and the
home-grown Mumtaz brand of speciality Asian foods. Many multinationals also have
bases in the City Region such Dr Oetker, Mars, Nestlé, Haribo and Arla (Europe's largest
creamery)

Other sector opportunities
There are other sectors that, while not offering the same opportunities for long term, high
value economic growth as our main key sectors, nevertheless provide the economy with
more immediate opportunities or which are vital to enable that growth to take place.
For example, the visitor and cultural economy are a significant and growing part of the
overall economy:
■

The tourism sector generates around £2bn for the LCR economy at present, and is
expected to be worth £2.3bn by 2020, according to the latest forecasts from the
Regional Econometric Model. This is 4% of total LCR output;

■

The sector is also a major employer – there are in excess of 85,000 FTEs in this sector,
almost 7% of all employment - again, this is expected to grow by 2020;
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■

Tourism and hospitality businesses are a vital part of many rural economies within the
City Region;

■

A high proportion of tourism expenditure is ‘exports’ – either from overseas or visitors
from other parts of the UK. The promotion of tourism can therefore make an important
contribution to one of our main strategic aims to increase export earnings.

■

High quality cultural attractions and hosting major events, such as the Tour De France,
Rugby World Cup, or international cricket, enhance the image of the city region on the
national and global stage as a place to invest

■

the major cultural visitor attractions across the city region include The Hepworth and
Yorkshire Sculpture Park in Wakefield, the Saltaire World Heritage Site, the National
Media Museum in Bradford, the National Railway Museum and historic centre of York,
the Piece Hall in Halifax, the West Yorkshire Playhouse, and the Yorkshire Dales National
Park.

Given that the Tour de France (TdF) comes to Yorkshire next year, and the county has just
been named best European destination at the World Tourism Awards, the region’s tourism
industry is set to grow dramatically – Yorkshire already attracts 216m visits a year
(according to Welcome to Yorkshire) and the TdF is likely to generate many more.
This increase in visitors is likely to require additional workers with appropriate skills in
tourism industries. It is also envisaged that our proposed investment in Green
Infrastructure will also boost the tourism economy, ensuring it takes place in an
environmentally sustainable way (which also would have health benefits). The investment
to support SME competiveness (set out in our SEP and ESIF strategies) will also address
where possible support to the sector’s small businesses to ensure they are more
sustainable and leave a legacy after the Tour de France.
The City Region also specialises in sectors that are key enablers of wider growth, such as
construction and logistics. Construction employment across the City Region is slightly above
the national average, and is 40% above average in Barnsley and Selby. Employment is also
high in Wakefield, Kirklees and Craven. It is important that we have these businesses locally
to draw on as we increase local infrastructure spending from the implementation of this
SEP. Additionally, we will need to ensure that there is a sufficient supply of appropriately
skilled workers so that local companies can derive the greatest possible benefit from the
SEP.
LCR’s location at the heart of the nation’s transport network makes it a natural base for
logistics and transport companies. The City Region is home to almost 4,000 transport and
logistics businesses, which employ 60,000 people. Employment in Wakefield, York and
Selby is twice the English average. Not only does this strength enable other businesses to
grow, but it presents growth opportunities in its own right centred on logistics and
distribution. The improvements in connectivity envisaged in the SEP can only improve the
prospects for this sector.

OPPORTUNITY: to make the most of the growth opportunities in these key sectors
by providing the right kind of support to those companies who want to expand,
export and innovate.
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Industrial Strategy and the Eight Great Technologies
The government’s current industrial policy focuses on 11 ‘industrial strategy’ sectors
regarded as key to driving future economic growth and employment growth in the UK,
alongside the “eight great technologies” that have real potential for economic and societal
benefits, and in which the UK can gain a competitive advantage.
The 11 industrial strategy sectors include several within advanced manufacturing, such as
aerospace, automotive, agri-tech and life sciences; knowledge intensive traded services
such as professional & business services; information economy; and education; and
enabling sectors such as nuclear, oil and gas, offshore wind, and construction.
A recent report19 has mapped employment in these clusters across each LEP area. With
respect to these 11 sectors, as described in the key sectors section above, the City Region’s
specialisations lie mainly in particular sub-sectors within manufacturing and in niches within
some of the other sectors. Of the 11, the analysis shows some specialisation in LCR in life
sciences, agri-tech (in our overlap with York, North Yorkshire & East Riding LEP), offshore
wind supply chains and in construction (in 2008 but not 2012). Further research has shown
that LCR has above average employment in two of the 11 sectors (life sciences and
education).
The Witty Review also highlights academic research expertise in fields linked to the
Industrial Strategy sectors. Leeds City Region has Higher Education Institutions ranked
amongst the top 20 for research in the following sectors:
LCR presence in top 20 research organisations
Aerospace
Offshore wind
Automotive
Construction
Agri-tech and agri-science
Big data
Life sciences, genetics &
Satellites
synthetic biology
Advanced materials and
Regenerative medicine
nano-technology
Information economy
Energy storage
Nuclear, oil and gas
The government has also identified the eight technologies where the UK can gain an
advantage:

19

■

the data revolution and energy-efficient computing

■

synthetic biology

■

regenerative medicine

■

agri-science

■

energy storage and the stockpiling of electricity

■

advanced materials and nano-technology

■

robotics and autonomous systems

■

satellites and commercial applications of space technology

Localisation of Industrial Activity across England’s LEPs: 2008 & 2012, Enterprise Research Centre, 2013.
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By looking at how LCR universities compare to other areas, the City Region could be well
placed to benefit from the country’s ambition to develop industries around these
technologies. As one of only 10 universities to receive funding for regenerative medicine,
Leeds University could support innovation and growth in the life sciences sector. Witty’s
analysis also highlighted the potential of the information economy, potentially harnessing
“big data”, with a concentration of IT and related companies around Leeds, Bradford and
Kirklees.
LCR may also have an opportunity to develop a specialisation in robotics. As well as Leeds
and York, a number of other universities in neighbouring areas are also engaged in research
on robotics, providing potential for both competition and collaboration. For example,
Leeds University has also just been announced as the location for the Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) National Facility for Innovative Robotic Systems.
Table 3.7 overleaf summarises the Eight Great Technologies, and highlights Leeds City
Region’s assets in relation to each. Leeds City Region has particular strengths in advanced
materials, agri-science, big data, regenerative medicine, robotics and satellites.
Universities in the region have received government funded research grants in relation to
these technologies and LCR is in a strong position to benefit from the developing industries
around these technologies.

OPPORTUNITY: to work with the HE sector and with business to exploit and develop
strengths in the eight great technologies and other cutting-edge technologies where
appropriate.
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Eight Great Technologies and the Leeds City Region’s assets
The Eight Great Technologies
Technology
Big Data

Satellites

Robots and
other
autonomous
systems
Synthetic
biology

Regenerative
medicine

Justification
Believed that next generation of discovery will be
data driven and open data is key to facilitating
this. The UK is in a strong position to lead data
revolution, as we have expertise in handling
large data sets and hold some of the most
complete data.
A growing source of data that allows us to
monitor place and conditions and this is
becoming more affordable. The UK is a leading
nation for space science research.
An area of high growth potential (Medical robots
in demand) and it is believed that independent
robots will revolutionise the economy. The UK’s
strengths in software programming put it in a
strong position.
Includes the pharmaceutical industry, genetic
research and synthetic biology and contributes to
areas such as medicine and agri-science. The
UK is a major player in this field.
Restoring function by replacing human cells,
tissues or organs. The UK has world leading
research centres, eg. Cloning Dolly the sheep
and the Cell therapy catapult centre in London.

Agricultural
technologies

Transformation of knowledge of genetics and this
has had a massive impact on agriculture and
horticulture. Food shortages increase the
importance of this.

New
advanced
materials

The UK has a reputation for material science and
there are lots of developments here. In particular
LED lighting, 3D printing and healthcare
technology are key for advanced manufacturing.

Energy
Storage

Better ways for storing electricity, such as lithium
ion batteries and electric cars are being
developed. There is a need for a systems
analysis as new power inputs emerge.

LCR Assets
University of Leeds ranks 1st in the UK for Big Data research and the University of York ranks 1st in the area of Information Economy. Leeds
Institute of Health Sciences has specialisms in data analysis with a joined up approach to data and NHS England’s patient records centre.
With many mutuals based in the area, insurance strengths in York and the Credit and Risk Management Research Centre in Leeds many of
our financial services are at the forefront of commercial Big Data applications. The University of Leeds has big data analytics capabilities
and has received grant funding to jointly host a Consumer Data Research Centre with University College London. The funding will also
support the establishment of a new Masters course to address national skills shortages in big data analysis.
The University of Leeds is one of only 10 universities nationally to receive research grant funding in this area. The Advanced Digital
Institute, Saltaire, is helping companies develop wireless communication, embedded systems, satellite navigation and positioning
technology, digital TV, home networking and consumer broadband. In satellite technology, Pace, the global developer of technology for
PayTV/broadcast service providers is also based in Saltaire.
Leeds and York Universities are developing research in this field; University of Leeds will host the EPSRC National Facility for Innovative
Robotic Systems. There is potential to collaborate with Sheffield City Region and Greater Manchester City Region based on their research
strengths.

Expertise in agri-science through an international recognised research grouping at the University of York, the Green Chemistry Centre of
Excellence (GCCE). University of Leeds has a Food Security Hub, a Water hub and pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical innovation hub.

University of Leeds one of only 10 universities nationally to receive research grant funding in this area. Leeds City Region has an important
concentration of health expertise, linked to the major hospitals in the area and including national functions such as the commissioning board.
This is supported by a number of institutions including the Welmec - a Centre of Excellence in Medical Engineering funded by EPSRC and
the Wellcome Trust and the Innovation and Knowledge Centre Regenerative Therapies and Devices (IKCRTD). The IKC provides critical
mass and provides real commercial engagement and collaboration between academic, industry and NHS.
Considerable concentration of research expertise around Universities of York (ranked 4th for agri-tech research) and Leeds, as well as
FERA. Potential for further development through proposed BioVale development. The Centre for Novel Agricultural Products and the
Initiative for Agri Food resilience are based at the University of York. Africa College at University of Leeds working on sustainable food
development and nutritional security.
Leeds City Region has an important innovative manufacturing sector, covering a range of niche areas with global strengths in power train
and precision engineering and a concentration of firms in medical device manufacture. Leeds University ranks 8th in the UK for Advanced
Materials research and is home to the Centre for Molecular Nanoscience, whilst Proctor and Gamble signed a strategic research alliance
with Leeds University in October 2013 to support the development of new products including those in the area of materials and particles. The
Nanofactory in Leeds builds partnerships between companies and academic researchers in micro- and nanotechnologies, and the EPSRC
Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in Advanced Metrology based at the University of Huddersfield, is highly engaged with the automotive
industry.
Leeds City Region has an important energy sector with one sixth of the UK’s electricity generated within the CR. The Centre for Low Carbon
Futures is a collaborative research centre that focuses on the demonstration of low carbon innovations, formed by the Universities of
Birmingham, Hull, Leeds, Sheffield and York. Components for the decarbonised energy sector are also manufactured within the City Region
and many bio-energy companies are based in and around the LEP area. The Energy Research Institute was established a decade ago at
University of Leeds to create a fertile environment for world-class energy engineering.
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Business size and stock
In 2011, the City Region had 106,000 businesses of which 86,000 were registered for VAT
or PAYE.
The total number of businesses in the City Region is lower than would be expected
compared to its population. The City Region has 1 business per 28 people compared to 1
per 24 nationally. While this is a crude analysis that does not take account of business size,
LCR has a shortfall of 18,000 businesses – or around one-fifth fewer than it would have
with England average businesses per capita.

LCR has a slightly higher proportion
of medium and large sized
businesses than England overall.
However, this varies from place to
place within the City Region.
Medium and large businesses are
most prevalent in Leeds (4.9%) and
Wakefield (5.3%), whilst more rural
districts such as Craven, Harrogate
and Selby are more dominated by
small and micro businesses than is
typical.

Size of business, LCR and England
100%
Proportion of businesses in sizeband

As is the case nationally, over 99%
of all establishments fit the usual
definition of SMEs (of fewer than
250 employees), while 96% are
small and micro businesses (fewer
than 50 employees).
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80.7
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Source: IDBR, March 2013
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Whilst over 99% of businesses are
SMEs, it should be noted that large companies are responsible for a significant proportion
of employment and output. Nationally, large businesses (250+ employees) account for
almost 52% of total UK turnover, and 41% of employment. In Yorkshire & Humber, large
companies are responsible for 48% of turnover and 43.5% of employment. While,
unfortunately, this information is not available at LEP level, the broad picture of output by
sizeband in Leeds City Region is likely to be similar.
However, small firms also make an extremely valuable contribution to the Leeds City
Region economy. Research by Aston University (2013) found that of 409 high growth firms
in LCR (using the OECD definition), 60% employed 20 people or less. Nationally, the
majority of private sector job growth in the period from 1998-2010 came from small
companies, especially those with less than 10 employees.

Business start-up and survival rates and business growth
The City Region has low business formation rates but also lower than average closure rates.
In 2011, there were 42 new business starts in the City Region per 10,000 population – just
under 80% of the national level. Business starts increased from 2008-2012 but appear to
have fallen back since. The spider diagram below shows businesses births/deaths per
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10,000 across LCR, with the gap between the blue and red lines the net additional
businesses formed. In the areas that do best – such as Harrogate, Leeds, Craven and
Calderdale – higher business start rates more than make up for the higher closure rates
that tend to come with them. Wakefield is the only area to have a (very small) net loss of
businesses per year.
Business births and deaths per 10,000 across the City Region
Barnsley
England

60
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50
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Calderdale

40
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20
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As the figures for business birth and death rates imply, there is a lot of turnover among the
business base in Leeds City Region, and indeed around the rest of the country. From the
point of view of targeting local business support, it is important to focus on those
companies where the LEP can make the biggest impact. Evidence shows that employment
growth, both in the City Region and elsewhere, is concentrated in a small number of
successful companies:






of all the companies born in any given year across the UK, around 60% will close over
the following 10 years
of those that survive, approximately 80% of those that started with less than five
employees will still have less than five staff after 10 years
just 2% of City Region companies ‘born’ in 1998 were firms with under five employees
who went on to have over 20 staff by 2008 – but these firms accounted for 75% of the
net new jobs from all the companies born in 1998
Nationally, just 3% of start-ups grow to be companies with a £1m+ turnover after three
years
among the Leeds City Region companies that survived throughout the period from
2007-10, only one-third actually increased their employment during this time20.

Using an OECD definition of ‘high-growth’, there were 409 high growth companies in the
City Region during the period 2007-10 – this is a smaller proportion of the total business
base than the national average. Nationally, 7% of companies could be classed as high
20

High-growth firms and their contribution to employment in the Leeds City Region, Michael Anyadike-Danes,
Karen Bonner and Mark Hart, Aston Business School, 2013.
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growth. These high growth companies were responsible for around half the new jobs
created. The high growth companies in Leeds City Region accounted for a smaller
proportion of the business base – just under 6% - and while they created 32,000 net extra
jobs in that three-year period, this represented just a quarter of the total of all new jobs
from companies with over 10 employees – in other words, only half the contribution that
high growth firms made nationally. High growth firms in LCR came from all sectors of the
economy, were usually small (initially with fewer than 20 employees) and in 75% of cases
were over five years old21.

CHALLENGE: to increase the numbers of high growth companies in the City
Region.
Self-employment and enterprise
The LCR self-employment rate is around the GB average overall. But it is much higher in
more rural areas, and lowest in areas such as Wakefield and Barnsley that were once
dominated by large employers. Male self-employment is typically two to three times
higher than female, although there are exceptions, most notably Harrogate where the gap
is far smaller.
Looking at overall entrepreneurial activity (that is, people who are in the course of starting
or have just recently started their own business), the City Region has a much lower level of
such activity than the UK as a whole, although LCR does perform more strongly than other
parts of Yorkshire & Humber. People who are male, are graduates or who are migrants
into the City Region (from other parts of the UK as well as from overseas) are more likely to
be entrepreneurial. But individuals’ attitudes to self-employment are also important, as
well as their demographic characteristics.22
Every year around 200,000 to 250,000 private sector firms are born in the UK23. Small and
medium sized businesses drive economic growth through stimulating innovation, acting as
a competitive spur to existing businesses to increase productivity competition24 and by
delivering a disproportionately larger contribution to job creation25. It is, however, only a
small proportion of SMEs that are responsible for much of the impact, as up to 80% of new
born businesses fail after 10 years. And of those firms that do survive to the age 10, around
75% born with less than five employees will still have less than five employees26.

21

High-growth firms and their contribution to employment in the Leeds City Region, Michael Anyadike-Danes,
Karen Bonner and Mark Hart, Aston Business School, 2013.
22
Entrepreneurship in the Leeds City Region: 2003-12, Mark Hart, Mohammed Shamsul Karim, and Jonathan
Levie, Aston Business School, 2013.
23
This relates to the birth of firms registering for VAT/PAYE and does not therefore include smaller nonemploying businesses. Last year it was estimated that around 500,000 enterprises in total were started
(BankSearch 2012).
24
BIS Economics Paper No. 12 (2011) “Productivity and the Economic Cycle”.
25
Job Creation and Destruction in the UK: 1998-2010, Anyadike-Danes, Bonner and Hart, Aston Business
School on behalf of BIS, 2011. “.
26
Anyadike-Danes, Hart and Du (2013) “Firm Dynamics and Job Creation in the UK” Enterprise Research Centre
White Paper No. 6.
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The importance of supporting an enterprise culture through the start-up, growth and
sustainability of small businesses is therefore reflected in the Government’s growth
agenda, including the forthcoming Business Support Strategy and the BIS Business Plan27
which aims to boost enterprise and make this the decade of the entrepreneur. This will be
achieved by helping small businesses start and thrive through better business support,
improved access to finance and stronger competition with fewer barriers to entry, creating
a more entrepreneurial culture28. The importance of self-employment and enterprise to
promoting growth, job creation, boosting skills and making the UK more competitive is also
reflected in key policy documents such as the Local Growth White Paper (2010), UK Plan
for Growth (2011), Bigger, Better Business (2011) the Heseltine Review (2013), and Small
Business: GREAT Ambition29.

CHALLENGE: to promote a more enterprising and entrepreneurial culture across
the City Region
Exports
Exporting is vital to economic success. The more goods and services that City Region
companies manage to sell overseas, the greater will be the level of income available to
local residents. In having a substantial increase in overseas sales as one of the key parts of
our City Deal, we also aimed to generate benefits for the UK economy as a whole. Our
target is to move from an estimated ‘trade deficit’ to a sizeable surplus.
Exporting also has other major economic benefits. In particular, there is strong academic
evidence (recently summarised by the Enterprise Research Centre30) that exporting,
innovation and growth all work together positively for SMEs:
■

exporting firms tend to have higher R&D spending, more sustainable and better paid
jobs

■

when a firm does both innovation and exporting, growth performance improves more
than in businesses that do one without the other – and so does productivity

■

innovation and growth can be a virtuous circle – faster growing companies are more
likely to continue to innovate

■

international comparisons suggest that the UK is poor on both counts – ranked 25th of
33 countries in innovation and 19th of the EU 27 on the proportion of SMEs that export

Unfortunately, official, reliable and regular data on exports is almost entirely lacking at city
regional and local level, and also poor regionally. Hence estimates of exports are generally
survey based, and vary according to the sampling strategy employed. Higher estimates
suggest that up to 36% of businesses export, but these are based on surveys of business
network members.
27

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/31960/12-p58-bis-2012business-plan.pdf.
28
BIS Analysis Paper Number 2: SMEs: The Key Enablers of Business Success and the Economic Rationale for
Government Intervention, BIS, December 2013
29
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/266212/bis-13-1313small-business-great-ambition-FINAL.pdf
30
SME innovation, exporting and growth, Enterprise Research Centre, 2013.
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Larger and more representative surveys tend to suggest that around 11% of businesses in
the City Region export. For Leeds City Region, this equates to around 9,500 exporters.
However, smaller companies are less likely to export than larger ones. The LCR business
survey (2011)31 found that less than 9% of companies with fewer than 50 employees
exported to the EU, and 5% exported outside the EU. This compares to 25% of companies
with 250+ staff exporting to the EU, and 24% trading beyond the EU.
Manufacturers are generally more likely to export than other industries – 16% of
manufacturers trade with the EU, and 8% with other international markets. Whilst service
companies are less likely to export, the exceptions are financial intermediaries (14% EU;
11% non-EU) and transport/storage companies (16% EU; 6% non-EU).
The types of companies most likely to export are:
■

Larger businesses

■

Foreign owned businesses

■

Manufacturers

■

Older businesses (i.e. those that have been established for longer)

Value of exports per exporter (£m)

Value of exports per exporter, by region, 2012
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Across Yorkshire & Humber, the firms that do export goods tend to sell in smaller
quantities than those elsewhere in the country – the value of goods exported per exporting
business was £3.1m in Yorkshire & Humber in 2012, around 75% of the average value
exported by UK exporters .

31

Leeds City Region Business Survey, Leeds City Region and Yorkshire Cities, 2011
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Those businesses in the City Region that do export are most likely to trade with the
Eurozone and the US, rather than with the faster growing emerging markets.
Markets for exporting businesses

Markets for exporting LCR businesses - % selling to
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Source: LCR 'Beyond Borders' survey, 2011

Aside from thinking that their product or service is not appropriate for export, the main
barriers to business exports for LCR companies (from a 2011 survey of local business)
include difficulty in finding contacts, customers and market opportunities. Other barriers
include risk exposure, access to finance, market intelligence and language skills.

CHALLENGE: to promote more exports across the City Region
Inward investment
The other side of the coin of exporting is the attraction of foreign direct investment (FDI) to
the City Region. The presence of foreign owned companies increases the economy’s
exposure to international markets and connects companies with economic opportunities
overseas. The proportion of foreign-owned companies is lower in LCR than in England –
0.9% of LCR companies are foreign-owned, compared to 1.3% in England.
Largest potential FDI markets

Outward FDI 2011 ($m) - largest potential FDI markets
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While the FDI market globally is large and recovering, LCR (and UKTI) has underperformed
in attracting investment. Based on its population and GVA, the City Region might
proportionally expect to gain between 4-5% of UK FDI, perhaps slightly less in terms of
value once the inevitable distorting effect of London as a global capital is taken into
account. In reality, the City Region draws in only around 2.2% of the UK’s inbound FDI,
some 0.8 percentage points below that of Manchester and Birmingham.
In recent years, London and the South East have consistently attracted a large share of the
UK’s foreign investment projects, and their dominance is increasing. But the pattern of job
creation is more varied, with Scotland, the East Midlands and the North West all
outperforming London in this respect. It is clear, therefore, that there are opportunities to
compete for.
The UK and Europe remain key markets. An approach focused on niche sector based
propositions and supply chains is advocated. Other evidence shows ‘key account
management’ can deliver well and points to the importance of retaining investors and
securing reinvestment.

CHALLENGE: to achieve our fair share of inward investment projects that come
into the UK
Stimulating innovation is a key driver of economic growth and prosperity
Through the established empirical relationship between innovation and firm growth, the
contribution of SMEs to innovation is important to the economy32. At its simplest,
innovation is simply the application of new ways of doing things. But it is critical to the
economic prosperity of the Leeds City Region and of the UK as a whole.
BIS research (2013)33 highlights that growth rates were significantly higher among
innovative firms than in non-innovative firms across three different innovation measures:
product innovation, process innovation; and wider innovation. The BIS research finds that a
10 percentage point increase in the share of sales from new products adds 0.7 percentage
points to these firms’ employment growth rates.
Innovation therefore provides us with the life blood for growth, diversification and
competiveness. Through innovation we can make better use of the human, financial
intellectual and physical assets in our city-region. Innovation spans the spread of activities
from basic research through to commercial exploitation, and can manifest itself in new
products, new business processes, new cultures, relationships and new behaviours.
We know that innovation happens in a sizeable proportion of companies in the City Region.
Almost half of LCR businesses introduced a new product or service over a 12-month period,
according to a recent survey, while around 40% had introduced a new or better business
process – both figures were above the Yorkshire & Humber average. Specifically in terms

32

Business Growth and Innovation: The wider impact of rapidly-growing firms in UK city-regions, Nesta, 2009
BIS Analysis Paper Number 2: SMEs: The Key Enablers of Business Success and the Economic Rationale for
Government Intervention, BIS, December 2013
33
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of R&D, less than a quarter of firms surveyed in LCR reported investing in this activity,
though this was in line with the proportion across Yorkshire & Humber34.
We also have a wide range of innovation and research assets in the HE sector and in other
institutions.

Key innovation and research assets include:
■

One of the largest concentrations of Higher Education Institutions (HEI) in Europe,
with eight universities producing 36,000 graduates each year

■

The University of Leeds is the 8th largest by research power in the UK (out of 161
universities and HEIs). University of York is also ranked in the top 25 universities by
research power.

■

Both the University of Leeds and Leeds Metropolitan University are within the 20
largest HEIs in the UK, and all the City Region’s universities have a strong track record
of industrial and community engagement.

■

LCR universities are listed in all the top 5 research rankings for universities carrying
out Research Council funded research in the Eight Great Technologies.

■

The City Region has the following research hot-spots:
-

■

University of Leeds 1st in the UK for Big Data
University of York 1st in the UK in Information Economy
University of Leeds 2nd in the UK for Construction
University of York 3rd in the UK for Agri-Science
University of York 4th in the UK for Agri-Tech
University of Leeds 5th in the UK for Aerospace

The University of Leeds also features in the top 10 for Advanced Materials &
Nanotechnology (8th), Nuclear (10th) and in the top 20 for Oil & Gas (13th), Offshore
Wind (11th), Regenerative Medicine (16th) and Automotive (16th).

Leeds City Region innovation, technology and research assets
The Leeds City Region’s national R&D strengths map well to our priority sectors. For
example, expertise around crop protection, food resilience and novel food products, and
green chemistry and bio-renewables industry related units at York (and proposals for a
BioVale innovation cluster for the bio-based economy based at the Sand Hutton campus
where FERA is based), are clearly based on national excellence.
The sheer size of the research power in the region focused around Medicine and Health
and particularly national expertise and industrial engagement in Regenerative Medicine (at
Leeds) and in Pharmaceutical Innovation and Cancer Therapeutics at Bradford, have
critical mass, real industrial engagement, and are based on excellent multidisciplinary
research. Moreover this activity has led to some of the largest investments in UK university
spinout companies (starting from Bradford Particle Design historically, and most recently to
Tissue Regenix PLC (Leeds).
Equally significant in terms of research relevance to industry engagement, are assets such
as the Huddersfield Institute for Rail Research. The University of Huddersfield hosts this
34
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initiative which is the only one of its kind in Yorkshire to be based at a higher education
institution. In addition to the size and industrial connectivity of the initiative, it fits well
with the Transport Systems Catapult and similar Great 8 Technology priority and BIS
technology foresight priority.
Our research power and standing when mapped against industrial engagement bears out
much of the current thinking around Leeds City Region’s perceived strengths, particularly
around: Food science, food manufacturing and food health (at Leeds, York and Leeds
Metropolitan), Advanced Materials (around Plastics at Bradford, and Nanotechnology at
Leeds), around Colour Chemistry at Leeds and Green Chemistry at York; and in low carbon
economics and technologies (at Leeds and York). Other strengths exist in Automotive,
Aerospace and Satellites technology that reflect sectoral strengths in the City Region and
might be better explored.
Other key innovation assets in the Leeds City Region include Science City York (one of 6
science cities in the UK), the York Science Park (which hosts almost 150 independent
companies and organisations). Leeds City Region’s universities provide an important
platform from which to build more capacity. Beyond the economic gravity, they have
specialisms that can attract international relationships and be expanded into international
hubs and help accelerate trade opportunities with the rest of the world.

But the City Region performs poorly against a number of innovation input and
output indicators
■

Technology Strategy Board investment in the City Region is low when compared to
other LEPs: Over the last three years, LCR has been awarded a total of £24.1 million in
Technology Strategy Board (TSB) funding, placing it 14th across all LEP areas in terms of
the total awarded and 19th (out of 34) in terms of funding per business.

■

Business expenditure in R&D is a recognised weakness among Yorkshire & Humber’s
innovation inputs. Although we have experienced one of the highest growth rates in
business R&D expenditure over the last decade (2nd across all comparator areas) we
are still the 2nd lowest region in absolute terms, with an expenditure of £540 million in
2011 against an average of £1,800 million across comparator areas.

■

Intellectual property performance in LCR is poor. Across the 39 LEP areas, LCR ranks in
the bottom half at 23rd in terms of European Patent Office (EPO) patents per 10,000
residents.

The level of innovation activity in City Region businesses – reported above – is likely to be
below its optimal level due to information failures, positive externalities and institutional
deficiencies35. Specifically in terms of R&D, less than a quarter of firms surveyed in LCR
reported investing in this activity, though this was in line with the proportion across
Yorkshire & Humber.36
Yorkshire businesses’ innovation expenditure is highly concentrated in two areas: internal
R&D and acquisition of capital, with comparatively little invested in non-R&D related
innovation and collaborative activities. Our challenge is further compounded by the fact
35
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that the R&D which does occur tends to be closed. Of those firms that do invest in R&D,
only 8% collaborate with external partners. A minority of these firms (less than a third)
collaborate with universities.
Our short supply of local innovation investment has been weakening the innovation
potential of the Leeds City Region, and led to us having only a stunted tech start up and
innovation community.

CHALLENGE: to promote innovation among companies across the City Region
Access to finance
It is well reported both at a national and local level that businesses continue to face major
challenges with regard to accessing finance to fund business growth.
We have recent local evidence from a survey of City Region businesses which found that
almost a quarter (23%) said that they currently had a stalled investment project. For
almost half of this group, there was more than one stalled project. The proportion of
micro businesses (fewer than 10 employees) with stalled projects was higher than for
larger firms, and the issue was more important for companies in construction, production,
property & finance and finance & professional services. More than half the stalled projects
were seeking funding of less than £100,000, while around 10% sought over £500,000. The
latter figure equates to just over 2,000 projects across the City Region, the great majority
of these larger ones being in construction and property.37
Recent research for BIS38 on bank lending to UK Small and Medium Sized Enterprises
between 2001 to 2012 found that bank finance became more difficult for SMEs to obtain
following the 2008-09 financial crisis, and has remained relatively difficult to obtain since,
compared to the period before 2008. Bank of England figures have also shown a steady fall
in lending to SMEs.
Given the scale of these problems, it is not possible for the LEP alone to solve them.
However, we have already had some success with our own Business Growth Programme of
grants, which we hope to continue. Additionally, via our ESIF, we are considering the
potential to expand the current remit of Finance Yorkshire (FY). At the moment, FY delivers
investments such as seed corn, loan and equity linked loans, ranging from £15,000 to
£2million, specifically to help SMEs to support growth and development.

CHALLENGE: to improve the flow of investment finance to companies seeking to
grow across the City Region

37
38

Leeds City Region Revolving Investment Fund: Detailed market testing, Mazars, 2013.
Bank lending to UK Small and Medium Sized Enterprises 2001 to 2012: evaluating changes, NIESR, May 2013
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Priority 2: Developing a skilled and flexible workforce
Summary of our current position and the challenges we face

Where are we now?
■

Around 130,000 City Region residents are unemployed. The LCR unemployment rate was
8.7% in September 2013, with youth unemployment at 21%. These rates are down from
peaks of 10% and 25% but are still well above pre-recession levels.

■

We have 1.4m people in work, and the LCR employment rate is rising – it was above 70%
in March 2013 for the first time since 2008-9 and presently stands at 70.3%. The rate is
higher in York and within North Yorkshire than elsewhere.

■

Our employment rate is better than most core city LEP areas but is below the England
average.

■

The number of apprentices in the City Region has increased in recent years, GCSE
attainment is improving and we have class leading FE, HE and work based learning.

■

The numbers of hard-to-fill vacancies and skills gaps within the existing workforce are no
higher than other parts of the country

We still face a number of key challenges
■

Skill levels have improved over time, but less quickly than the England average. We have
too many people with no qualifications, we do not have sufficient people with higher level
skills and too many employers do not invest in enough training.

■

In fact, we have a skills gap of 50,000-65,000 people at each NVQ level compared to the
national average.

■

Closing the employment gap for all districts would mean 35,000 more people in work, and
help to tackle the above-average levels of worklessness that persist in many parts of the
City Region.

■

Current skills and training provision does not align well with both the current needs of
employers, nor with future needs for both our growth sectors and for the replacement
workers that will be needed as current employees retire.

The size of the LCR workforce
LCR has a working age population of 1.9m. 64.3% of the total LCR population are of
working age, broadly the same as that in England as a whole (64.1%). Although the working
age population of LCR has increased by 130,000 over the last decade, the proportion of the
population that is of working age has remained largely unchanged.
The City Region’s working age population is predicted to continue to grow steadily in the
coming years, and by 2021 will be almost 2m – an increase of 4.4%. If realised, this growth
rate would exceed that for England as a whole, where the working age population is
expected to increase by 3.7%.
Despite this increase, the proportion of the total LCR population that is of working age is
anticipated to decline to 62.3%, reflecting the challenges posed by an ageing population.
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However, the decline in the proportion of working age residents is projected to be sharper
in England as a whole by 2021.

Occupational structure of the LCR workforce
More people in LCR are employed in elementary administration and service occupations
than any other field. 137,000 people work in these occupations, accounting for almost 10%
of employment. This field is also the most prevalent in England, though the proportion of
people employed in these occupations is 0.6% higher in LCR than England as a whole.
109,000 people are engaged in administrative occupations - 7.8% of all those employed, a
lower proportion than in England (8.4%). The third most prevalent occupational group is
caring personal services, comprising 7.3%of those employed in LCR, compared to 7% in
England.
The City Region has fewer people occupied in higher level occupations than in England. The
three categories of corporate managers and directors, other managers and proprietors and
science, research, engineering and technology professionals account for 10.2% of
employment in Leeds City Region, compared to 12.2% nationally. Conversely, 19.6% of
those in LCR are employed in elementary trades/administration or machine operative level
roles, compared to 17.2% in England as a whole.
The share of the LCR workforce in company director or corporate management level
positions has fallen in recent years, from 6.6% in 2005 to 5.8% today. However, the
proportion of the workforce employed in science, research, engineering and technology
occupations has been increasing, from 4% in 2005 to 4.9% at present. Over the same
period, the share of the workforce engaged in administrative occupations has fallen. It
currently stands at 7.8%, down from a high of 10% in 2008.
Other major changes in LCR’s occupational structure since 2005 include increases in
business, media and public service professionals (from 3.7% to 4.8%) and caring personal
service occupations (from 6% to 7.3%).
Occupational structure of the LCR, 2013

Share of employment total
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CHALLENGE: to increase the number of jobs in high level occupations.
Employment and the jobs gap
The number of LCR residents in
work stands at almost 1.4m. The
total in work dropped by around
50,000 from 2008-11, but has
since recovered, and is now at or
slightly above the pre-recession
peak. It is hard to be precise
about employment trends
because of the margin of error
attached estimates at the City
Region level.
The LCR employment rate – the proportion of adults who are in work – matched the
national average in the middle of the last decade. However, LCR – in common with the
majority of other core city regions – lost more jobs during the recession than other parts of
the country, and a sizeable gap emerged by 2010. Since then, the rate has started to rise
again, and stood at just above 70% in September 2013, not too far behind the national
average of 71.4%.
The net LCR employment gap is 16,000 people, but bringing all districts up to England
average would require the creation of an extra 35,000 jobs, mostly within Bradford, Leeds
and Kirklees. That translates up to around £1.5bn of extra GVA for the City Region if that
job gap could be filled.
Employment gap and surplus across the City Region

Employment gap or surplus in LCR, September 2013
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The employment rate is above that in most other core city LEP areas.
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LCR
-15,700

The employment rate in Leeds City Region is second only to Bristol among core city LEP
areas. Indeed, West of England is presently the only core city LEP to have an employment
rate above the English average. LCR’s employment rate was above the English average
prior to the economic downturn before falling sharply, as it did in other major northern city
regions. This gap has begun to close as employment growth in LCR has outpaced that in
England since 2012. Other core city regions have seen similarly encouraging improvements
in their employment rate over the past year, most notably Sheffield and Birmingham. LCR’s
employment rate remains almost 3% higher than in Greater Manchester and higher still
compared to Liverpool City Region, North East LEP and Greater Birmingham.
Employment rate in the LCR compared to comparator LEPs

Within the City Region, the employment rate varies from 75%-80% in York and parts of
North Yorkshire to 65% in Bradford and around 70% in most of West Yorkshire. Only Selby
saw its employment rate increase significantly from 2004-5 to 2012-13.
The employment rate in all City Region districts is lower for women than men, as is the
case in all parts of the country. Among non-white ethnic groups, employment rates are
further behind the national average than is the case for white residents who have jobs,
with a particularly low rate for those of Pakistani/ Bangladeshi ethnicity.

CHALLENGE: to close the gap between LCR and national employment rates
The polarisation of the job market
Whilst the employment rate within the City Region remains below the UK average, there
are also concerns about the quality and security of jobs in the labour market. The
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proportion of people in jobs who are working full-time has fallen since the recession. This is
true both nationally and within the City Region.

Full-time employment - LCR & England, 2004-13
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However, the fall in full-time employment has been much more pronounced and sustained
in LCR compared to England. Whilst the proportion of people in full-time employment
stabilised in England in mid-2010, it continued to decline in LCR until mid-2012. As a result,
a gap has opened up between LCR and England – 75.4% of those in employment worked
full-time in September 2007 both locally and nationally. By September 2012, 72.4% worked
full-time in LCR, compared to 73.8% in England, though this gap has now stabilised again.

Underemployment rate (%)

Although many people working part-time are happy to do so, perhaps because it suits
family and other commitments, there are many people working part-time who are unable
to find full-time work. The proportion of people in work who would like to work more
hours (the underemployment rate) has increased since the recession. Although data is not
available at City Region level, the underemployment rate increased in every region of
England since the recession, and it is reasonable to assume that this reflects the picture in
LCR. Having had the same average underemployment rate as the UK for 2005-8 (6.7%),
Yorkshire & Humber now has the second highest rate of any region (10.6%), substantially
above the UK (9.9%).
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There has also been a significant rise in self-employment since the economic downturn.
Many people prefer self-employment, but there will be a proportion of this group who
would prefer the security of employment within a business. Much of this recent increase in
self-employment may be attributable to declines in professional level jobs and the fall in
public sector employment since the recession, with many of those who have lost work
during the downturn taking short-term, freelance work whilst seeking full-time or
permanent employment. Harder to measure is the number of people on “zero hours
contracts”, which have no guaranteed hour or times of work. Again, whilst this flexibility
will suit some, many of those on such contracts would prefer stable employment with
guaranteed hours and earnings.

Self-employment rate, LCR & England - 2005-13
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Underemployment has a negative impact on the economy, not only because people are
unable to work full-time hours (and make a greater contribution to the economy), but
those who are underemployed also earn a lower hourly rate than others. On average,
underemployed workers earn £3.88 less than others, with the difference in earnings
greatest among those aged 35-49.

Median gross hourly wage (£)
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Earnings of underemployed and non-underemployed
workers - UK, June 2013
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Whilst the economic downturn has undoubtedly contributed to the rise in underemployment, the increase is also in part a consequence of the decline in middle-income
jobs, which began prior to the recession. Research by Manning (2013) and published by
London School of Economics shows that, nationally, the number of lowest-paid jobs and
high paid jobs has increased from 2002-10, while middle income positions, typically in
clerical and manufacturing work, have declined. As a consequence, increasing numbers of
people are employed in jobs that are both less secure and often don’t provide enough
hours or sufficient wages to meet their financial needs.
Job polarisation in Britain, 2002-10

Source: Manning, “Lovely and Lousy jobs”, CentrePiece (2013)

CHALLENGE: to create more jobs in the middle of the occupation structure
Unemployment, economic inactivity and deprivation
Around 130,000 City Region residents are unemployed.
As a proportion of the adult population, the unemployment rate doubled to 10% between
2007-8 and 2011-12, whilst the figure for England was 8%. Youth unemployment rose
steeply in the same time period and peaked at 25% in LCR. The gap to the UK average had
closed by 2012-13, but both rates remained well above pre-recession levels.
Using the JSA claimant count as the measure presents a similar picture. The total number
of claimants more than doubled between 2007 and 2012, from 42,000 to 91,000. The
number of JSA claimants aged 18-24 also doubled from 13,000 to 26,000 over that period.
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Unemployment and Youth Unemployment rates in the LCR and UK 2007-08-2012-13
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CHALLENGE: to reduce unemployment levels in the LCR, especially youth
unemployment.
There are presently around 450,000 economically inactive people of working age in LCR –
23% of the working age population
The ‘economically inactive’ are essentially the part of the working age population that are
not in employment and not seeking work. This includes groups who are not looking for
work for a range of short term or long term reasons: some have retired early; others are
looking after children or other relatives; some are unable to work because of a long term
disability or short term illness; still others are students not seeking employment.
There are presently around 450,000 economically inactive people of working age in LCR –
23% of the working age population. This is in line with the rest of England, where 22.5% of
the working age population are economically inactive. The economic inactivity rate is
broadly the same now as in 2005 (23.8%), but has fluctuated in the intervening period,
reaching a high of 26% in 2009.
However, the proportion of those who are economically inactive and who want a job is
higher now than at any point since before the recession. Over 26% of economically inactive
people want to work in LCR, up from a low of 21% in 2011. This suggests that there is a
growing potential supply of labour, perhaps related to the stagnation of wages, but that
the local labour market is unable to meet the needs of its residents. A slightly lower
proportion, 25%, want to work in England as a whole. Of those who are economically
inactive, 28% are students, compared to 26% in England. However, the proportion of
students is growing more quickly in LCR than in England – students made up 21% of the
economically inactive population in both LCR and England in 2005.
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Reasons cited for economic inactivity

Reason for economic inactivity (%)
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25% of LCR’s economically inactive population are looking after their family/home, and
14% are retired. Of concern for the City Region is the proportion who are economically
inactive due to long-term ill health. At present, 22% are economically inactive in LCR due to
long-term ill health. This remains almost 1% higher than in England, but has been falling at
a faster rate in LCR in recent years and is down from 25% in 2005, when it stood at under
23% in England.

CHALLENGE: to reduce the number of LCR residents who are economically
inactive.
The City Region has stark contrasts in its deprivation statistics.
Four local authority areas (Selby, York,
Craven, Harrogate) have far fewer deprived
areas than they would proportionately be
expected to have based on the England
average (between a third and a tenth of the
expected number). By contrast, Bradford has
three times more areas in the most deprived
10% in England than would be expected, and
Leeds, Barnsley, Wakefield and Kirklees also
have disproportionately high deprivation.
The statistics are likely to mask dispersed
disadvantage in rural areas, and median
incomes in some urban areas can be higher
than those in the most rural areas (for
instance Barnsley fares better than Craven on
this measure). 3.7% of people in the City
Region claimed Job Seekers Allowance in
November 2013 compared to an England
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average of 2.9%. A gap has opened up since 2003 when both were at 2.4%. At the local
level, the rate varies between less than 2% in York, Craven and Harrogate to over 5% in
Bradford.

CHALLENGE: to reduce the disparities in deprivation across the City Region
Earnings and disposable income
Using the median annual gross income as the measure, the Annual Survey of Hours and
Earnings (ASHE) suggests that wages in LCR are below the English average of 22,200 per
head. Income levels vary significantly between LCR’s constituent authorities, but only in
Selby is the median gross income higher than that of England. The greatest disparity is in
Craven, where income per head is almost £4,000 lower than in England as a whole. Wages
are also more than £2,000 per head lower than in England in Wakefield and Bradford.

Median gross annual pay per head (£)

Gross annual pay at LCR local authority level
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Furthermore, wages in Craven have grown at a slower rate than anywhere else in LCR over
the past decade. Income there in 2013 was 14% higher than in 2002. Income per head
grew by 28% in England over the same period. Wages also grew at a lower rate than in
England in Wakefield (20%), Bradford (26%), Selby (26%) and York (27%) so the gap
between some areas of the City Region and the rest of the country continues to grow.
Conversely, wage growth was much faster than average in Barnsley (35%), Calderdale
(31%), Harrogate (39%) and Leeds 32%.
In light of the above, it is unsurprising that gross disposable household income (GDHI) per
person is lower in every area of LCR except North Yorkshire. In most areas of LCR, GDHI
per person is around 85% of the average for England, which was £16,300 in 2011. The
exception is Bradford, where GDHI was £12,400 – 76% of the English average.
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GDHI per head, LCR areas and England 2002-11
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GDHI grew by 31% in England between 2002 and 2011. It grew at a similar rate in many
areas of LCR, but growth substantially outpaced the national average in North Yorkshire,
where it grew by 38%. However, GDHI growth was much slower in the larger urban centres
of Leeds (17%), Bradford (21%) and York (19%).

CHALLENGE: to narrow the gap between average wages and incomes in LCR and
the national average.
NEETS – 16-19 year olds not in employment, education or training
Table 2.5 shows that LCR has a lower NEET rate than the Yorkshire average. Over the last
year, the rate has fallen by 1%, three times faster than the drop across England as a whole.
As part of the City Deal with central government, the City Region has set itself an ambition
to drive down the NEET rate over the medium term.
NEETs in LCR December 2012
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NEETs Annual change
5.7%
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-0.9%
5.8%
-0.3%

Source: Department for Education, 2013

Due to the academic calendar and the “flow” of young people from one statistical category
to another as well as the methodology deployed to derive the NEET estimates, the months
of August and September are traditionally peak periods for NEET levels. At Local Education
Authority (LEA) level, NEET rates vary considerably. By December 2012, the highest NEET
levels in LCR were recorded in Wakefield district (7.1%), followed by 6.6% in Kirklees and
6% in Leeds. York and North Yorkshire had the lowest levels, 4.8% and 4% respectively.
All LEAs in the City Region have recorded significant improvements compared to the same
period 12 months ago. In absolute terms, the table below shows that the number of NEETs
in LCR was estimated to be 5,800 in December 2012. A year before then, the estimate was
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7,300. It is worth noting here that the number of youth claimants (18-24) in LCR is currently
more than 26,000. It could be argued that this might be deserving of even greater policy
attention. However, if the level of 16-19 year old NEETs is not drastically reduced, the
number of youth claimants will continue to remain high irrespective of the best policy
efforts.
16-19 year old NEETs in LCR – Absolute levels
2,000
1,800
1,600
1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600
400
200
-

1,880

1,374
1,194
992

503

1,192
942
515

427

Barnsley

Bradford

915

824

828

561
422

Calderdale

310 263

Kirklees

Leeds

North
Yorkshire
Adjusted NEET Dec-11

Wakefield

York

Adjusted NEET Dec-12

Source: Department for Education, 2013

Unsurprisingly, Leeds as the largest urban centre within the LCR has the highest number of
NEETs in LCR. In December 2012 this was estimated to be 1,400. At the same period in
2011, the number was 1,900 as the table above shows. When NEET levels in LCR are
compared with the England average over the last 12 months, the evidence shows that the
two almost mirror each other. It also shows that after the traditional August/September
peak, NEET rates generally fall until around April and then start to rise again until the peak.
However, the 2012 peak (LCR: 7%, England: 7.3%) is lower than the 2011 peak (LCR: 7.6%,
England 7.9%). This is good news, but it is too early to say whether this is due to an
improvement in the wider economy, national policies or the successful implementation of
local policies.

CHALLENGE: to reduce the number of NEETs and youth claimants in the LCR.
Skills supply
Overall LCR attainment levels are higher than in most core city regions (except Bristol and
Manchester) but lower than the England average. Around 31% of adults now have degree
level qualifications, up from 26% in 2005. At the lower end of the scale, just 11% now have
no qualifications at all, down from 16% in 2005.
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skills shortfall - no. of qualified people
NVQ4+

34,300

NVQ3+

3,600

NVQ2+

1,400

NVQ 1+

0
0

65,200
52,900
2012
59,400

52,700
20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000

2004

While attainment is improving
over time, it is improving more
quickly nationally, meaning that
the shortfall of people qualified
at each skills level compared to
England average is growing (see
chart). Gaps have grown from
practically zero in 2004 to
50,000+ at NVQ 1-3 (A levels and
below), but remain largest at
NVQ4+ (degree level and above).

Skills levels vary markedly within
the City Region and follow the same pattern as for other indicators such as employment.
The proportion of the working age population with good GCSE level or higher qualifications
(NVQ level 2+) ranges from 62%-63% in Barnsley, Wakefield and Bradford to around 80% in
York, Craven, Harrogate and Selby.
Gaps are even more pronounced at degree level (NVQ level 4+), with the best performing
areas having more than double the percentage of their population with degrees than
others. York and North Yorkshire areas do best again; Leeds also performs reasonably well.
Qualification levels in the Leeds City Region
90
80
70
60
50
40
30

NVQ 2+
NVQ 4+

20
10
0

Improving skill levels among the population is key to increasing employment rates. Data
from the Annual Population Survey in 2008 shows that, in West Yorkshire, the employment
rate for those with no qualifications was just 42%, compared to an overall employment
rate of 73%. Even for those with NVQ Level 1 qualifications, the rate increases to 70%, and
for everyone qualified at level 2 or higher, the employment rate is above the average for
the population overall. The employment rate among those with level 4 qualifications is
over 85%, emphasising the vital link between qualifications and employment.
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The above figures measure the ‘stock’ of qualifications among the existing working
population. Just as vital are attainment levels among school leavers – this represents the
‘flow’ of young people coming onto the job market. Outside of York and North Yorkshire
districts, Calderdale and Kirklees perform best on pupils gaining 5 good GCSEs. Both are
above the England average, and Kirklees has seen sharp improvement since 2005/6, as has
Bradford. Leeds performs less well on this measure and has lost ground to other core
cities.

CHALLENGE: To narrow the qualification gaps between LCR and the national
average.
Increasing the number of apprenticeships is a key part of the skills strategies for
both LCR and government.
The City Region has seen the number of apprenticeship starts increasing in recent years,
from around 12,000 in 2006-7 to over 31,000 in 2012-13. The bulk of this increase can be
attributed to increases in adult apprenticeships which occurred largely due to changes in
funding. There has however been a steady increase in apprenticeship starts among under
24 year olds over this period, from 12,000 to 17,500.
More people began apprenticeships in business, administration and law in 2012-13 than in
any other sector. This sector accounted for 31% of all apprenticeship starts, followed by
health, public services and care (28%) and retail and commercial enterprise (19%). There
was also an increase in apprenticeship starts in engineering and manufacturing
technologies in 2012-13, which now accounts for 12% of apprenticeship starts.
In higher education, business administration and subjects allied to medicine are the most
popular courses, with each accounting for 13% of enrolments in 2011-12. Physical sciences
and creative arts and design saw the largest increase in uptake compared to 2010-11, with
each increasing by over 10%.
Of 12,000 graduates from LCR HEIs in 2010-11, 62% found graduate level jobs within six
months – a 1% increase on the previous year. 5% found work as managers or senior
officials, and 16% entered professional occupations. A further 24% were employed in
associate professional and technical occupations. The most popular sectors for graduates
to enter were wholesale/retail trade (13%), human health and social work (10%) and
education (9%).

Demand for skills
Employers stress the importance of employability skills and work experience in new
recruits. The big rise in apprenticeship starts in recent years will have helped on the latter
front. Other employers point to skills gaps in specific roles, for instance engineers,
computer programmers and skilled machinists.
Administrative and support services, land transport, storage and post and professional
services are forecast to create the most jobs, followed by retail, accommodation and food
services and finance. These new jobs constitute an expansionary demand for labour,
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arising due to these sectors growing bigger within the LCR economy and requiring further
human resources.
Additionally, all occupations are forecast to require significant replacement demand for
labour over the next decade due to retirements. In the period from 2010 to 2020, a total of
567,000 job opportunities are expected to occur in LCR due to replacement demand.
With expansion and replacement demand opportunities on this scale, the occupational
profile in LCR is forecast to undergo significant change over the next decade. This will be
characterised largely by continued growth in high human contact occupations like sales
and customer service and caring as well as strong growth in high skilled occupations like
managers and directors, professional occupations and associate professional. Lower skilled
occupations like elementary and process plant operatives are forecast to shrink as a share
of the labour force.

Alignment and mismatch
Overall, there is an ‘over-supply’ of people being trained in six of the City Region’s nine key
sectors identified for our skills policy. These are hospitality, health and social care, digital
and creative, ICT, low carbon and environmental industries and construction. By this, we
mean that, proportionally, there are more people studying courses related to these sectors
than the sector’s share of the workforce. The other three sectors are over-represented on
the demand side. These are manufacturing, finance and business services and logistics and
transport.

Skills shortages and skills gaps
The Employer Skills Survey (2011) found that 25% of LCR companies reported hard to fill
vacancies, broadly in line with the figures for England. 19% of these vacancies were hard to
fill due to skills shortages – that is, finding applicants with the necessary skills to fill the
roles. Whilst this is a relatively small proportion of vacancies, it equates to 2,800
businesses in Leeds City Region struggling to fill vacancies due because they cannot find
sufficiently skilled staff. This can have a detrimental impact on the affected companies’
ability to grow.
The Leeds City Region Labour Market Analysis (2013) found that that skills and training
provision does not necessarily align well with the needs of employers, or with the City
Region’s future growth areas and requirements to meet replacement demand. For
example, whilst 13% of the City Region’s workforce was employed in manufacturing in
2012, manufacturing accounted for just 5% of adult further education, and 10% of young
peoples’ provision. Financial services accounts for 4% of adult further education and less
than 2% of apprenticeships, yet it comprises 12% of the City Region’s employment.
Similarly, 18% of companies reported skills gaps within their existing workforce, again in
line with national figures. Having insufficient skills to fulfil their aims can constrain growth
within companies. Addressing these skills shortages and gaps will remove a potentially
significant barrier to growth.

CHALLENGE: To better align skills with the needs of employers, especially in
growth industries and occupations with high replacement needs.
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Priority 3: Building a resource smart City Region
Summary of our current position and the challenges we face

Where are we now?
The UK energy system must radically transform to decarbonise. While much of the energy
infrastructure in LCR was built on fossil fuels, it is now transforming through a strong
regional shift toward biomass co-firing and CCS and a build out of (Renewable Energy) RE
systems. The existing pipes and wires supporting that system are undergoing heavy
investment and will provide a solid basis from which to fully decarbonise the system to be
fit to meet 21st century challenges. Our traditional coal-fired power stations are now
transforming, thanks to significant investment, to put the Leeds City Region at the
forefront of wide-scale implementation of biomass co-firing and CCS. The Government’s
National Infrastructure Plan highlights the potential investment currently planned,
including biomass at Ferrybridge, Pollington Energy Park, Drax and the Don Valley and
White Rose Carbon Capture and Storage projects.
The potential for wider deployment of low carbon energy in the City Region is great. The
infrastructure which underpins our coal-fired power stations is the same that will support
the new generation of low carbon and renewable energy plants – a specialist logistics
sector, excellent grid connections, a wealth of specialist expertise across the private and
academic sectors and a manufacturing base that has been developing innovative energy
products for decades. Building on this existing industry, there is huge potential for making
progress on developing an equally strong decentralised energy sector.
Whilst moving to sustainable energy generation, significant progress has also been made
in ensuring that energy is used efficiently. Local Government has led the way in the
retrofit of the domestic sector, investing over £20m in energy efficiency solutions,
alleviating fuel poverty and significant jobs growth over the last 5 years alone. Building on
this success, plans are now in place to deliver a city region wide domestic retrofit
programme to at least 12,000 homes over the next 8 years.

The challenges
Whilst good progress has been made in addressing the funding gap for established energy
and energy efficiency projects, this is not leading to a significant surge in implementation.
Major decentralised energy schemes, such as District Heat Networks, require public
support both in terms of funding for the underpinning infrastructure and planning and
implementation. A further barrier exists in the form of the difficulty in identifying
technical assistance for early project development. This is stalling projects in their early
stages, before project finance can be accessed. This is particularly relevant to community
driven projects.
Take-up of energy efficiency interventions in the commercial sector has been limited
compared to the progress made in the domestic sector, despite the projected carbon
emission savings, job creation and boost to the economy such investment would bring
(see 2.6.2 below). SME’s in particular are less likely to make such investments, as a result
of both a lack of to address the issue and the upfront cost of capital. Furthermore, our
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research has indicated that there is barrier in multi-tenanted buildings, which brings
significant complexities to both building a viable business case and implementation.
Whilst waste going to landfill has reduced, the vast majority of waste treatment has been
for the purposes of disposal. In 2012, only 9% of waste treated was for the purposes of
recovery (recycling or re-use), representing a decrease from 15% in 2005. Waste re-use,
the most efficient method of dealing with waste, represents an extremely small element
of waste recovery.
Trends in the efficient management of waste have also shown improvement. In 2012, the
amount of waste managed across Yorkshire & Humber rose to 17,362,000 tonnes, a 9%
increase since 2005. However, alternative solutions to landfill are being implemented.
Over the past seven years, landfill has reduced to 33% of total waste managed, from 48%
in 2005.

A resource-efficient economy is essential for long term sustainable growth
If the Leeds City Region is to continue to attract business and compete on a global scale, it
will need to be able to do more with less. Business leaders are increasingly alert to the
growing importance of efficient, innovative economies that have access to resilient
infrastructure and a sustainable supply of energy and other materials39. Whereas growth
over the last century has been underpinned by relatively low resource prices, this is
projected to change due to a combination of population increase, rising demand due to the
growth of new global economies and environmental constraints. As such, the Aldersgate
Group describe resource efficiency as “one of the key determinants of economic success in
the 21st Century”40. This is supported by analysis by E3G, which suggests that EU-based
energy intensive industries have remained competitive with their US counterparts in spite
of an increasing differential in energy prices because of they have focused on
implementing energy efficiency measures. 41
At a time of high and rising energy and material costs, resource efficiency is critical to the
long-term competitiveness of the City Region’s economy. Research repeatedly identifies
the high cost savings and short payback periods to investment in resource efficiency.
Despite this economic benefit, operators (businesses, public sector organisations and civil
society) do not invest in resource efficiency to the levels that might be expected42, harming
competitiveness.
Supporting innovation will need to be at the centre of the journey to a resource smart
economy. New ways of manufacturing products, new uses for ‘waste’ materials, circular
rental business models and smart metering as well as interventions to building stock. As
well as the benefits of implementation of these innovations locally, this investment will
also help Leeds City Region businesses export to the vast and growing global market for
such products.
39

E.g. EE Policy Paper, IoD, 2008 and Made to Last, CBI, 2011
Beyond Carbon, Aldersgate Group, 2011
41
Energy efficiency maintains EU competitiveness in face of rising energy prices, E3G (2014)
42
This could be a result of information failures/imperfect information, such as a lack of information which can
cause an inefficient allocation of resources
40
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Evidence: the costs to business and the economy of poor energy efficiency
Rising resource costs are already hitting the bottom line of business. The price of energy
has tripled since 2000 and the price of non-fuel commodities has risen by 159% between
2002 and 200843. 80% of UK entrepreneurs reported that material costs for their company
had increased moderately or dramatically in the last 5 years, in a 2011 Eurobarometer
survey.44
DEFRA estimates that UK businesses could save around £55bn per year by making simple
changes to use resources more efficiently, with the greatest saving opportunities in waste
prevention through lean manufacturing.45 Envirowise estimate that inefficient use of
resources costs UK industry £15 billion per year, equating to over £4 million per day46.
The Leeds City Region Mini-Stern (CLCF, 2012), found that 10% of city-scale GDP is spent
on energy, but this is forecast to grow to 22% by 2022. With investment in cost effective
measures that pay back in just over 4 years, the annual energy bill could be cut by £1.19
billion - 64% of the projected increase. This would be a reduction in carbon emissions of
13% on 1990 levels through cost effective investments that would pay for themselves
over their lifetime. That figure would rise to 18% savings if cost neutral investments were
also adopted.
Similarly research by E-ON (2011), suggests that installing simple energy efficiency
measures could save UK small businesses in the region of £7.7bn a year and the Carbon
Trust estimates that UK industry wastes £7 million per day on poor energy efficiency47..
This £7 million cost could be reduced or eliminated through simple actions which produce
quick returns, saving between 10 and 20% of energy costs.
Analysis of the UK’s planned infrastructure spending by the Green Alliance’s chief
economist Julian Morgan1 has shown that 71% of planned infrastructure spending can be
classified as low carbon, whilst a further 16% is carbon neutral. Much of this carbon
neutral investment is focused on projects that would strengthen the UK’s resilience to
climate change, such as flood defence spending.
The Green Alliance research suggests that realising the planned investments in low
carbon infrastructure projects would have a significant economic impact and a resultant
increase of between 0.7% and 1.4% in the UK’s GDP. If no planned low carbon
investments went ahead, GDP would likely reduce by around 2.2%, and possibly
43

European Parliament, Resolution on trade in raw materials and commodities(2011)
Eurobarometer, Attitudes Towards Eco-Innovation (2011)
45
The Further Benefits of Business Resource Efficiency, Oakdene Hollins/DEFRA, 2011
46
“Beat the Credit Crunch through Resource Efficiency, says Envirowise”, Envirowise, 2008
http://envirowise.wrap.org.uk/uk/Press-Office/Press-Releases/UK-Press-Releases/Beat-the-credit-crunchthrough-resource-efficiency-says-Envirowise.html
47
“Credit crunch fails to derail green agenda - UK business puts energy efficiency at top of cost-cutting
priorities”, The Carbon Trust, 2008
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/news/news/archive/2008/Pages/220708_UK-energy-efficiency-waste.aspx
44
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significantly higher. Moreover, investing in low carbon infrastructure has the wider
benefit of creating a more resource-efficient economy and reduce the UK’s carbon
footprint.
This shows that there is already a strong pipeline in low carbon investment in the UK, in
both sustainable transport projects and in renewable and clean energy. The majority of
funding required to make these projects deliverable is anticipated to come from the
private sector. However, there is a clear role for the public sector in both providing the
regulatory framework and necessary support and guidance to give the private sector
confidence to make such long-term investments.

CHALLENGE: to improve the resource efficiency of businesses across the City Region

Carbon emissions
Our aim is to reduce carbon
emissions whilst growing our
economy. Between 2005 and
2011, emissions fell by -17% in
real terms. Tonnes of carbon
generated per pound of
economic output has fallen fell
by 28% over the same period.
Reductions in emissions are
generally on a level with other
core city areas, despite the
dominance in LCR of
traditionally carbon-intensive
sectors such as manufacturing.

LCR CO2 emissions by source 2011

Transport Industrial &
Commercial
30%
38%
Domestic
32%

Tonnes CO2 per £GVA
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

% change
2005-2011

Northumberland, Tyne & Wear

0.63

0.60

0.56

0.55

0.50

0.50

0.47

-25.8%

Greater Manchester

0.43

0.41

0.38

0.37

0.34

0.35

0.31

-28.3%

Merseyside

0.59

0.55

0.52

0.49

0.44

0.45

0.42

-28.0%

South Yorkshire

0.60

0.55

0.50

0.49

0.44

0.45

0.42

-30.3%

Notts & Derbys

0.47

0.45

0.42

0.41

0.38

0.38

0.36

-25.2%

West Midlands

0.41

0.39

0.37

0.36

0.32

0.33

0.30

-27.3%

Gloucs, Wilts & Bristol/Bath

0.43

0.41

0.39

0.37

0.33

0.32

0.29

-30.9%

Leeds City Region

0.48

0.46

0.43

0.41

0.38

0.38

0.35

-28.0%

UK

0.47

0.44

0.41

0.39

0.36

0.36

0.32

-30.6%

Generally per capita emissions are highest in more rural areas (Craven, Harrogate and
Selby) and lower in towns and cities. Reflecting that, emissions are lowest in Bradford,
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York, Kirklees and Leeds. The most impressive cuts in emissions between 2005 and 2011
were in York and Selby. Emissions are fairly evenly spread between the three main sources
of emissions – industrial, domestic and transport. The share of emissions from transport is
rising gradually over time and that from industrial and commercial sources falling (most
rapidly in Selby where they are highest due to the industrial base).
CHALLENGE: to tackle the market failure that currently prevents viable low carbon
investment projects from realisation

Priority 4: Delivering the infrastructure for Growth
The role of infrastructure in driving growth within Leeds City Region
A modern, efficient infrastructure is an essential prerequisite for business competitiveness
and economic growth. Research has found that the UK economy could have been 5%
bigger each year in the decade to 2010 if our infrastructure had matched that of other
leading economies, while we could be facing a GDP loss of £90bn per year by 2026 if we fail
to bring our infrastructure up to standard48.
The government’s Infrastructure Plan49 acknowledges that there is a legacy across the
country of historic under-investment. This under-investment has been more acutely felt in
many parts of the North of England. For Leeds City Region, as a polycentric city region
economy in which jobs, businesses and people are not sufficiently well networked, the
potential economic gains from creating the right infrastructure are especially large.
A substantial improvement in the City Region’s infrastructure is therefore one of our four
strategic priorities, and one that both underpins and will enable much of the growth we
want to unlock. In our SEP, we focus on several aspects of our infrastructure (including
energy generation, covered under ‘building a resource smart City Region’). In this priority,
they are:






48
49

transport connectivity – improving physical connectivity at the local, regional,
national and international level in order to better connect people, businesses,
markets and jobs
housing – to build more new homes, modernise the existing stock and bring empty
homes back into use to improve affordability and provide the right mix of property
for our growing economy
green infrastructure – providing a more sustainable and pleasant environment that
will attract investors and visitors alike, and at the same time improve our resilience
to climate change
bring forward development to make our strategic growth centres more attractive
and accelerate progress on our strategic employment sites in order to unlock growth
more quickly
provide the best possible digital connectivity to enable our businesses to exploit the
vast opportunities for higher productivity and faster growth that are now available,

Securing our economy: the case for infrastructure, Civil Engineering Contractors Association, 2013.
National Infrastructure Plan, HM Treasury, 2013.
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and to encourage private and public providers alike to take advantage of
digitalisation to offer better and more user-friendly services
While our aim is to facilitate and encourage growth and prosperity in all parts of the City
Region, we appreciate that we cannot tackle all issues at once. The spatial priorities agreed
by the LEP in 2013 were set out earlier in this Appendix, and represent the key areas
around which we wish to focus resources during the lifetime of this SEP. The
complementary roles of investment in transport, digital connectivity, housing, green
infrastructure and regeneration in helping to unlock the potential for growth are described
in more detail below.

Transport – an engine for growth

Where are we now?
■

The City Region is at the heart of the country, located very well strategically in
relation to national road and rail networks, and well placed to connect people and
goods to other major markets, ports and airports

■

As in other parts of the country, travel is on the increase, especially on road and rail,
but this puts our local transport network under pressure. Years of under-investment
have led to a range of problems, including:
 Increasing road congestion on motorway corridors and routes into the main
urban centres
 Severe rail overcrowding in peak periods –with peak trains to/from Leeds having
the worst overcrowding outside London
 An inadequate framework to influence bus and train services coupled with public
concern with high bus fares, value for money and lack of integration between
buses and other modes of transport;
 Perceptions of poor access to our local airport and to other city regions; and
 A 10 year maintenance backlog on roads and road works.

The challenges
Efficient external transport linkages are essential to the functioning of a modern
economy, while good internal connectivity allows businesses to recruit from the wide
labour pool across the City Region. We estimate, for example, that 22,000 jobs in the City
Region will be constrained over the next decade unless we begin to properly address our
local transport priorities.
The West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund, agreed in the City Deal, is designed to tackle
many of these constraints on growth. The challenge for both the City Region and the
government is to deliver the package of projects agreed to be part of the Fund – and then
additionally to deliver a package of other growth accelerating transport schemes to
radically improve connectivity and system reliability in order to enable the accelerated
rates of economic growth sought by the LEP.
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Context
The Leeds City Region is located at the intersection of the north-south corridor between
Edinburgh and London, and the east-west north trans-Pennine corridor. The M1 and A1(M)
provide north south strategic road connectivity. The M62 links Leeds City Region to the
Liverpool and Manchester City Regions to the west and to Hull and the Humber to the east.
The Leeds City Region is served by the East Coast Main Line, which provides links to
London, the North East and Scotland and by the North trans-Pennine and Calder Valley
trans-Pennine rail routes, which provide east-west connectivity. The Cross Country network
links the City Region with the East and West Midlands and on to the South West. The City
Region has an extensive and highly utilised rail network that provides for both long
distance and commuter passengers and for freight movements.
The Leeds City Region is served by a number of important airports, including Leeds
Bradford International Airport which provides links to the hub airports at Heathrow and
Amsterdam, as well as a number of other European business and leisure destinations.
Robin Hood Airport and particularly Manchester Airport offers the City Region connectivity
to a number of inter-continental hub airports. East Midlands Airport is a freight airport of
national importance and is accessed via the M1.
The Leeds City Region has intermodal freight terminals in Leeds (Stourton) and Wakefield.
The City Region’s strategic location supports a number of distribution centres, as well as
giving access to the distribution cluster in the neighbouring Sheffield City Region. The
Humber and Tees ports provide access to European markets and the Port of Liverpool to
Ireland and the North Atlantic.
Transport and Economic Growth
The importance of the contribution of Britain's city regions to regional and national
economic prosperity is widely recognised. City regions are drivers of economic growth,
which means that the economic growth of cities, regional economic growth and economic
growth of the country as a whole are inextricably linked.
The city regions across the North under-perform the national average. More balanced
growth across the country is a key priority for the Coalition Government and is explicitly
recognised as such in its Programme for Government50. For this to happen the North’s city
regions need to grow at a faster rate than the national average.
The economic importance of transport is confirmed in national policy documents. The 2010
Spending Review states that “high quality transport links are essential to underpin a
successful economy”51. Evidence shows that investing in economic infrastructure is
important for growth and that building better transport links can have a stronger positive
effect on GDP per capita than other forms of investment52.

50

The Coalition: Our Programme for Government, HM Government, 2010
Page 22, Her Majesty’s Treasury (2010) Spending Review, 2010 Cm 7942
52
Her Majesty’s Treasury & Infrastructure UK (2011) National Infrastructure Plan, 2011. The energy sector is
also identified as having high returns
51
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There is also evidence that Britain has underinvested in infrastructure when compared
with comparator economies53. Transport infrastructure in particular has been identified as
a sector that has experienced under investment and where enhancement is needed54.
Nationally, investment in transport has been overly focussed on London and the South
East55. The Leeds City Region will benefit from nationally and locally sponsored government
investment in its transport infrastructure as well as investment by the private sector that
will include:













M1 and M62 ‘Smart’ Managed Motorway
Northern Hub
Wakefield Westgate
Leeds Station Southern entrance
trans-Pennine electrification
Leeds City Centre Ring Road
NGT (Leeds Rapid Transit Trolleybus)
Leeds Rail Growth Package (new stations at Apperley Bridge and Kirkstall Forge)
Leeds Bradford Cycle Super Highway
Access York 1
local pinch point congestion relief schemes
Green Bus and Better Bus Areas projects.

For the Leeds City Region to grow to meet its full potential and for it to contribute to the
re-balancing of the national economy, it needs a transport system that both supports and
facilitates this growth by connecting people to places and to jobs. There is consistent
evidence56 that enhancing connectivity within city regions, between city regions and to
international gateways is critical to supporting a city region’s economic growth.
Enhancing links between the North’s city regions will support and facilitate through
agglomeration and more efficient interaction between businesses and between businesses
and their markets, and also by extending labour markets. The Northern Way57 identified
that existing connectivity between the North's city regions is a barrier to maximising the
rate of economic growth in the North. For the Leeds City Region this means enhanced links
from Leeds, Bradford, York and other employment and population centres to other city
regions elsewhere in the North and the rest of the country. In particular, enhancing the
trans-Pennine corridor will support the growth of both the Leeds and Manchester City
Region economies, the two largest city region economies in the North, and also benefits
the wider North. The Leeds-Sheffield corridor links the two largest city region economies in
Yorkshire and its enhancement supports wider connectivity from the North-East to the East
and West Midlands. There is strong evidence that enhancing links within the North’s city
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Conditions for Growth, Centre for Policy Studies, 2010
Going for Growth: UK Country Notes, OECD, 2010
55
Still on the Wrong Track, IPPR (2013)
56
See for example: Northern Way Growth Strategy, Northern Way, 2004; The Eddington Transport Study,
Eddington R, 2006; Transport – an Engine for Growth, Department for Transport, 2013
57
Strategic Direction for Transport, Northern Way, 2006
54
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regions will support and facilitate efficient city regional labour markets58 and provide
access to opportunity, especially for the more deprived areas59.
There is also strong evidence about the importance of links to London for connectivity to
the world city functions that London supports, as well as access to the UK’s world hub
airport at Heathrow60. Enhancing such connectivity would further benefit the Leeds City
Region’s economy.
Excellent international air connectivity is important to economic growth. Leeds Bradford
International Airport is growing strongly and provides important business connectivity with
Heathrow and Amsterdam (Schiphol), with onward connections to global business
destinations. It is seeking to grow links with other business and hub airports in Europe and
beyond. High quality and reliable surface access is a key driver for any airport’s growth.
Leeds Bradford Airport has experienced strong passenger growth over the last few years,
but in order to maintain and accelerate that growth to reach its full potential, improved
surface access is required. A new airport link road is included in the West Yorkshire plus
Transport Fund, which will be a positive step. Delivering a rail connection to the airport is a
firm ambition of the operator and the LEP, and would be transformational.
Manchester Airport is the largest airport outside the South East and caters for more
passengers than all other northern airports combined. It is the only airport in the North
with an extensive network of inter-continental scheduled services and its catchment covers
the Leeds City Region, as well as the North West. Road and rail access to Manchester
Airport is therefore also important for economic growth in the Leeds City Region61.
Rail freight and international port access is also a key consideration for accessing the UK’s
major container ports at Felixstowe, Thames Gateway and Southampton as well as
northern ports especially on the Humber and Tees (for North European traffic) and Mersey
(for Irish and North American traffic).
Critically, what the available evidence also tells us is that a balanced approach to enhancing
transport is needed: enhancements to links within the Leeds City Region, between the
Leeds City Region and neighbouring city regions, in particular Manchester and Sheffield,
and with London and to international gateways is needed. It is not a choice of focussing on
just one of these priorities if we are to maximise our potential and drive economic
growth62.
In the North every percentage point of economic growth leads to transport demand
growing more strongly when compared with the effect of a percentage point of economic
growth in the South. Every percentage point of population growth in the North produces
more trips than the rest of England63. If the Leeds City Region’s environment is not to be
degraded and future growth is to be sustainable, there is a need to encourage public
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transport use, support active modes and to establish a pattern of car and goods vehicle trip
making that minimises environmental impacts64.
The economic consequences of congestion are well documented as are the benefits that
can come from relieving congestion both in terms of traditional welfare benefits to road
users (time savings, etc.) and impacts on the wider economy (jobs, GVA etc.). Research
undertaken by the Cabinet Office Strategy Unit65 has shown that the costs to society of
poor air quality, ill health, and road accidents in urban areas mirror the high levels of
congestion. The Cabinet Office work suggests that the annual cost to the economy of
congestion is in the region of £11bn. Adding the costs of transport-related poor air quality,
ill health and road accidents takes this figure to in excess of £40bn. The work demonstrates
that transport also contributes to negative experiences of urban streets and public spaces
which, whilst so far unquantifiable, are of major concern to those who live and work in
cities. The key message from the Cabinet Office work is that there are substantial economic
gains to be had from addressing transport’s environmental and accident-related
externalities and a strategy that is simply focussed on driving forward job and GVA growth
through focussing on connectivity is likely to be sub-optimal.
The transport and logistics sector is an important source of employment in the Leeds City
Region. In total 72,400 people (5.5% of the workforce) work in the transport and logistics
sector66. These jobs are not simply providing for the transport demand generated by the
City Region, but are also a reflection of its strategic location at the confluence of northsouth and east-west networks that make the City Region an attractive location for panregional logistics activity.
Transport Demand in the Leeds City Region
Congestion barriers to Economic Growth
The Eddington Transport Study (2006) stated that eliminating existing congestion on the
road network would be worth some £7-8 billion of GDP per annum. If left unchecked, the
rising cost of congestion will waste an extra £22 billion worth of time in England alone by
2025. Applying DfT Guidance, the Eddington Transport Study calculated total direct delay
costs as a result of congestion of around £20 billion per annum67.
A report produced by Atkins consultants for the English Regional Development Agencies in
2008 expanded the approach used by Eddington to assess the economic costs of
congestion in the regions. In 2005, the total costs of congestion across the whole of
England were estimated to be £21.4bn per annum, with the Yorkshire & Humber region
accounting for £2.2bn. Forecasts for 2025 estimated the total cost to be £46.6bn per
annum, with the Yorkshire & Humber region accounting for £4.4bn68.
In the Leeds City Region there are high levels of traffic congestion on both the strategic
road network and the local road network.
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Strategic road network
The Strategic road network within the Leeds City Region is comprised mainly of motorways
but also includes some trunk roads including the A64 and parts of the A1. The strategic
road network is operated and maintained by the Highways Agency.
The sections of the strategic road network in Leeds City Region function as part of a
network serving long distance traffic between the large conurbations and ports in the
north of England as well as serving as key commuter routes for shorter trips.
The M62 forms a large part of the network within the Leeds City Region and connects the
cities of Hull, Leeds, Manchester and Liverpool along with providing for shorter commuter
trips within West Yorkshire. The M62 is designated as part of the Trans European Transport
Network (TEN-T), connecting Ireland with Northern Europe. The route between junctions
25-30 has recently benefited from the installation of Smart Motorways.
The M606 provides the link from the M62 to Bradford and the M621 which provides access
to Leeds.
As well as being used for through traffic travelling east-west (M62) and north-south
(M1/A1(M)), the Strategic Road Network provides the principal road links for cars and for
good vehicles from the Leeds City Region to other city regions and towns and cities across
the country. The M1 provides road access to East Midlands Airport, which is of national
importance for small-packet air freight. On top of this national function, the Strategic Road
Network is used extensively for commuting within the Leeds City Region, for business trips,
for local freight traffic and for trips for leisure and other purposes.
The Leeds City Region’s Strategic Road Network experiences high levels of congestion. This
has an economic cost for commuting trips, business trips within and to and from the Leeds
City Region, goods traffic and on other motorway users. The introduction of Managed
Motorways on the M62 and M1 is welcome and will help alleviate some of the worst
impacts of congestion, In common with the national trend, since 2008, there has been
virtually no growth in private car traffic on the Strategic Road Network. Goods vehicle trips
have fallen, although there has been an increase in light vans. As the economy recovers
traffic growth is anticipated and congestion is anticipated to worsen. There are early
indications that this is now happening. Smart Motorways will provide some respite, but
looking ahead what will be needed is further investment to manage and mitigate the worst
effects of congestion, while at the same time allowing sites to come forward for
development. A particular challenge will be managing access to and from the Strategic
Road Network and the interface between the Strategic Road Network and the locallymanaged network.
Local roads
The Leeds City Region’s local road network also has an important strategic function,
providing access from sites and premises to the Strategic Road Network as well as itself
providing links to neighbouring city regions, access to rail freight terminals and to Leeds
Bradford Airport. The Local Road network caters for journeys to work (87% of the Leeds
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City Region’s 1.37 million journey to work trips are made by road), as well as being used for
other trip purposes and by buses69.
The Local Road network also experiences congestion, as shown in the map below. For
some movements, for example, radially into Leeds and Bradford city centres, the Local
Road network is effectively operating at its capacity during peak periods and growth in
traffic can only occur in the shoulders to the peaks and in off-peak and inter-peak periods.
Elsewhere, there is greater capacity to accommodate some limited growth.

The Leeds City Region recognises and accepts that any extensive increases in road capacity,
particularly radially into town and city centres, would be both environmentally
unacceptable and prohibitively expensive. The West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund
schemes include targeted highway improvements on key corridors that are likely to
generate the most significant economic benefit from a ‘whole route approach’ that
combines highway improvements and bus improvements. There are also a number of
other pinch points on the Local Road network where worthwhile cost-effective congestion
relief could be had with acceptable environmental impact. Local Transport Plans have
identified the journey time reliability benefits to be achieved by targeted smaller scale road
capacity improvements and provides a list of the top 15 congestion hot spots on the local
network70. Key pinch points across the City Region are shown on the map below.
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Road access to Leeds Bradford International Airport has been identified as a particular
problem. The airport’s immediate access experiences congestion and its access to the
motorway network requires use of the congested Leeds or Bradford ring roads.
The capacity and connectivity of the Local Road network is also a constraint on the scale of
possible regeneration and redevelopment of some sites across the Leeds City Region and in
some cases on whether redevelopment can happen at all. If the capacity of such sites to be
returned to productive use is to be maximised, targeted road enhancement is needed.
Part A of the SEP (the Growth Plan) includes case studies of SEP interventions which aim to
drive growth through investment covering a range of policy areas (e.g. transport, housing
and regeneration, business support, skills, etc.). These case studies include evidence to
demonstrate the transport barriers to growth, including areas where congestion on the
local road network is constraining major development sites. There are place-based
examples for Bradford-Shipley Canal Road Corridor; East Leeds Extension; City Fields,
Wakefield; York Central and British Sugar; Aire Valley Leeds Enterprise Zone; and Leeds
South Bank.

CHALLENGES: Strategic and Local Road Networks
o High levels of congestion affecting longer distance travel and local journeys to work projected to worsen as the economy grows
o A need to manage the interface between the Strategic Road network and locally
managed network to create more capacity and optimise use of each
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o
o
o

Limited road capacity and connectivity likely to constrain growth at Leeds Bradford
International Airport, and the positive impacts that could be contributed by LBIA
Road capacity and connectivity a constraint to some development sites coming
forward
Poor road condition, a lack of resilience to poor weather and to accidents and other
incidents in some locations exacerbate congestion

OPPORTUNITIES


Orbital and Ring road improvements



Targeted bypass improvements and pinch-point congestion relief



New access and link roads to serve key destinations (e.g. Leeds Bradford International
Airport) and unlock development sites



Highway maintenance, efficiency and safety improvements



Mode shift to public transport, walking and cycling



DfT Leeds Bradford International Airport Connectivity Study

Rail
The Leeds City Region has an extensive and well used rail network. There were 40 million
passengers journeys made to and from Leeds City Region rail stations in 2011-1271. Leeds
city station is the busiest station in the north of England, while York and Huddersfield are
both in the top ten.
Rail serves not just commuters, but also provides links to retail centres, secondary and
tertiary education and other services. It provides business connectivity to London and
other city regions across the country and to Manchester Airport. As well as being the most
well connected airport outside the South East, Manchester is also the only airport in the
North on the national rail network. York, Leeds and Huddersfield each have direct links to
Manchester Airport, but from elsewhere in the Leeds City Region interchange is needed,
and it is known that interchange is a deterrent to rail use for airport access. It is most
welcome that the committed Northern Hub enhancement will create for the first time
direct rail links from Bradford and Halifax to Manchester Airport, subject to services being
included in the next franchise. A rail link to Leeds Bradford International Airport from Leeds
and Bradford would transform its accessibility across the City Region – to Halifax,
Harrogate, Huddersfield, Wakefield, York and other population and business centres – and
thereby also enhance its potential to drive growth and inward investment into the region.
As has already been noted, peak road capacity into Leeds is constrained. However in the
period leading to the economic downturn employment numbers grew in Leeds, as did
throughput at Leeds city station. It was rail that supported the economic growth of Leeds
city centre. It was not just Leeds that experienced growth in rail demand. The demand for
rail travel throughout the Leeds City Region has been growing and has continued to grow
throughout the period of the economic downturn (in contrast to bus travel). On-train
crowding is now a significant problem and not just in peak periods. Passenger count data
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from the train operating companies shows that the Leeds City Region has some of the most
crowded trains outside London and the South East.

Loading v Capacity - Peak Hour (08:00 - 09:00)
arrivals at Leeds
(December 2011)
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The SEP Transport Technical Annex (Appendix I, Section 5 – Working with other Delivery
Partners) details the contribution of other delivery partners within the transport industry.
Interventions to address overcrowding on the rail network within the Leeds City Region are
central components of plans being promoted by both Network Rail and Rail North.
Interventions to address rail overcrowding include route electrification, Network capacity
improvements and additional rolling stock capacity. The Leeds City Region is working with
Network Rail on an investment programme to increase access to the rail network across
the City Region, including proposals for the Yorkshire Rail Network Study and electrification
of key rail routes in the region. This essential rail investment will help create the right
environment for growth, and prepare the City Region for the arrival of HS2.
The problems with the Leeds City Region’s rail network impacting on its ability to
contribute fully to economic growth have been considered in detail by the Yorkshire Rail
Network Study72 (a piece of work co-sponsored by Metro and SYPTE and for which both the
DfT and Network Rail were part of the Steering Group arrangement). That work identified
that:
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As well as having some of the most crowded trains in the country, the Leeds City
Region is served by some of the oldest rolling stock which falls short of the standards
of comfort and amenity that are expected by rail travellers and experienced elsewhere
in the country - this is particularly so for Northern’s diesel multiple unit fleet;

Yorkshire Rail Network Study, (2012).
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There is limited network capacity to operate additional trains to offer additional
capacity and improved connectivity. Network infrastructure capability provides a
practical constraint on the ability to make best use of rolling stock capacity and secure
efficiencies by running trains through Leeds city station (as opposed to currently
terminating services);



Rail journey times within the City Region and on the routes to Sheffield and
Manchester are slow and suppress the connectivity of labour markets and business-tobusiness interaction. In inter-peak periods, many are slower than the same journeys
made by car.



While Leeds, Wakefield and York have frequent trains to London, other principal towns
and cities in the City Region either have infrequent direct trains and rely principally on
connecting services, or are wholly reliant on connecting services. Compared with
journey times over comparable distances elsewhere in the country, journeys from
Leeds and Wakefield to London are slow. All journey times from Leeds City Region to
the Capital are slow when compared with comparable journeys in competitor
economies in Europe. There has been strong demand growth, but the East Coast Main
Line has limited capacity to accommodate additional services.



Station car parks are regularly full to capacity providing a capacity restraint to rail
meeting its full potential. Some smaller rail stations are poorly integrated with local
bus services and the local pedestrian and cycle networks. Secure cycle parking at
stations is limited.



Poor punctuality and reliability can act as a deterrent to rail meeting its full potential.
The industry measure of the punctuality and reliability of rail services (the Public
Performance Measure, or PPM) has improved significantly over the last 5 years
following successful collaborative schemes involving Network Rail and Train Operating
Companies, but performance in the Leeds City Region varies considerably across lines
and routes. Northern Rail has set itself a target of 92%. The higher scores are achieved
on electrified commuter lines, in 2013 typically over 90%73. Services with lower scores
are those with longer and interurban routes, and with older diesel stock. Some,
including Calder Valley, Huddersfield, Wakefield and York (via Harrogate) score well
below 90%. The requirement to interwork with longer-distance trains or infrastructure
constraints contributes to the lower PPM score. The Rail North proposition for
devolved decision making will make significant steps to improved performance.

Northern Rail PTE Performance Report, 2013.
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PPM Scores by Rail Line in 2012 & 2013
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Rail is not just used for passenger services. Rail freight is important in the Leeds City Region
with freight both passing through the City Region and destined to local terminals. The Aire
Valley power stations are a nationally important power generating cluster. All coal is
brought to these sites by train. While their reliance on coal may decrease over time, the
biomass that will replace it will actually require a greater volume of train movements to
produce the same amount of electricity. However, the rail network is limited in its ability to
cater for either additional or longer and heavier trains.
The biggest rail freight growth sector is inter-modal containers. Nationally, growth of 6%
per annum in international traffic and 8% in domestic traffic is expected in millions of
tonnes lifted, over the next 20 years (to 2033)74. Much of the Leeds City Region’s rail
network does not have the capability to allow the latest generation of inter-modal
containers to be carried on standard wagons – the routes are not ‘gauge-cleared’. The Port
of Liverpool is developing a new container facility but there is no gauge cleared route
across the Pennines as well as limited paths available for freight. Similarly, there are track
capacity and gauge constraints to access to Teesport and to the Humber ports. While the
Government is investing in the creation of a national Strategic Freight Network including
the ‘Electric Spine’ which will create an electrified freight route from Southampton through
the Midlands to Yorkshire and the North East, there are currently no proposals to electrify
the routes to the Leeds City Region’s two container terminals at Stourton and Wakefield.
CHALLENGES: Rail
 Significant over-crowding on peak hour services to/from Leeds
 Service frequency, punctuality and reliability on some routes falls short of what a
modern service-focussed City Region economy requires, with poor quality experience
exacerbated by poor quality rolling stock
 Limited network capacity and capability to operate further passenger services and new
routes within the City Region
74
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 On a number of routes early morning, evening and Sunday services fall short of what
contemporary travel patterns require
 Rail journey times to neighbouring city regions are slow in comparative and absolute
terms
 Journey times to London are comparatively slow and there is limited capacity to add
additional direct services
 Limited capacity for additional freight trains and an insufficient gauge cleared network
 Full station car parks are a capacity constraint and smaller stations require better
integration with their local walk, cycle and bus networks.
 Inadequate ticketing technologies
OPPORTUNITIES:
 HS2 connectivity
 Leeds Station Masterplan
 Existing station gateway and facility improvements
 New station provision
 Rail Park and Ride
 Rail corridor enhancements
 Rolling Stock refurbishment
 Smartcard ticketing
 Rail North proposition for devolved decision making

Bus
Although rail is important to the Leeds City Region economy, local bus services cater for
around 6 times as many passengers as rail (with 196 million passengers in 2012-13 in West
Yorkshire and York alone). Bus provides for journeys to work and education, access to
shops and services and leisure journeys. Bus is essential to the City Region’s town and city
centres, as well as providing transport connectivity to those without access to a car. An
average 27.6% of households in Leeds City Region have no access to a car compared with a
national average of 25.6%. In urban areas the availability of a car drops substantially
further – 68% of households in Leeds and 69% in Bradford do not own a vehicle75.
Overall patronage in West Yorkshire has been in steady decline over the last decade76,
although there are signs that patronage has stabilised with some early evidence of growth
in some areas. This historic trend of decline is not unique to West Yorkshire and is
prevalent in other city regions outside London. The experience in York has been slightly
different with some encouraging patronage growth, but passenger numbers are much
smaller than in West Yorkshire, and York experiences very different market conditions with
a significant reliance on tourism and a very different geography, with a single centre and
constrained highway network. The impact of de-regulation on West Yorkshire has been the
fragmentation and lack of integration of bus services, with limited ability to market a clear,
comprehensive and comprehensible network and fare system. The Competition
75
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Commission has also identified market concentration in the hands of few providers and the
‘adverse effects of competition’ as further obstacles to better bus services77. A Bus Quality
Contract Scheme, suspending de-regulation and bringing in a London / European style
tendering system is the preferred option of Metro to address patronage decline, but
partnership options are also being considered.

West Yorkshire Bus Patronage
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Most bus services in the City Region are provided commercially, so the trend of long term
decline produces a vicious circle of falling patronage, leading to a lower level of service that
can be provided commercially, which in turn leads to bus services that are less attractive to
users. Metro and York City Council’s ability to support socially-necessary bus services
through tendering is limited due to their decreasing budgets. While connectivity to local
77

Local Bus Service Market Investigation, Competition Commission, 2010.
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town and city centres remains relatively good, this is not generally the case for journeys
across town and city centres, to neighbouring towns and cities or for making orbital trips.
Buses also experience the effects of congestion on the roads and this contributes to poor
punctuality. Bus punctuality (measured by the percentage of scheduled services arriving
less than one minute early or five minutes late) stood at 87% for West Yorkshire in 201213.
Bus will play a vital part in the Leeds City Region’s future economy. Bus will support the
growth of employment and activity in the Leeds City Region’s town and city centres by
providing a credible alternative to the car, and will address congestion by providing
sustainable access to redevelopment and regeneration sites. Importantly, it will provide
the means for those without a car to participate in the Leeds City Region’s economic
growth and enjoy the benefits that this brings. Reversing the decline in bus connectivity
that comes with falling demand will be important for the city region to meet its full
potential. There needs to be a better value for money offer. This will mean making bus
more attractive by speeding journeys, improving punctuality and reliability and improving
the quality of the door-to-door journey.
CHALLENGES: Bus
 Fragmentation and lack of integration of bus services, with limited ability to market a
clear, comprehensive and comprehensible network and ticketing system
 Bus patronage is declining and this is a threat to long term network viability
 Buses are delayed by congestion and this adversely affects their punctuality
 Cross-centre and orbital connectivity is generally poor and requires interchange
 Too much market concentration
OPPORTUNITIES:
 Bus corridor and city centre improvements
 Investment in the technology for smart media ticketing
 Improved interchange for enhanced connectivity and customer services
 Bus park and ride, e.g. Elland Road, Leeds extension
 Transformational schemes, e.g. NGT trolleybus line extensions, tram train etc
 Build on existing Travel Plan Networks with new Local Sustainable Transport Fund
schemes to promote mode shift to public transport through employers

Cost of Public Transport
Over a number of years the cost of using public transport in the Leeds City Region –
whether it be bus or rail – has been increasing at a faster rate than inflation and at a faster
rate than the cost of motoring.
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West Yorkshire
LTP Indicator

Data Source

Cost of Travel
Average Adult
Fare West
Yorkshire
(Metro)
Fuel Yorkshire &
Humber (AA
fuel price
report for
June)

Type

Year 2011

Year 2012

Year 2013

Baseline (£)

(£)

(£)

Trend

Rail (Peak)

2.11

2.22

2.42

Up

Rail (Off Peak)

1.97

2.09

2.34

Up

Bus (Peak)

1.68

1.75

1.79

Up

Bus (Off Peak)

1.62

1.71

1.75

Up

1.35/ltr

1.33/ltr

1.34/ltr

Unleaded
Diesel

1.39/ltr

1.39/ltr

1.39/ltr

-

Rising transport costs have three key consequences:




it reduces the travel horizons of those who are most dependent on public transport
and limits their ability to enter the labour market or change to a better paid job.
it reinforces the perspective of those who do have a choice that travelling by bus and
train does not offer good value for money.
it supresses the discretionary use of bus and train, which in turn has a negative
financial consequence on the industry.

Despite the availability of operator multi-trip tickets and multi-operator products, multi-leg
journeys by bus often come with a significant financial penalty to users. While those multitrip tickets that are available may offer worthwhile discounts to those who travel five days
per week, they are not necessarily suited to those who may work part-time or while being
frequent public transport users have irregular travel patterns.
Progress is being made, with smartcard multi-operator ticketing infrastructure already put
in place to support bus transport in the City Region but there is a lack of transferability to
rail. The current rail franchises (First TPE and Northern Rail) have no smart ticketing
obligation in their franchises, and it could be several years after the start of a new franchise
before smart ticketing is implemented
CHALLENGES: Cost of Public Transport
 Public transport fares have been increasing faster than inflation
 Cost of public transport is a barrier to labour market participation and limits travel
horizons
 Multi-modal and multi-trip tickets in their current form are not attractive to part-time
workers or those who do not have a regular travel pattern
 Current Rail franchises have no smart ticketing obligation in their franchises
OPPORTUNITIES:
 Integration of bus and rail tickets – for a step change in the public transport offer with
seamless travel by bus and rail
 Accelerated smart enabled local rail – to remove payment barriers
 Build on existing Local Sustainable Transport Fund schemes and partnerships to provide
targeted discounted travel tickets to assist people into employment and training
 New Local Sustainable Transport Fund scheme to develop the smart card back office
and capability to deliver ticketing and journey planning information
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Supporting Sustainable Travel
Transport is a significant emitter of greenhouse gases. 21% of the City Region’s greenhouse
gases are associated with road transport, with the bulk of this (97%) coming from private
cars and goods traffic. The Leeds City Region is committed to promoting a low carbon
economy, and the transport sector must contribute to this.
All other things being equal, increasing volumes of car and good vehicle trips along with
worsening congestion will act against this objective. Well-utilised rail and bus services are
more carbon efficient per passenger mile than car, and rail freight is more energy efficient
than the road alternative. Supporting growth in public transport patronage will support the
development of a low carbon economy.
Air quality considerations are also a potential constraint. Poor air quality can have a direct
and negative health impact which itself has economic costs to the health service and in
terms of lost productivity, as well as the obvious social impact. As already noted, Cabinet
Office research suggests that the economic cost of transport-related poor air quality is
substantial.
Mandatory air quality limits for NOx have the potential to limit how roads are used – for
example, they have led to proposals from the Highways Agency for a 12-hour 60 mph limit
on the M1 immediately south of the Leeds City Region. Also, air quality considerations have
the potential to limit and constrain where development and regeneration may occur.
Private cars and goods vehicles are the principal source of NOx, although in town and city
centres, buses are a notable and important source. Already York is seeking to address this
through the promotion of electric buses.
Walking and cycling offer an emissions-free alternative to vehicular travel, as well as
offering health benefits which themselves have a substantial economic as well as social
value. Across the City Region there are barriers to walking and cycling. The layout of our
roads is not conducive to encouraging cycling because of perceived and actual danger to
the cyclist. Generally, facilities for cycle parking and storage at our places of work and in
town and city centres are poor in quality and limited in number. Pedestrian routes often
lack legibility with priority given to motor traffic and they can be poorly lit at night,
especially when off highway.
Progress is being made in increasing awareness of the benefits of walking and cycling, and
in raising the numbers travelling this way. York has set the standard in the City Region for
promoting walking and cycling. West Yorkshire is looking to make a step change towards
similar standards of provision and use. The successful West Yorkshire bid for Cycle City
Ambition Grant for the Leeds – Bradford City Connect Project (with its core component of a
23km Cycle Super Highway) and the associated ‘Best Foot Forward‘ walking project shows
the ambition to promote walking and cycling and the appetite to work with the Health
sector and a range of other partners to achieve significant impacts. The West Yorkshire
Local Transport Plan Cycle Prospectus 2013 sets out the vision and principles for
collaborative working to deliver increased levels of walking and cycling.
Provision for walking and cycling, along with our built and natural environment are an
integral part of the City Region’s quality of life. As well as contributing to its well-being,
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together this makes the City Region an attractive place for businesses to grow and invest
and offers a competitive advantage over other locations. Enhancements to transport can
improve the City Region’s quality of life, but there is also the danger that a pursuit of easy
economic wins can lead to longer negative and unintended impacts. The City Region is
acutely aware that its quality of life is a positive asset and the need to protect and enhance
this. This theme is further addressed in our Green Infrastructure Strategy, described in
more detail below.
CHALLENGES: Supporting Sustainable Travel
 The need to minimise the transport sector’s greenhouse gas emissions
 The need to reduce emissions of pollutants to minimise adverse effects on the economy
and on society of air quality-related health impacts
 The need to protect and enhance the City Region’s built and natural environment
 Current walk and cycle networks are not conducive to encouraging greater use of active
modes
OPPORTUNITIES:
 Cycle superhighways for a step change in quality of provision
 Safer roads interventions to create conditions conducive to walking and cycling
 Public realm improvements to create attractive places and encourage walking and cycling
 Green bus infrastructure
 Local Sustainable Transport Fund (LSTF) for engagement, encouragement and training to
support take up of sustainable travel and help deliver accessibility, air quality and health
benefits

Transport Assets
Roads, structures and signals
Poorly maintained roads have an economic cost for the road user, to businesses and to the
local authority responsible for maintaining the asset. Reactive and ad hoc repairs to roads
and bridges that have fallen into a poor state of repair can reduce the efficiency of the road
network causing unreliable or increased journey times, and can have a greater whole life
cost consequence than regular planned preventative maintenance. Poorly maintained
roads can also result in damage to vehicles (with costs to their owners) and can contribute
to accidents.
A Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) report has highlighted the costs of not investing in
maintaining the condition of the road asset, showing that for every £1 reduction in road
maintenance, there is a cost of £1.50 to the wider economy78.
Valuation exercises have put the value of West Yorkshire’s transport assets alone at £10bn
supported by £100m per year of revenue budget to look after those assets79. The condition
of the City Region’s road assets generally improved over the period 2000-2010, with road
condition peaking in 2009.
78
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The Economics of Road Maintenance, Transport Research Laboratory, 2013.
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However, since then the condition has deteriorated markedly. This has been the result of
recent extreme weather and above inflation price increases in raw materials. The winters
of 2009/10 and 2010/11 were the coldest for 30 years, followed by some of the wettest in
decades; a combination that has speeded up the deterioration of our roads. Global
increases in oil prices has led to a 60% cost increase in the price of bitumen, the core
component used in road surfacing, and this, coupled with impact of reduced funding,
means that the City Region has less ability to undertake planned maintenance. There is a
direct cause and effect with the amount of money spent and the condition of the asset.
The result is a £300m road maintenance backlog in West Yorkshire alone.
The graph shows the percentage of A roads in West Yorkshire where maintenance should
be considered.
Percentage of A roads where maintenance should be
considered
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The condition of the roads is very important to users. The annual West Yorkshire LTP
Customer Satisfaction survey identifies the condition of roads as the most important
aspect of the transport network. When asked to rate satisfaction, customers have
consistently (from 2011-13) scored road condition poorly when compared with other
aspects of the network80.
Structures and signals are an essential part of the highway asset. Within the City Region
access to local and manufacturing sites is generally provided by minor roads diverting from
the primary route network. The highway infrastructure relies on many structures crossing
railways, rivers and canals, whilst in rural area there are many miles of wall supporting
roads on valley sides.
Traffic signals provide for the efficient movement of vehicles. A well maintained suite of
structures and signals connects people efficiently to jobs and more importantly allows
businesses to receive and move their goods and services efficiently. If any part of the
80
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structure is closed or restricted for any reason, traffic is disrupted with impacts on the
wider network and a resulting cost and inconvenience to the user. Diversions particularly
affect HGVs and place undue strain on business productivity. The overall functional
requirement for bridge and signal management, therefore, is to keep road user disruption
to a minimum.
Within West Yorkshire alone there are 800 road bridges, 700 footbridges and 1,300 km of
retaining walls. In the cities there is evidence that structures are failing. Further
deterioration will result in the imposition of new or further weight restrictions which will
involve diversions for commercial and public service vehicles.
Action is required to tackle the most severely damaged roads, structures and signals to
allow the road network to recover, become resilient and achieve a real difference in safer
and smoother, more consistent road journeys for all road users.
CHALLENGES: Transport Asset maintenance
 Overall, the City Region’s roads, structures and signals are in a poor state of repair
 There is a substantial maintenance back log that exceeds available budgets
 There is a need to tackle the most severely damaged roads, structures and signals to
reduce impacts on business productivity
OPPORTUNITIES
 Accelerated planned maintenance schemes to allow the road network to recover from
the impacts of severe winters and funding constraints and get traffic moving again on
the key corridors

The current City Region transport network will constrain growth
Whilst the current transport network supports a significant volume of passenger and
freight movement, decades of under-investment means that the capacity of the network
has not kept pace with economic and population growth leading to problems of delays,
congestion and crowding. For example, in 2012-13 Yorkshire and Humber received
investment in transport of £246 per head of population, compared to £545 per person in
London. As illustrated below, the West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund will invest in the core
infrastructure required to maintain sustainable growth and the international
competitiveness of the City Region. The Transport Fund was developed from an economic
growth perspective and uses a new methodology for prioritising investment on the basis of
economic growth.
The map below illustrates the locations across West Yorkshire where transport costs are
causing constraints on jobs, with the forecast constraint in job numbers set out below:
Bradford
Calderdale
Kirklees
Leeds
Wakefield
Total

-3,700
-1,600
-4,000
-6,000
-6,600
-22,000
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Locations across West Yorkshire where transport costs are causing constraints on jobs

The West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund
Academic studies backed up by detailed and bespoke transport and economic modelling in
West Yorkshire have shown that inadequate transport and connectivity is a major factor
holding back the West Yorkshire economy. Current forecasts suggest that the economy
will be constrained by some 22,000 jobs and £1.5bn of GVA p.a. by 2036 as a result of
sub-optimal transport systems.
The West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund has been designed to deliver that much needed
investment through a 10 year £1.6 billion programme and to align with and add value to
national transport investment including the Northern Hub, rail electrification and
improvements to the strategic road network. It has been developed in a very robust
manner and uses bespoke modelling tools, that are capable of forecasting the scale and
location of employment suppression across West Yorkshire as a result of transport costs, to
objectively appraise and prioritise projects and an overall core package of schemes on the
basis of forecast employment and GVA impact per £1 of investment.
The core package has been assessed as capable of ‘buying back’ some 20,000 (90%) of
those 22,000 constrained jobs across West Yorkshire and York and some £1.35bn p.a.
(90%) of the lost GVA. Where this increase in GVA is delivered the exchequer will benefit at
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a rate of approximately 35 pence in the pound through the national tax take, as well as
benefiting at the same rate from the tax generated through the initial investments.
The delivery of the Transport Fund will therefore play a key role in meeting City Region job
creation and GVA targets.

CHALLENGE:
 Economic growth will be constrained across the City Region by an estimated
22,000 jobs due to inadequate transport and connectivity
OPPORTUNITY:
 West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund - a 10 year £1 billion programme to align
with and add value to national transport investment
HS2 Ready
The government’s plans to build a ‘Y-shaped’ high speed rail line (HS2) to Leeds and
Manchester offer a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to rebalance the UK economy and
accelerate growth in Leeds City Region and the rest of the north of England.
We have a five point plan for our city region – to build from the north, invest early in
connectivity, address concerns about the route, review compensation arrangements and
successfully manage the project to budget.
The sooner the powers for the construction of the northern route are secured, the sooner
the economic potential will kick start.
We also feel very strongly that the start-date for construction of the Phase 2 HS2 route
should be brought forward to the soonest practical date. This would support a huge early
connectivity gain for the City Region with the centres of Sheffield, Derby and Nottingham.
KPMG has projected that the line has the potential to add 1.6% to the West Yorkshire
economy each year (£1bn), with a total potential boost of around £15bn to the national
economy. There will be 10,000 jobs created during the construction of HS2, and its operation
will support many thousands more once services begin.
We believe we can create an even bigger impact on economic growth by planning and
working to achieve the very best outcome for the people of the City Region.
Leeds City Region is determined to realise this potential.
Build from the North
The eastern leg of phase 2 brings Leeds, Sheffield City Region, the Nottingham and Derby
area and Birmingham into a much closer and more coherent economic zone of 8 million
people and 4 million jobs within one hour of travel time. This is why the incremental benefits
of building the eastern leg are considerable and of significant value to the UK economy. In
particular this leg links the four main manufacturing centres in the UK and, therefore,
supports transformational growth in this important sector by bringing key businesses closer
together.
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We welcome Sir David Higgins’ recommendations to complete phase two of HS2 three years
ahead of the planned date and to start construction of Leeds station more quickly – as soon
as the powers are granted through Parliament.
We call upon Government to endorse Sir David’s recommendations and to give a clear
commitment to building the eastern route as soon as possible. We also ask that Government
look further at the timescales of phase two to determine whether further savings can be
made during the construction stages.
Growth Strategy
Leeds and Sheffield City Regions have already invested in work to consider the economic
benefits of HS281. We have also been part of the Eastern Network Partnership that has
looked into the case of HS282. We now think it is important that we make the benefits of HS2
as real as possible for people and businesses.
We will therefore be looking at how HS2 will benefit the economy of the Leeds City Region.
We want to move the debate on from ‘what?’ the quantifiable economic impact is to ‘why?’
and ‘how?’ in terms of the impact of HS2 on the economic position of Leeds and the City
Region. We will also look at how bringing the area closer to the rest of the UK and the world
will change our economic geography. Our supply chain has strong expertise and critical mass
in sectors associated with infrastructure, built-environment and rail. All of this should point
to areas for action and what specifically should be done by the LEP, business, HS2 Ltd and
government to maximise the economic benefits of HS2.
Our work will consider the economic case for High Speed Rail from the perspective of Leeds
City Region, including analysis of the potential impacts of HS2 on labour markets,
agglomeration, direct jobs and the influence on supply chains. It will include an assessment
of the potential opportunities in the South Bank and provide specific recommendations on
what should be done, with options on funding and financing.
We would like to work with HS2 Ltd and government to develop our growth strategy to
ensure that we can create a strong evidence base, and any support in funding this work,
including in collaboration with other cities, would be very welcome. This support could come
in the shape of central consultancy support from HS2 Ltd. We think this is a good approach
for those questions that should be answered across city region boundaries. As the Growth
Taskforce suggests, we think this is a priority, and look to HS2 Ltd to provide this support as
early as possible this year (2014) so that we can have our strategy in place by the end of the
year.
Maximising the Skills
We want to make sure City Region residents can access the direct job opportunities HS2
offers. There will be a need for a bigger and better-skilled rail and construction workforce,
and we also require more people to enter rail and engineering professions. And to ensure
that we can maintain a pipeline of appropriately-skilled workers across these disciplines, we
81
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need to convince young people and their parents of the potential opportunities that HS2 will
open up in rail and engineering.
The Government has announced that it wishes to establish a new ‘HS2 College’ to be in
operation in 2017. Our employer led Employment and Skills Panel and Skills Network have
already developed a collaborative approach to identifying and meeting the skills needs of
local business to support growth and inward investment to create economic prosperity for
the people who live and work in the City Region. The Skills Network includes 14 further
education colleges, 9 universities and over 100 commercial training companies,
apprenticeship providers, voluntary and community sector training organisations. We think
Leeds City Region is the right place for the new college and to train the next generation of
world-class engineers.
Supply Chain
At the national level, HS2 has the potential to make the UK once again a world-leader in
engineering. Contracts worth £25bn will be let during the construction of the new network,
and HS2 Ltd wishes to promote the systematic use of cutting-edge technology to design and
build the railway, providing opportunities for specialist companies from across the UK. We
support this ambition and want to encourage innovation in all aspects of design and delivery
of HS2.
The City Region has many world-class design and engineering companies of its own. The
opportunities for local businesses to become part of the supply chains for HS2 are huge – we
will do all that we can to assist City Region companies to make the most of these
opportunities. These efforts will include the promotion of collaboration throughout the
supply chain to encourage the spread of innovative techniques and the right skills across as
many local businesses as possible.
Engaging Businesses
Part of this process is about engaging with businesses so that they are HS2 ready. The first
step is to ensure that organisations across the country understand the benefits of HS2 and
support the project. To that end, we have established ‘Connected Cities’ – a coalition of
cities from the north and midlands including Leeds, Manchester, Sheffield, Liverpool, Derby,
York, Newcastle and Nottingham. Coming together to provide one voice in support of HS2,
we are calling for a collective national commitment to deliver HS2 to the north and midlands
as quickly as possible.
We are also working with the Chamber of Commerce to create an HS2 Ambassadors and
Advocates network of regional business leaders who are willing to publicly support the
initiative and promote the benefits.
To ensure that we give a coherent and consistent message, we look to HS2 Ltd to be as
transparent as possible on its national messaging and communications approach and work
closely with us and the other cities as it develops its forward programme.
A Step Change in Connectivity
We want to ensure the development and implementation of our long term rail strategy
places HS2 at its heart, and provides a step change in capacity, passenger experience and
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connectivity in a way that integrates HS2 with our other existing networks and with planned
schemes in the Transport Fund.
The advent of HS2 should be the catalyst for the creation of a truly modern, 21st century rail
network in the City Region. Existing national commitments will produce substantial
improvements: the Northern Hub infrastructure, the associated trans-Pennine
electrification, and the Inter-city Express Programme on the East Coast Main Line will all
bring improvements to rail connectivity within the City Region and to other parts of the
country.
Our vision is to make onward travel from Leeds (or York) to the rest of the City Region as
easy and seamless as making connections in London.
Early investment
We also welcome Sir David’s challenge for the north to reach a consensus on its rail
ambitions. The Northern Hub was a great example of project that secured good value for the
investment, but it was only ever envisaged as the starting point in transforming the North’s
connectivity in support of helping to close the economic output gap between the north and
south.
We have already started work on the next stage of the Northern Hub through the Yorkshire
Rail Network Study. This work has identified up to £12bn of economic benefits through
dramatically improving capacity, frequencies and journey times on all the rail links within the
Leeds and Sheffield City Regions, and between them and the rest of the north. Coupled with
the Rail North Long Term Rail Strategy, we have a great starting point in terms of an
evidence base.
We are now undertaking work over the next 9 months on the Leeds City Region HS2
Connectivity Programme, to understand what else we need to do beyond what is already
planned for and committed, and to fully spread the benefits of HS2 across the City Region
and beyond. City Region partners are working with HS2, Network Rail and the Highways
Agency to develop this plan.
We also think it necessary to work together with our northern colleagues to consider what
follows the Northern Hub and how we can achieve a more ambitious Leeds to Manchester
link.
We are already investing our time and resource into this work. We will only secure the
necessary support for continuing to press ahead with this if we can demonstrate that
government is serious about investing in infrastructure in the north. We therefore need
government to deliver on the projects in the pipeline and to give commitment at the earliest
stage possible to future schemes. Network Rail are already underway with Phase 2 of our
joint Yorkshire Rail Network Study with Sheffield City Region – identifying to Network Rail’s
GRIP Stage 2 the costed enhancements to the rail network in Yorkshire that are needed to
provide this connectivity. Many of the outputs needed will no doubt be best delivered
through electrification of the routes including the CalderValley (Leeds-Bradford-Halifax),
Harrogate and Leeds-Sheffield lines (also linking other core cities). This brings together
journey time enhancements with modern rolling stock and more capacity. Electrification
also dramatically reduces operating costs and subsidy. This SEP seeks government support to
ensure the rail industry takes forwards the Yorkshire Rail Network Study Phase 2 to outline
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and detailed design as soon as possible for implementation in Control Period 5 and early
Control Period 6.
Coupled with rail infrastructure and station improvements, ensuring our rail network is ‘HS2
ready’ will require the significant modernisation of and capacity enhancements to our rolling
stock fleets. The Rail North partnership is already undertaking work jointly with the
Department for Transport to understand how this can best be achieved through the now live
re-franchising process for the replacement Northern Rail and Transpennine Express rail
franchises. Our evidence developed so far indicates that full and comprehensive
refurbishment of part of the diesel rolling stock fleet will be necessary if we are to meet
customer expectations prior to the electrification of our rail network. This SEP is seeking £5m
to make a start on this process, and we are seeking Department for Transport and rail
industry support in implementing this.
HS2 released capacity
HS2 will release capacity on existing rail routes, freeing them up for more local and regional
rail services. This released capacity on the existing network should mean that services to
London on these lines are improved. We recognise that the Department for Transport’s
principles set out in the October 2013 Strategic Case show a clear commitment to retain
direct connectivity to London for places such as Wakefield. We are not only concerned to
ensure that Wakefield does not see a reduction in service as a result of HS2, but also that
Bradford, Harrogate, Halifax and Huddersfield can benefit from fast, regular direct services
to London as well. Leeds and York will see major service improvements under current HS2
plans, with knock-on benefits not only for the wider Leeds City Region but also places
beyond such as Scarborough and the Tees Valley. Our evidence demonstrates that there are
also potentially greater benefits from doing so83.
The extra capacity should also make possible faster, more frequent services from Leeds to
Edinburgh and Newcastle, to new destinations such as Cambridge, and on the cross country
corridor to southern England, as well as new fast services such as Bradford-Sheffield.
We call upon government to be as clear as possible about the benefits for those towns and
cities not served directly by a HS2 station, and we welcome the Growth Taskforce’s report
that recommends this is completed during 2014.
Linking the two stations in Leeds
A fast and convenient link between the two stations in Leeds is fundamental to ensure that
the rest of the connectivity package works. We do not want the walk between the two
stations to become a barrier to their use. This means seeking to develop an ambitious
proposal for a single integrated station and transport hub that is an iconic building and a
world class gateway to the city and the City Region.
This also means an ambitious plan for the existing station, and we are seeking £11m through
the SEP as a first stage to this. Furthermore, we need to also enhance our other main city
and town centre stations to ensure they provide modern, welcoming gateways to both the
rail network and centres, as well as ensuring our other rail stations meet a set of minimum
standards that we have developed. This SEP seeks £20m to develop and implement this, and
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seeks Government support in ensuring DfT and rail industry funding and support is directed
towards this.
Other transport improvements
Alongside rail, we need to invest in our other transport networks. Our £1bn West Yorkshireplus Transport Fund investments will themselves add £2.4bn annually and 20,000 jobs to our
economy by the mid-2030s. Our Transport Fund also includes a number of transformation
schemes that will complement the develop of HS2, for example expansion of the initial NGT
trolleybus network to provide a core ‘rapid transit’ network for West Yorkshire.
Within the West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund is the Leeds City Centre Transport Strategy
that is needed to ensure the highway network is ready. We are enhancing the original
scheme within the fund to ensure that it matches our aspirations for the Southbank and
wider city centre. Whilst we are still developing the business case, our current estimate of
the project is the region of £100m (please see scheme proforma in Appendix I). We are
working in collaboration with the Highways Agency to develop a scheme that supports the
growth of Leeds city centre; improves accessibility; enhances the environment and reduces
carbon emissions. We will develop the business case over the next 9 months.
We are already well underway with other infrastructure to transform the urban environment
in the Southbank and around the new station site. This is crucial if we are to entice
developers to the area and be ready for the start of station construction. We have identified
specific projects such as pedestrian access from the current station and have set out the
feasibility work to develop our road map (see separate proforma in Appendix I).
Overall, HS2 will bring substantial agglomeration economies to Leeds City Region and other
parts of the north. It is not the only solution though, and we need to be ambitious for our
regional connections across the north on the existing network too – for example
strengthening east–west rail links between Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds/Sheffield–
Hull/Newcastle, as indicated in the recently published HS2 Plus report by Sir David Higgins.
By bringing the cities north of Birmingham much closer to each other, it will begin to create a
much more coherent economic area. It will strengthen the ability of Leeds City Region to be
a preferred pivotal location for business and conferencing in the north of England. This in
turn will generate gains in productivity and output not yet fully measured by existing studies,
thereby helping to unlock growth potential across the north and rebalance the national
economy. .
Regeneration
HS2 is about much more than improvements to the transport network – in fact, its main
benefits will stem from the regeneration of not just the area around the new station, but of
towns and cities right across the City Region, plus the extra jobs, business opportunities and
inward investment that will flow in the future.
Leeds City Centre
In Leeds itself, fully joined up stations will be the catalyst for one of the largest regeneration
projects in Europe – to create a new business and residential district in the south of Leeds.
Development of South Bank has the potential to create 120,000m2 of additional
employment space and 10,000 direct jobs, while there is an additional 101,200m2 of land
with development potential in Holbeck Urban Village. These exciting plans would remain
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unaffected by any refinement to the precise HS2 station location. They also tie in with wider
ambitions to develop Leeds city centre across the West End, Victoria Gate, Arena Quarter
and Quarry Hill.
The City Council will need to update its 2011 Southbank planning framework to incorporate
aspirations for the site around the station, and has started to consider how this can be
achieved to the timescales set out by Sir David Higgins’ report. We ask that the engineers
and architects of HS2 be allowed to support this design process. Such additional resource
and expertise (perhaps through direct secondments) would greatly assist the production of a
plan that is world-class in its approach to urban design.
CHALLENGE:


Improve connectivity within the region as well as to London and other major cities



Ensure HS2 is the catalyst for economic growth across the North

 Ensure that the benefits of HS2 are felt across the whole of the Leeds City Region
OPPORTUNITY:


Improving connectivity across the whole of the City Region to ensure that all parts
benefit from HS2



To be the host of the new HS2 College to drive up the supply of engineering and
construction skills across the City Region



To encourage and support businesses to become part of the HS2 supply chain

Housing

Where are we now?
■

Leeds City Region is a diverse area, containing a number of overlapping housing
markets. Some of these housing markets have common features, but others present
differing opportunities and challenges.

■

House building in 2012/13 was 54% of that in the pre-recession years.

■

House prices in many parts of the LCR are continuing to rise, leading to increasing
pressure on the provision of affordable housing options

■

A major structural change is occurring in the housing market, with overall needs
moving increasingly towards the private rented and shared ownership tenures.

Challenges and barriers to growth
The long term housing growth agenda is vital in supporting the City Region’s economic
ambitions and place making role and providing good quality accommodation for families,
entrepreneurs, and other individuals. This has links to the sustainability and regeneration
needs within the City Region, the quality of the existing housing stock, the infrastructure
needed to support economic growth and the skills / worklessness agendas.
Accessibility and connectivity are also significant issues affecting housing and wider
development and therefore, current transport priorities and proposals will also need to
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be taken into account. Other key housing issues are:
■

ensuring that housing and neighbourhood infrastructure supports business growth
and job creation

■

the need to significantly increase the supply of homes for the growing number of
households and changing types of households,

■

increasing the supply of affordable housing and shared ownership homes.

■

the sustainability of communities and the need in places for multi-faceted mixed used
growth and regeneration schemes

■

improving the quality and energy efficiency of the existing housing stock

The role of housing in supporting economic growth
The economic impact of new housing development is well documented. Among the key
benefits are the generation of direct employment, supply chain benefits and training
initiatives for young people through apprenticeships. For example, Skills Funding Agency
data shows there were 13,700 apprenticeship starts during 2012/13 in construction,
planning and the built environment, providing important opportunities for young people to
learn a trade, with many of the major house builders committed to the programme.
The construction industry is an important part of the City Region economy, and its
distribution across the geography makes it an important source of local employment. It is
estimated the sector employs 75,000 mainly skilled employees, contributing approximately
6% of total output. Across the north of England, the Northern Housing Consortium
estimates that housing organisations alone support £10.3bn of expenditure and 116,000
jobs. Once new homes are occupied, they also provide opportunities to capture higher
levels of expenditure which otherwise may have been lost to the local economy, for
example through household expenditure in shops and use of local services.
These findings are also supported by national research which regularly emphasises the role
that housing plays within the economy. Research by the Chartered Institute of Housing in
the South East highlighted the role that housing can play in catalysing sustainable
economic growth84. It notes the ability of housing to (amongst other things) support
economic and social mobility, create attractive locations for skilled labour and support
vulnerable groups, all of which support economic prosperity. Research by FTI Consulting
85
estimated that an additional £1 of demand for construction activity generates £2.09 of
economic output through direct and indirect multipliers. This ratio is greater than for other
prominent sectors, with the added benefit that construction profits are more likely to
remain in the UK due to the relatively small number of foreign-owned firms in the sector. A
slightly different figure can be found in research commissioned by the UK Contractor’s
Group in 200986, which found that every £1 spent on construction output generated £2.84
in total economic activity.
The Role of Housing in the Economy study commissioned by the Homes and Communities
Agency (2010) further highlighted a range of economic contributions, including housing’s
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macro-economic role (the sector’s overall national economic multiplier is one of the
highest), housing wealth impacts on consumption and the role of the market in supporting
labour mobility (e.g. growth of the private rented sector).
Benefits of housing investment can also extend beyond economic factors. For example,
improved housing conditions can result in savings in the healthcare sector. There are
proven links between poor housing and ill health, with substandard housing estimated to
be costing the NHS at least £600m per year87. Excess cold and domestic hazards are
particularly significant issues, with 45% of all accidents occurring in homes, and excess cold
linked to higher risks of respiratory and cardiovascular illnesses. Research undertaken in
the Leeds City Region has also supported the connection between high quality housing and
health, recommending investment in home security and energy efficiency to improve and
protect resident health88.
The housing market and an efficient and growing economy
The City Region is home to almost 3m people. It is already the largest city region in
England and further population growth is expected in the coming years – by around 22%
between 2011 and 2033. This builds on population growth of 7% between 2001 and 2011,
which added over 190,000 to the City Region population. During this period, there were
particularly marked increases in the population of Bradford, Leeds and Kirklees.
Population growth, along with changes in housing demand, are forecast to drive demand
for housing. It is estimated that there will be 1.3 million households in the Leeds City
Region by 2021; an increase of 115,000 on the 2011 figure89. This suggests a requirement
for an average of 11,500 additional homes per year over a ten year period against current
development levels.
Forecast Household Numbers and Housing Requirements (thousands)
– 2021
Household
Forecast
Leeds
– 361
– Bradford
– 215
– Kirklees
– 185
– Wakefield
– 153
– Barnsley
– 109
– Calderdale
– 97
– York
– 91
– Harrogate
– 73
– Selby
– 39
– Craven
– 27
– Leeds City Region
– 1,349
–

Annual Housing
Requirement 2011-2021
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

4.1
1.6
1.1
1.3
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.2
11.5

Source: DCLG 2011-based interim household projections
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New, high quality housing development will ensure that this increased housing demand will
be met in a sustainable way whilst also supporting economic growth, by:
 Providing the volume of housing needed to accommodate a growing workforce and
retaining a proportion of spend within the City Region;
 Adjusting the mix of housing to ensure it responds to the needs of a growing economy
(for example to satisfy the needs of higher income households and an ageing population
to support the more efficient use of housing);
 Providing a supply of development sites suitable for both housing and employment
uses;
 Supporting strategic growth locations that can make a significant contribution to
realising growth ambitions; and
Creating direct employment opportunities in the construction sector to deliver new and
improved stock.Changing Patterns of Housing Demand
Strategic Housing Market Assessments prepared across the Leeds City Region districts
indicate increasing demand arising from single person households and couples with no
children, with more modest growth in households with children. There is a need for more
one and two bedroom homes to account for a growing housing need, and the need to
accommodate a growing ageing population, including adjustments to current homes and
the provision of extra care/supported housing. There is also a need for affordable housing,
due to an inability for some households to access market housing.
A breakdown of the City Region’s household forecasts shows a prominence of new, small
households. Of the 115,000 additional households expected to be resident by 2021, the
most significant increases are forecast for lone parent households (+21,000), one person
households (+38,000) and other forms of non-couple household (+15,000)90.
The tenure choices of households are also changing. While home ownership has been the
tenure option of choice in the UK for many years, there are signs that demand may be
falling. This may in part be associated with affordability challenges (see below) but there
are also signs that households are making active choices to take alternative tenure options.
Demand for private rented accommodation continues to rise, now accounting for 16.1% of
households. The private rented sector market is particularly strong in the major cities of
Leeds, Bradford and York as well as concentrations in areas of the City Region’s rural
districts. Social housing stock accounts for 17.7% of all housing with the highest
concentrations located in Wakefield (23.6% of stock), Leeds (22.0%) and Barnsley (20.9%),
with extensive waiting lists for social housing. Shared ownership options are growing in
popularity as more opportunities to access housing in this form become available and
acceptable to lenders.
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Addressing Unmet Demand
Low levels of development and changing housing demands has resulted in a degree of
unmet demand within the marketplace. Unmet demand can take the form of overall
household numbers as well as the potential for mismatches between the type, tenure and
size of properties.
Local authority housing waiting lists showed that 93,500 households (7.5% of the city
region total) were on a waiting list in April 2012. This figure is understood to have recently
increased to 105,000 which is a record high. New home completion levels (as considered
under the supply side analysis) in 2011-12 are more than 4,500 units below the anticipated
annual growth in household numbers.
House building and sale prices
House building levels in the City Region dipped after a peak in 2007/8 and only 4,600
dwellings were completed in 2012-13 - 54% of peak year levels. The equivalent statistic
for England is higher - 64% - although in LCR a higher proportion of house building has
been private sector led – 92% in 2012-13.
Analysis of total dwellings
Housebuilding completions 2005/6 to
completed by locality between
2012/13 in LCR as a % of population
2005-06 and 2012-13 as a
4.98
percentage of local population
4.33
(see chart) shows that house
building has been much higher
2.55 2.41
in Selby and Wakefield than
2.05 1.82
1.66 1.57
elsewhere, with levels lowest in
1.37 1.2
Bradford and Harrogate.
Barnsley has also seen high
house building levels, but an
exact figure is unavailable.
Current development rates
remain significantly below
Source: DCLG
those estimated to be required
to accommodate household demand. For example, the 2011-12 figures suggest a shortfall
of 4,770 units against forecast household demand within a single year.
Presence of Empty Homes
The latest empty homes data for November 2012 shows that there were over 50,000
empty properties across the City Region, accounting for almost 4% of stock. Almost 40%
(38%) of these properties were classed as long term empty.
The highest concentration of empty properties was reported in Bradford, accounting for
5% of stock; the highest proportion in Yorkshire and Humber and the tenth highest
proportion nationally. Long term empty properties as a proportion of all empties were
most prominent in Kirklees and Bradford; both reporting 45%. These properties provide an
important future source of housing supply to support the city region to achieve housing
provision on an adequate scale and quality and support area regeneration activities.
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House prices and affordability
Average LCR house sale prices rose by 13% over 2005-2012. But there are big variations
by time and place. Prices rose by 10%-15% in most of LCR in the two years from 2005 to
2007, but fell back, typically by around 5%, between 2007 and 2011. The average Q3 2012
sales price in the Leeds City Region of £169,400 was only slightly higher than for the
equivalent period in 2011, suggesting values remain static. Overall, prices in rural areas
remain higher than in urban areas.
However, figures suggest that values continue to struggle to recover in the City Region’s
more deprived neighbourhoods, where the year on year change in average sales prices in
Q3 2012 was -5.3% compared to an increase of 0.6% across the City Region as a whole.
Prices rises have been lowest where house building has been highest (Wakefield, Barnsley,
Selby), with bigger price rises in areas of low house building (Harrogate, Bradford). These
changes have fed through into housing affordability statistics.
Overall affordability in the Leeds City Region remains challenging for many households. The
ratio of house prices to income continues to rise across the area, in common with patterns
reported nationally. In 2012, the Leeds City Region average ratio of house prices to
incomes was 5.2 which exceeds average lending terms.
There are pronounced differences in affordability across the area, with affordability ratios
of income to average house prices ranging from 4.1 in Barnsley in 2012 to 6.8 in Harrogate.
On the whole, affordability in rural areas is lower than in urban areas with average ratios
across the City Region of 5.9 and 5.0 respectively. Low household incomes also mean that
affordability challenges persist in deprived areas, despite values being comparatively low.
Barriers to housing growth
There are a number of issues that pose a risk to efforts to develop new homes in the
required volume in the City Region. There is still a scarcity of traditional funding to support
house building – debt is relatively expensive and developers/investors tend to remain ‘risk
averse’. This manifests itself in a ‘flight to quality’.
The volume house builders are back in the market, but research suggests they are looking
for projects that fit traditional models, which risks increasing pressure on greenfield site
release. New entrants to the market do exist and there are examples across the City Region
of investment underpinning the private rented sector in particular – but volumes are low.
Buyers are hard pressed and, whilst they have been helped by new incentives being
brought forward to make it easier to access mortgage finance, there is still a problem in
accessing the housing market – particularly in the higher ratio affordability areas. There are
signs of improvement in the funding market for developers but some of this is being led by
publicly funded debt programmes such as Get Britain Building or Build to Rent.
Leeds City Region is developing an investment framework that provides a multidimensional response to the investment community and creates an environment within
which more homes can be built by investors and developers and purchased or rented by
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the occupier. This includes accessing government-backed schemes to stimulate housing
development.
Examples of Leeds City Region Engagement in National Initiatives
Initiative
Scale of activity
Kickstart
Round 1: approvals to support nine schemes,
together delivering 893 homes.
Round 2: approvals given to nine schemes.
Get Britain Building
Round 1: 21 shortlisted schemes to deliver 896 new
homes.
Round 2: 9 shortlisted schemes to deliver 358 new
homes.
Clusters of Empty
Awards made in Barnsley, Calderdale and Kirklees
Properties
covering 355 properties and with a value of
£4,441,184.
Commercial property
The chart shows 2012 rateable values (RV) for LCR and benchmark cities. Leeds has the
highest office and retail RVs of any English core city, although it (and the rest of LCR) is
below England average on office RVs, whilst York has the highest City Region retail RVs.
Wakefield has the highest industrial RVs in LCR.
Rateable values for the Leeds City Region and benchmark cities (2012)

Commercial rateable values - LCR and comparator cities, 2012
200
150
100
50
0
Offices RV £/m2
Retail RV £/m2
Industrial RV £/m2

CHALLENGE: To increase the supply of new homes in Leeds City Region,
particularly in strategic growth areas

CHALLENGE: To address the affordability issue that prevents many across the City
Region getting on the housing ladder by increasing the supply of affordable
homes
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Green infrastructure
Where are we now?
The Leeds City Region covers some of the UK’s grandest areas of natural beauty and
landscape, which has created a strong regional identity. Wide areas across the north and
west of the City Region have been recognised for their significant landscape and
recreational value. Almost all of the Nidderdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB) lies within its boundary, along with a significant proportion of the Yorkshire Dales
National Park. The eastern extent of the Forest of Bowland AONB and northern limits of
the Peak District National Park also lie within the City Region.
The challenge
Whilst many of the rural areas within the Leeds City Region are spectacular assets there is
significant scope to increase green infrastructure in urban areas, creating a high quality
setting for investment. Centuries of industrialisation have also, as would be expected, had
a detrimental effect on certain assets, particularly watercourses and tree cover.
Although the biological water quality of the rivers is increasing, there are still significant
shortfalls, particularly in the urban area where industrial pollution has a negative impact.
Statistics indicate that in 2006 approximately 86% of the river length in the LCR was
classified as fair or better. Whilst a significant improvement on water quality measures
from 1995 (78.2%) the figure falls short of national (93.9%) and regional (91%) figures.91
Fish stocks in the River Aire have increased as water quality has improved, but the passage
of fish is significantly hampered by weirs along the river. Introduction of fish passes at
strategic points would overcome this barrier and open the river to employment and
recreational opportunities.
Headline statistics for the Yorkshire and Humber Region as a whole are presented in the
Strategic Framework for Trees, Woods and Forests in Yorkshire and The Humber Region
(see below).
In total the region contains over 90,000 hectares of woodland, approximately 5.8% of the
land area of the region. This compares unfavourably to the figure of 8.4% for England and
30% for Europe. Tree cover in LCR is lower than for the wider region, standing at
approximately 5% of the total land area. This low figure is perhaps related to significant
areas of the historic woodland cover having been lost over centuries of clearance for
farming, mining, industry and development.
Leeds City Region Green Infrastructure Strategy
The Leeds City Region commissioned the Green Infrastructure Strategy in 2010 to ensure
that future growth is underpinned and supported by high quality green infrastructure. The
Strategy outlined investment priorities and strategic priority projects which, alongside
social and environmental objectives, have important economic outcomes such as;
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Progress in Leeds City Region, Leeds City Region with Yorkshire Futures, March 2009
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addressing climate change adaptation and mitigation by using tree planting for
natural air cooling and CO2 absorption. Sound investment now will contribute to
health and well-being of existing residents as well as lower the burden on future
generations to address their economic and environmental problems.



tackling flood alleviation and water management by installing sustainable urban
drainage systems, permeable surfaces and open spaces in urban areas and up-stream
water catchment management techniques in the wider countryside. Urban flooding
costs £270 million a year in England and Wales and the cost of environmental damage
from polluted urban wash-off has been estimated at £150 - £250 million. Coordinated
action in urban and rural areas, using cost effective interventions such as Sustainable
Urban Drainage Systems, will improve the resilience of cities, towns, villages and
farmland to cope with the increased threat of flooding. 92



Increasing land and property values by creating attractive environments around new
and existing residential, commercial and employment areas. Sustained investment in
green infrastructure now will lower long term development costs, raise land values
and stimulate further economic investment. 95% of real estate developers and
consultants across Europe believe that open space adds value to commercial property.
Before the development of the High Line Park (New York), properties in the
surrounding area were valued 8% less than the median in Manhattan. Between 2003
and 2011 the values near the park increased by 103% surpassing the New York
average.93



Sustaining economic growth and investment. High quality environments also offer
comparative location advantages to attract and retain business and a skilled labour
pool.



Improving labour force productivity. High quality environments around where people
live and work can inspire higher productivity and lower absenteeism amongst workforces.
Schemes such as Glasgow Green generated almost £8 million in terms of additional wage
and salary payments, as well as 35 full time equivalent jobs. The increase in jobs in the
area was 28% between 1998 and 2006. The increase in employees in other parts of the
city for the same period was 13%.94



Increasing tourism by improving the ‘tourism offer’ through widespread environmental
improvements, and targeted activity to improve the setting, functionality and accessibility
of key destinations. £15 million investment in Glasgow Green attracted visitors who
spent £30 million net additional worth of sales in the wider economy.95
Case Study: Langthwaite Grange, Wakefield
The improvements undertaken at Langthwaite Grange, Wakefield, demonstrate the impact
that green infrastructure can have on economic growth. Landscape quality and security
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Microeconomic evidence for the benefits of investment in the environment, Natural England, 2012
Green Infrastructure’s contribution to economic growth: A Review Eftec, Sheffield Hallam University, DEFRA,
2013
94
Ibid.
95
Ibid.
93
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improvements at the 57 ha industrial estate. Since the investment, 16 new businesses
moving in, bringing over £12 million investment and creating 200 new jobs.

Digital infrastructure

Where are we now?
Commercially driven investment in digital infrastructure, together with initiatives such as
the Superfast West Yorkshire and the Superfast North Yorkshire programme, are helping
businesses to exploit the benefits of enhanced broadband connectivity.
Despite this investment, many areas of the City Region need access to better broadband
in both urban and rural areas, which continues to represent a major constraint to the
growth potential of many local firms and the City Region economy in aggregate. This is in
line with Government policy - the Information Economy Strategy sets out the critical role
for the software, IT services and telecommunications services sectors to play in bringing
growth opportunities to fruition.
A whole system response will be developed across the City Region based on local
economic strengths and points of distinction to include actions such as:
■

Adopting ‘digital by default’ principles eg. public services such as education, planning,
health and social care;

■ Enhancing awareness of businesses and residents to the benefits of exploiting digital

opportunities; and
■ Embedding a new culture and trust around open information and digital services,

supporting measures such as the roll-out of Smart Metering.
■ Providing the digital infrastructure to enhance accessibility and exploit new

technologies and growth opportunities

The challenge
Fast digital connections, high-quality applications and usage of ICT are key enabling tools
to help the economy grow. This will enable businesses and individuals to take advantage
of an open modern economy and to access services from a wide range of providers.
We seek to achieve 100% superfast broadband services coverage across the city region,
providing the Smartest Digital City Region with the most complete digital infrastructure
and services in Europe that gives all our businesses and residents the opportunity to
benefit from the on-going digital revolution.
Further investment is required to create an enhanced digital infrastructure in Leeds City
Region that will help consolidate the area’s reputation for technology, innovation and
enterprise and which in turn will make the City Region a more attractive proposition for
business re-locations and start-ups – including the creation of new, high-tech jobs.
Broadband is essential to business growth
Access to broadband is crucial to modern business. Superfast and Ultra-fast broadband is
the technology that many larger and high growth commercial enterprises will need to
sustain their growth and development as it is synchronous (fast in both directions, rather
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than just for downloading), and is not subject to contention ratios (the number of users
using the service at the same time).
There is a strong bank of evidence to suggest that access to high quality broadband has a
marked impact on productivity by enabling more widespread adoption of flexible and
remote working practices and enabling global access to customers and employee skills, and
access to more efficient business to business to business services. For example, a study
carried out by BT found that productivity increased by 20% where remote working was
adopted.
A study on the impact of broadband investment by SQW96 for the Department for Culture,
Media and Sport (DCMS) highlighted the wider economic benefits of better broadband
access. For example, access to broadband enables people to access the jobs market who
otherwise may not have been able to do so by working remotely, particularly disabled
people and those who are carers for others.
It also benefits existing workers, with SQW estimating that by 2024, increases in remote
working would save UK residents 60 million hours of leisure time and reduce their
commuting costs by £270m per year. This also has environmental benefits, with SQW
projecting that 1.6m tonnes p.a. of CO2 emissions can be eliminated through faster
broadband by 2024.
For remote working to be most effective, workers need access to synchronous speeds (fast
upload speeds, as well as download speeds). Some emerging, innovative technologies, such
as telecare, are also reliant on high upload speeds so that data can be shared and
monitored quickly. Leeds City Region is already playing a leading role in telecare and
healthcare innovation. Without the appropriate technology, the opportunities created by
this strength in a growing market may be lost to the City Region.
The quality of digital infrastructure is also a crucial factor in attracting inward investment.
Research by Ernst and Young found that telecommunications and technology infrastructure
was the single most important factor in attracting foreign direct investment, cited as
important or very important by 89% of businesses. Enhancing the City Region’s digital
infrastructure will be pivotal if the City Region is to achieve its aim of attracting a greater
share of the Foreign Direct Investment that comes into the UK.
It can also help boost the number of start-ups – for example, technologies such as cloud
computing can reduce the fixed costs associated with starting a new enterprise. By
enabling more people to start a business, and by helping existing businesses to grow and
become more efficient, investment in broadband generates significant growth and
substantial returns on investment.
SQW’s broadband impact study found that for every £1 of public investment in broadband,
£20 was generated. This particularly high return on investment is attributed to the fact that
broadband is increasingly critical to the day to day operation of businesses across the UK,
and is instrumental in driving up firms’ productivity.
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Such is the benefit of investing in digital infrastructure, SQW projected that access to faster
broadband speeds will increase the UK’s total GVA by £17bn by 2024. This does not take
into account the government’s commitment to extend superfast broadband to 95% of
premises by 2017, announced in July 2013, so the return on current planned investments
will actually be higher.
However, for this benefit to be fully realised, public sector intervention will be required to
prevent a “digital divide” being created between rural and urban areas. Whilst commercial
investment may deliver faster speeds in urban areas, it is important that similar speeds are
available in both urban and rural communities. Ensuring rural areas have a level playing
field will both safeguard local employment and maximise the productivity benefits outlined
above.
Broadband coverage in the City Region
The Leeds City Region Digital Infrastructure Plan (May 2012) includes evidence on coverage
by superfast broadband networks, speeds, adoption and roll out, and the benefits to
businesses and residents of enhanced broadband access. Key points from the Plan (which
draws on OFCOM data) are outlined below, although in a very fast moving environment,
coverage and speeds are likely to have improved significantly from the data detailed in the
document:
■

A large proportion of premises are well served by superfast broadband networks.
However, all districts in the City Region contain some areas without access to even
the most basic speeds. In Leeds and Bradford, around 87-90% of premises are
covered by superfast broadband networks. That figure falls to 70% in Barnsley and
between 75% and 80% in York, Calderdale, Kirklees and Wakefield.

■

The proportion of premises without access to 2MBPS is around 10% in all areas of
the City Region.

■

Average internet speeds (ADSL, excluding superfast broadband) are approximately
15-16 Mbit/second across most districts of the City Region. However they vary
greatly within areas and download speeds are estimated to range from 30
megabytes per second in central areas of towns and cities to 1-2 megabytes per
second in less central and semi-rural areas.

■

Approximately 70% of premises in the City Region have an ADSL broadband
subscription. This is below the England average of +80%. Adoption rates are highest
in Leeds (81%) and the County of North Yorkshire (71%) despite large areas of the
county only having access to low bandwidth. Adoption rates are lowest in Barnsley
at 67%.

Despite BDUK investment and commercial roll-out some areas of the City Region
continue to need better broadband services in both rural and urban areas, including
inner-city and more deprived areas, which represents a major constraint to the growth
potential of many local firms and the City Region economy.
The Commission for Rural Communities’ report on rural micro-businesses (January 2013)
indicated that one of the highest priorities for rural businesses is to have access to good
broadband.
Superfast broadband availability, October 2013
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The Government’s Super-Connected Cities programme will benefit businesses in the urban
centres of Leeds/Bradford and York from late 2013 to 2015. Eligible businesses which apply
will be issued with Connectivity Vouchers (worth up to £3,000) to help them pay for either
a direct fibre connection to their premises or an ISDN line (directly connected to the
telephone exchange) – providing them with ultra-fast broadband (+100 mbps).
Poor levels of digital connectivity is identified by business as a barrier to growth
SMEs in many parts of the City Region have indicated that one of the main constraints to
business growth is poor levels of broadband connectivity97 (see text box below).

Lack of IT infrastructure/broadband/superfast broadband represents
a barrier to turnover growth for City Region businesses
The Chamber of Commerce Quarterly Survey (November 2013) found that over 90% of
firms in the City Region felt that digital infrastructure was critical to their business and
20% indicated that they would require business support to help them exploit better
digital connectivity.
Results are available on digital connectivity from the Kirklees, Calderdale and Wakefield
Employers Survey 2013, a sample of 2,600 businesses based in the three areas, which
represents just under around 3% of all firms across the Leeds City Region. The Survey took
place between April to June 2013 and was telephone based. In this survey, 10% of firms
indicated that a ‘lack of IT infrastructure/broadband/superfast broadband’ represented a
barrier to turnover growth over the next 3 years i.e. 2014 – 2017.
Extrapolated across the City Region, this would equate to 10,000 firms facing this barrier
to their turnover growth over the next 3 years. In addition firms were asked in which
areas they could benefit from more business support or advice. 19% of all firms in the
survey indicated that they could benefit from business support/advice regarding ‘better
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In the Kirklees, Calderdale and Wakefield Survey (2600 firms) carried out in April/May 2013 a lack of good quality
broadband was highlighted as one of the top 5 barriers to business growth.
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exploitation of ICT and broadband8. Slightly more high growth firms indicated that they
could benefit from such advice/support (20%). Again, extrapolated across the City Region,
this would equate to 20,000 businesses that could benefit from business support or
advice to help them exploit ICT or broadband for economic/commercial development of
their business.

The take-up of superfast broadband amongst businesses in some areas and sectors also
remains relatively low. This is mainly due to a lack of awareness, i.e. much of the potential
created by the large scale infrastructure investment in digital infrastructure is not being
realised. Some sectors of the economy have been particularly slow to exploit the ICT or
broadband opportunities due to out-dated business models, inertia and business cultural
practices; despite the growing understanding about the opportunities that innovation
through ICT and better broadband provides for business growth98.

CHALLENGE: to help support delivery of 100% digital coverage of superfast
broadband infrastructure and services across the City Region.

CHALLENGE: to encourage the take-up and exploit the benefits of enhanced
broadband services and the internet among businesses within the City Region

A smarter Leeds City Region
As we have just described, we aim to provide universal coverage of superfast and ultrafast
broadband across the City Region in order to unlock the potential for growth among
businesses in all sectors and to make the area more attractive to inward investors.
But looking into the future, a digital and information revolution will come to change the
way that all economic activities are done. Trends in the information economy are affecting
cities and city economies fundamentally, which will pose threats and risks as well as
opportunities. These trends include:
■
■
■
■
■

Making area based data available and accessible for all to use and exploit for the
benefit of the city region, its business and citizens;
Replacing the need to be physically present in cities and towns with virtual
connectivity creating efficiencies and opening up more opportunities.
Utilising information to enable increased performance and value;
Creating information and value chains that cut across different sectors and
boundaries;
Levering digital representation of assets to create insight and value – for example, in
smart meters or water management.

One aspect of digitalisation will be the advent of ‘smart cities’, where urban areas will learn
to harness the power of digital technologies and big data to create services for their
98
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residents which are higher quality and more efficient. It is estimated that the value of
smart cities in the UK will be $20bn by 2020. Areas will:
■
■
■
■

Use intelligent technology and data analysis to enhance performance, resource
efficiency, and resilience of city systems
Encompass infrastructure, energy, utilities systems, data and information
Provide businesses and citizens with the tools and information to create and develop
innovative solutions to public sector problems.
Emphasise the interconnectedness of technology and analysis across different
organisations, disciplines, and systems

Innovations that marry the digital and energy disciplines will become widespread, including
technology that controls the energy consumption of buildings and interoperable
communicating devices - such as temperature and air quality sensors, variable speed drives
and robots, as well as smart meters. These are examples of the technology that is changing
the way we use energy.
Smart cities will enable the use of open data which will create new urban services such as
accident risk warnings, home monitoring, and tele-medicine for connected health services.
Competitor northern European cities are developing concepts of smart cities and smart
grids to exploit technology to make their transport systems more resilient by ending
reliance on fossil fuels. These concepts build upon smart data and the use of mobility
cards, offering access to all modes of transport on the principle of ‘rental’ rather than
ownership. This has the potential to affect dramatic changes in mode share through
marginal cost pricing, rather than the high fixed costs and low marginal costs associated
with car ownership. This in turn allows investment in electric vehicles and reduces road
congestion, thereby enhancing agglomeration benefits. The concept of smart grids builds
on smart transport by using electric vehicles as part of the energy distribution system.
Concepts under development include the:
■
■
■

use of electric car batteries as energy sinks, storing renewable electricity generated
at off-peak times;
electrolysis of water using off-peak renewable electricity to generate hydrogen for
use in fuel cell buses; and
anaerobic digestion of waste materials to generate methane for use in urban bus
fleets.

The LEP plans to conduct a feasibility study in 2014-15 with a view to informing proposals
for inclusion in future Local Growth Fund years.
We are working across the public and private sector to begin the challenge of addressing
the big data issue. The City Region hosts a node to the national Open Data Institute (ODI)
which is catalysing the evolution of open data culture to create economic, environmental
and social value. It will help unlock supply, generate demand, and create and disseminate
knowledge to address local and global issues, allowing world class experts to collaborate,
incubate, nature and mentor new ideas and promote innovation. Leeds Data Mill, working
closely with the ODI, provides a platform for organisations in Leeds to open up their data.
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Even though this is a relatively new initiative, we are already looking to scale it up across
the region.
With Leeds University ranked first in the UK for big data (one of the ‘eight great
technologies’), we will actively seek support for the City Region to act as host to the Alan
Turing Institute, building on the region’s extensive strengths and capabilities in this area.
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APPENDIX F: POLICY AND EVIDENCE LIBRARY
Introduction
Over the course of the 10 years of the Leeds City Region partnership, we have developed a robust
and comprehensive evidence base. This has been continuously updated and refined, and has formed
the basis for the suite of strategy documents and plans upon which LEP policy is based. These
strategy and policy documents, summarised in the diagram below, have formed the basis of the
interventions proposed in our Strategic Economic Plan (SEP).

Additionally, as part of the SEP process we have commissioned new work where we felt our
evidence needed refreshing, or where there were gaps in our knowledge.
The list below provides a synopsis of the key LEP policy, strategy and evidence documents and,
where available, a link to an online version.

Leeds City Region LEP policy, strategy and evidence documents
Overarching strategy and policy documents
Leeds City Region LEP Plan (2011) - the LEP Board’s vision and strategy for growth across the City
Region – was agreed in 2011 and sets the overall strategic parameters for our work.
Leeds City Region Investment Plan (2013, not published) - sets out the ways in which we envisage
that public and private investment will play their part in achieving our vision as set out in the LEP
Plan.
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Leeds City Region European Structural and Investment Funds Strategy (2014) - complements our
SEP and describes local needs and opportunities, desired outcomes and the rationale for proposed
projects and programmes for our ESIF strategy for 2014-20.
Leeds City Region City Deal (2012) – our landmark deal with government giving the City Region and
its partner local authorities greater control over spending and decision-making to ensure
interventions are in line with what our economy needs.

Thematic policies, strategies and evidence
Trade & Investment Plan (2014, publication forthcoming) – details how the LEP intends to increase
inward investment into and exports from Leeds City Region.
Housing & Regeneration Strategy (2009, refreshed 2014) – a refresh of our 2009 Housing &
Regeneration Strategy – sets the context for future investment decisions by recognising market
conditions (where they relate to both challenges and opportunities) and strategy drivers.
Leeds City Region Skills Plan (2013) – sets out how the LEP intends to achieve its aim of creating a
skilled and flexible workforce to support improved productivity and jobs growth.
Leeds City Region Labour Market Analysis (2013) - presents the state of the City Region labour
market within the context of its economy. It shows the key supply and demand side challenges, the
strengths and weaknesses and prospects for growth.
West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund –a draft prospectus for change (2013) - outlines our City Deal
and provides a summary of the West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund schemes, explaining their job
creation potential and contribution towards economic growth.
Digital Infrastructure Plan (2012) – sets out how over the next 20 years the City Region intends to
develop its digital infrastructure to maximise exploitation of digital communications technology and
boost its economic competitiveness.
Advanced Manufacturing in Leeds City Region (2012) - analysis of the advanced manufacturing
sector in the City Region detailing the size and characteristics of the sector, and its prospects for
growth.
Beyond Borders: Report on Leeds City Region Exports (2012) – joint report with local Chambers of
Commerce considering how to encourage more businesses to start exporting and support existing
exporters in targeting new international markets. It includes the identification of potential new
markets, and analysis of the barriers to exporting.
My Journey: West Yorkshire Local Transport Plan 2011-2026 (2012) - outlines the West Yorkshire
Local Transport Plan (LTP) for 2011 to 2026. The LTP is the statutory plan for transport in West
Yorkshire and sets out the needs, ambitions and strategy over a relatively long period of time as well
as detailed spending proposals in the first three years.
City of York Local Transport Plan 2011 – 2031 (2011) - sets out the transport policies and measures
that will contribute to the city's economic prosperity over the next 20 years, whilst meeting
challenging national and local targets for reducing emissions.
Leeds City Region Mini-Stern Review (2011) - reviews the cost and carbon effectiveness of a wide
range of low carbon options. Explores the scope for their deployment, their associated investment
needs, financial returns and carbon savings, and the implications for the economy and employment.
Leeds City Region Green Jobs report (2011) - analysis of the green jobs sector in the City Region,
including a summary of regional assets, renewable & low carbon energy capacity projections,
existing green jobs, higher & further education sectors, growth opportunities and vulnerable sectors.
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Leeds City Region Business Survey (2011) – locally-commissioned survey of businesses across the
City Region, providing analysis of business attitudes consistent with the National Business Survey.
Green Infrastructure Strategy (2010) - analysis of the City Region’s green infrastructure and natural
assets, presenting a strategy focusing on how this green infrastructure can deliver our sustainable
urban growth agenda.
Leeds City Region Transport Strategy (2009) – identifies the main issues and priority challenges for
transport in Leeds City Region, the wider policy and spatial outcomes that transport needs to
support, and a framework for developing interventions.
Leeds City Region Key Sector Strategy (2014, publication forthcoming) - identifies the key sectors
which can play an important role in driving growth within the City Region, and the assets, leading
businesses and opportunities within them.
Leeds City Region Smart Specialisation Strategy (2014, publication forthcoming) - analysis of the
City Region’s innovation assets, strengths, weaknesses and opportunities, and sets out the City
Region’s strategy to drive greater levels of innovation and implement smart specialisation across the
City Region.
Leeds City Region low carbon energy investment roadmap (forthcoming) – analysis of the
opportunities for low carbon energy generation in the City Region to define the LEP’s investment
priorities.
Leeds City Region Economic Assessment (2014, publication forthcoming) – assessment of the
economic situation across Leeds City Region, including analysis of trends over the past decade and
comparison of economic performance against England and other areas.
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APPENDIX G: PARTNER ENGAGEMENT
Introduction
The development of the Strategic Economic Plan has not been a task for the LEP Board alone. The
process has been an invaluable opportunity to involve the business community and other partners in
the City Region in drawing up the long term vision for the local economy. We have aimed to be as
open and transparent as possible throughout the process, and have sought and incorporated views
from across the City Region and beyond.
Over 600 organisations and individuals have been engaged in the development of our SEP, and all
have made a valuable contribution. This chapter describes the process by which we have engaged
and consulted in an open and inclusive way.

Partnership development and business engagement
Internal communications
The LEP Board and existing partners have been central to the development of the Plan. All LEP
Panels and Boards have considered the SEP and helped to shape its content:


The LEP Board held an away day on 28 November to discuss the draft Plan and take key
decisions to move the work forward, including agreeing to refocus the LEP’s overall vision
around unlocking the City Region’s potential as an economic powerhouse. Each subsequent
meeting of the LEP Board has further refined our vision, ambition and the proposals within our
SEP.



The LEP Chair and the Chairs of the Panels attended a meeting with our senior Whitehall
sponsor, Bernadette Kelly of BIS, on 7th November at which some initial ideas were discussed.
We have been in continuous and constructive dialogue with government throughout the
process. The LEP Chair led a delegation which met with the Minister of State for Cabinet Office
(Cities and Constitution), the Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, in Wakefield on 11th February, who provided
invaluable insight which further assisted the SEP’s development. This session has been followed
by further productive discussions with our senior Whitehall sponsor.



The LEP Panels – Business, Innovation and Growth, Business Communications, Employment and
Skills, Green Economy – have each discussed the SEP on several occasions, and have shaped the
proposals in our SEP relevant to their areas of expertise. A number of Board and Panel members
have also been involved in steering group arrangements on specific pieces of work feeding into
the Plan (such as the review of the LCR innovation strategy).



Local authorities have been central to the provision of information on many of the major
investment projects submitted as part of the Plan. Leaders, Chief Executives, Directors of
Development and Heads of Planning in our member authorities have also discussed the SEP and
had input on the projects and programmes it contains.



Progress outside meetings is being communicated through a monthly update, which is circulated
to internal stakeholders by email.

External communications
The involvement of local businesses, opinion-formers and the wider community has been vital to
ensure that we incorporate the widest possible range of views in our Plan, and also generate broad
support for a strong Local Growth Deal for Leeds City Region. The SEP has also been a valuable
opportunity for the LEP to engage with key audiences, particularly businesses.
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One to one meetings have been held from September onwards enabling business representative
organisations to contribute to the SEP, including Chambers of Commerce, Federation of Small
Businesses, Institute of Directors and Confederation of British Industry. We have also held one to
one meetings with sector bodies such as the manufacturers’ organisation, EEF.
We have held a number of events and workshops, some about the SEP as a whole and others about
specific aspects of our strategy. These include:


Leeds City Region Energy Forum, 19th September 2013, 40+ attendees - Business consultation
on the low carbon energy priorities of the Leeds City Region;



EU Funding consultation event, 5 November 2013, 170+ attendees - Consultation event for
stakeholders to give views on the draft European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF)
Strategy and hear more about how this will complement the LEP’s Strategic Economic Plan and
Local Growth Deal;



Key sectors workshop, 7th November 2013, 15+ attendees – A workshop giving stakeholders an
opportunity to contribute to the development of our key sectors strategy and discuss the role
our key sectors can play in our Strategic Economic Plan;



Innovation consultation event - ‘Roadmap to a more innovative Leeds City Region’, 26
November 2013, 100+ attendees - Consultation event for businesses, policymakers, universities
and key innovation support agencies to have their say on how the LEP should prioritise funding
to boost business innovation. The event was held in association with the Yorkshire Post,
Nanofactory, Agfa Graphics Ltd and Regeneris Consulting. Our media partner, Yorkshire Post,
reported the key findings from the day;



Business leaders’ consultation event, 4 February 2014, 30+ attendees - Consultation event for
senior business leaders from across the Leeds City Region to provide feedback on the draft
Strategic Economic Plan.



Leeds City Region Developers consultation event, 7 February 2014, 20+ attendees Consultation event for City Region developers to provide feedback on the draft Strategic
Economic Plan.



Kirklees Business Champions consultation event – 25 February 2014, 20+ attendees –
Consultation event with Kirklees businesses to seek their views on the draft Strategic Economic
Plan and vision for the future of the Leeds City Region economy.



We also ran a series of themed workshops which discussed the issues and helped to refine the
relevant priorities in both our European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) Strategy and the
SEP on the following topics:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Community Led Local Development workshop, 26 November 2013, 40+ attendees;
ICT workshop, 2 December 2013, 10+ attendees;
SME competitiveness workshop, 2 December 2013, 20+ attendees;
Access to finance workshop, 3 December 2013, 10+ attendees;
Social inclusion workshop, 4 December 2013, 20+ attendees;
Employment workshop, 4 December 2013, 20+ attendees;
Environmental and climate change workshop, 5 December 2013, 20+ attendees;
Low carbon workshop, 5 December 2013, 30+ attendees;
Skills workshop, 6 December 2013, 20+ attendees;
Innovation workshop, 6 December 2013, 10+ attendees.

We have conducted a number of surveys and direct consultation sessions with businesses and
business representative organisations to help shape the SEP:
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Business Influencers Survey, 6 January – 14 February 2014 - Telephone and face to face
interviews with 15 key business influencers from across the City Region to ascertain what the
key strengths, opportunities and challenges for the City Region, and what business interventions
the LEP can take to unlock and enable business growth;
Innovation Strategy consultation with key influencers, November 2013 – February 2014 – As
part of the work to shape our Innovation Strategy, one to one consultation sessions were held
with around 25 key influencers, both in face to face meetings and by telephone;
Key sectors consultation with key influencers - November 2013 – February 2014 - As part of the
work to shape our Key Sectors Strategy, one to one consultation sessions were held with over 30
key influencers, both in face to face meetings and by telephone;
Interviews with leading companies in key sectors – January – February 2014 – Interviews have
been conducted with leading local companies in our key sectors, aiding our understanding of
what has contributed to their success and the barriers and challenges they still face as part of
the development of our key sectors strategy.

The LEP has also taken the opportunity to discuss the Strategic Economic Plan at a number of
external and partner events including:

















Bradford Breakthrough Group Meeting, 25 October 2013;
Lloyds Business Community Event - 'The Big Picture', 12 November 2013;
Bradford Breakthrough event, 19 November 2013;
University Research & Innovation Support Conference – ‘Engaging with the Region: Better
Together’, 3 December 2013;
All Party Parliamentary Yorkshire & Northern Lincolnshire Group – ‘Infrastructure North - Energy
for Growth and Thriving Communities’, 4 December 2013;
EEF consultation event, 9 December 2013;
The Business Desk ‘State of the Region’ roundtable discussion, 9 January 2014;
All Party Parliamentary Yorkshire & Northern Lincolnshire Group with Rt Hon Dr Vince Cable MP,
14 January 2014;
Insider Property Breakfast Forum, 23 January 2014;
National Housing Federation consultation event - 31 January 2014;
‘More jobs, better jobs’ partnership launch (with Joseph Roundtree Foundation), 7 February
2014;
Common purpose event, 27 February 2014;
LEP Lunch and Business Conference with His Royal Highness The Duke of York, KG, 4 March
2014;
Leeds City Region Vice-Chancellors Dinner, 12 March 2014;
Yorkshire Building Society event, 14 March 2014;
Yorkshire Post Fastest 50 Awards, 14 March 2014.

MP and elected representative engagement
We value the support of MPs and elected representatives and have sought to engage with as many
Members of Parliament as possible as part of the SEP process. In addition to the highly productive
meeting with the Minister of State for Cabinet Office (Cities and Constitution) outlined above, the
LEP Chair has taken every opportunity to discuss our SEP in meetings with ministers, including with
the Prime Minister in October 2013, and the Deputy Prime Minister in January 2014.
The LEP Chair also held a one to one meeting with Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government, Kris Hopkins MP, in December. This was a valuable opportunity
to discuss our SEP with a government minister who represents a City Region constituency.
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In addition, through attendance at meetings of the All Party Parliamentary Group for Yorkshire and
North Lincolnshire in December 2013 and January 2014, at the meeting at the Team Leeds group of
MPs in March 2014, and through other one to one meetings, we have discussed our SEP with the
following MPs and MEPs:
Stuart Andrew MP
Ed Balls MP
Kevin Barron MP
Hilary Benn MP
Fabian Hamilton MP
Jason McCartney MP
Edward McMillan-Scott MEP
Greg Mullholland MP
Meg Munn MP
Andrew Percy MP
Barry Sheerman MP
Julian Smith MP
Gerry Sutcliffe MP
Martin Vickers MP
David Ward MP
Craig Whittaker MP

Press and media
We have looked to engage local media partners, and held a press briefing in December 2013. This
was an opportunity for LEP Chair, Roger Marsh, and LEP Board member, Rashik Parmar, to brief key
media contacts on the Strategic Economic Plan and the LEP’s vision for the future of the Leeds City
Region economy. Press coverage following the briefing is below:
The Business Desk
Business Insider
Yorkshire Post

Marsh outlines LEP ambitions; What makes a great city?
LEP chief outlines ambitious growth strategy
Expert’s mission to make Leeds smarter city for work and play

We have also used social media and online consultation tools to engage with as wide an audience as
possible. This includes:


Innovation social media consultation, 11 – 26 November 2013, The purpose of our #innovatelcr
consultation was to stimulate debate about business innovation on the run up to our ‘Roadmap
to a more innovative Leeds City Region’ event. The consultation reached over 125,000 unique
Twitter users and achieved a total exposure of over 500,000 impressions. A selection of
responses is included below:
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Economic narrative consultation – January – February 2014 The purpose of our #visionlcr
consultation was to seek local people’s contributions to create a distinctive narrative about how
the region’s economy has developed. The narrative forms a key part of our Strategic Economic
Plan, telling a distinctive, compelling story about the City Region’s economy and our future
vision. The consultation achieved a total exposure of over 60,000 impressions on Twitter. A
selection of responses is included below:



Survey Monkey consultation, 13 – 28 February 2014 - An open and anonymous consultation
giving interested parties the chance to provide feedback on the draft Strategic Economic Plan
through a Survey Monkey questionnaire on the Leeds City Region website.

External challenge
In addition to the contributions from local businesses and other stakeholders, we have also engaged
consultants and academics to act as ‘critical friends’ and provide objective and external challenge as
the SEP develops. The group includes:


staff from the Centre for Cities, who have acted as a sounding board and provided challenge
throughout the process; their staff have also attended and led meetings as appropriate during
the development of the Plan, such as a LEP Board away day in September 2013 and a business
engagement event in February 2014;



other individuals who have helped by providing comment, advice and challenge throughout the
process: Prof Mark Hart (Aston Business School); Ingrid Holmes (E3G); Prof Mike Campbell
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(Visiting Professor of Economics, University of Durham); John Jarvis (John Jarvis Consulting); Jim
Steer (Steer Davies Gleave); Prof Peter Mackie (Leeds University); and Prof Andy Pike (Newcastle
University).

Cross-LEP collaboration
The Leeds City Region LEP is committed to working collaboratively with neighbouring LEPs and
strives to do so wherever possible. We have a wide range of collaborations with relevant
neighbouring or overlapping LEPs – including Greater Manchester, Sheffield City Region, York, North
Yorkshire and East Riding and the Humber.
Such collaboration was part of the City Deal, and we have worked with LEP areas across the north on
a partnership agreement between DfT and Rail North over the franchising of rail services over 33
local transport authority areas. This landmark agreement shows there is a deep commitment to
partnership working across the north, and emphasises that LEPs and other partners, both public and
private, are willing and eager to work together to deliver transformational change on issues which
are crucial to our shared future prosperity.
Collaborating in this manner is not new to Yorkshire LEPs. We have embraced this spirit of cooperation as part of our SEP development, and have sought to align our plans with those of other
organisations. In particular, we have collaborated closely with neighbouring LEPs on projects where
we share a mutual interest and especially with York, North Yorkshire and East Riding LEP (YNYER),
with whom we share an overlapping geography. As part of this Plan, we have worked with YNYER on
the BioVale initiative, which will create an international hub for the knowledge-based bio economy
in the area where our geography overlaps. We also share an interest, and have worked closely with,
YNYER in the Olympia Park development in the overlapping district of Selby.
We have worked with both Sheffield City Region and YNYER on tourism, recognising the strength of
the Yorkshire brand, and to ensure that the impact of this summer’s Tour de France Grand Départ is
felt across the whole of the area involved.
Transport is one area where significant cross-LEP discussions and collaboration has, and continues to
be undertaken. A number of the schemes included in our packages will be funded and delivered by
Network Rail and the Highways Agency. We have worked closely with both infrastructure providers
to ensure that their priorities are integrated and complement our aspirations for growth.
Alongside the schemes included in the Strategic Economic Plan, there is on-going work to ensure
HS2 is integrated effectively and the increasing demand on the existing rail network is managed. For
example, Metro, South Yorkshire PTE and Leeds City Region have come together and commissioned
a study to look ahead and see what potential benefits improvements to rail can bring to the
Yorkshire economy. The research identified up to £12bn of benefits achieved from improved
connectivity and greater capacity.
We are now undertaking the next stage of work over the next 9 months on the Leeds City Region
HS2 Connectivity Programme, to understand what else we need to do beyond what is already
planned for and committed, and to fully spread the benefits of HS2 across the City Region and
beyond. Leeds City Region partners are working with HS2, Network Rail and the Highways Agency to
develop this plan. We recognise it is necessary to work together with our northern colleagues to
consider what follows the Northern Hub and to consider how we can achieve a more ambitious
Leeds to Manchester link.
We are already investing our time and resource into this work. We will only secure the necessary
support for continuing to press ahead with these plans if we can demonstrate that government is
also serious about investing in infrastructure in the north.
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There are other areas of mutual interest, both in the SEP and ESIF processes, and on many other
issues as well. The Yorkshire LEPs have held discussions on where our SEPs align and on the wider
context in which our economic plans our developing, including on issues which are important across
the wider region such as skills, manufacturing, housing and tourism. We recognise the importance of
ongoing dialogue and co-operation beyond LEP boundaries. We are committed to continued
collaboration with other areas in the future on subjects of mutual interest. Co-operating in this
manner will help to drive faster growth across our respective LEP areas and contribute towards our
shared aim of achieving greater prosperity across the north.
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